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Sweet! Music all weekend…
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HSC stymied
ćƷćƖſĕëƖĈſëĈƷ
Connor Meldrum is keen to finish his HSC, but his efforts are being
hampered by the NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA).
Photo & story Eve Jeffery
On March 23, 2019, Connor Meldrum’s life changed forever, and
he has spent much of the last two
years trying to regain normality –
that is, as much normality as you
can with only half a skull.
Connor fell from a cliff face at
Cape Byron in 2019, when he was 15,
and was airlifted to the Gold Coast
University Hospital where he had
surgery for a serious brain injury. He
went in and out of coma and rehab
at Queensland’s Children’s Hospital.
After having a plate inserted in
his skull, Connor was able to go
back to school at Trinity Catholic
College part-time, just three-and-a
half months later.
And in those weeks until the end
of the school year, he had to relearn
how to read, speak and walk again.
Things went well in 2020, and
Connor finished year 11 in the top
eight of his class – a testament to his
self-motivation, willpower, determination and intelligence.
He was on track to do well as
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part of the 2021 cohort of HSC students at the school, when, before
the year began, he developed an
infection and the plate in his head
had to be removed.
Connor rallied enough to get back
to class not long after Term One
started, but he was only up for lacking three subjects with a regime of 24
hour antibiotics for three months.
This would make him two subjects shy of the HSC requirement.
There is nothing more that
Connor wants than to finish his
HSC this year, but try as they
might, Connor and his family and
friends are not having any luck
with the NSW Education Standards
Authority (NESA).
NESA, according to their website,
are ‘an independent statutory
authority reporting to an independent Board and the NSW Minister
for Education and Early Childhood
Learning. Making sure all children
and young people in NSW leave
school ready to take advantage of
life’s opportunities, as well as to rise
▶ Continued on page 4
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The Buckley’s, a local talented trio of siblings, are just one of the acts performing at this weekend’s
Byron Music Festival. While the main action is on Saturday at Dening Park on the beachfront, other venues
around town are hosting events. Pictured are Sarah, Lachlan and Molly Buckley. For more info visit
www.byronmusicfestival.com.au. Photo Jeff ‘Sweet Tooth’ Dawson
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Paul Bibby
Could Multiple Occupancy (MO)
housing developments be reintroduced in the Byron Shire as a way
of addressing the growing housing
crisis? This is the idea behind a
motion to be moved at next week’s
Byron Council meeting.
Multiple Occupancies are a particular type of rural development
where a group of people pool their
resources to purchase a property

Influencers – just
another ad platform?
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and then live there in separate
homes. Shares in the property can
be bought or sold, but ultimately
the land remains in the hands of
the community, often via a corporate structure.
For years multiple occupancies
– which require Council approval –
gave locals a way of finding affordable housing within a community
of like-minded individuals.
But the model was effectively
put out to pasture in recent years,

Echo Community
Awards night!
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owing to issues with non-compliant
development and poor infrastructure within MO properties.
However, at next week’s Council
meeting, Greens Deputy Mayor,
Sarah Ndiaye, will move that Council
prepare a report ‘exploring the possibilities, hurdles, and opportunities
for reintroducing Multiple Occupancies as a pathway to providing more
options for accessible and affordable
housing in the Byron Shire’.
▶ Continued on page 11
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Ocean Shores resident and Emeritus Professor, Baden Offord, has been named
on the Queen’s Birthday 2021 Honours
List, ‘For distinguished service to tertiary
education in the field of human rights,
social justice, and cultural diversity’.
He told The Echo, ‘I’m humbled and
amazed to receive this recognition’.

Is your pet
ready for
winter?

Byron Bay 6685 6899
myvetbyronbay.com.au

ÈëōƖĕĎƱşſŊ

Emeritus Professor, Baden Offord. Photo supplied
family who has experienced actual and
attempted suicide owing to intergenerational trauma, education has been
key to how to respond to these things.
‘Education, at heart, is about our
radical diversity as human beings.
‘The energies I bring to tertiary
education have been to enable heart
and soul as well as critical and creative

thinking to how we live in the world,
with each other and with the beautiful
planet we owe our being to’.
Professor Offord added, ‘As a social
justice educator, I like to start from the
position that we are equally ignorant,
and that in this peaceful co-existence
we can learn together about each other
and the world’.

Echo ëĎōĕëĎƆƐşÈwëſſĕƆƐşĪ!şƖŕĈĶōëĈƐĶưĶƆƐ
Vocal Council critic and longtime activist, John Anderson,
aka Fast Buck$, was arrested
last Friday night for allegedly
breaching his Apprehended
Violence Order (AVO) by an
Echo ad from the June 2 edition (page 17).
The AVO was requested by
police on behalf of Councillor
Sarah Ndiaye, who says she
fears for her safety and is
intimidated by Mr Anderson.
Mr Anderson denies
having a history of violence,
says he will fight the AVO and
instead claims Cr Ndiaye is
‘intimidated by the truth’.

Mr Anderson told The Echo
he was woken at 9.30pm
last Friday night by police
with body cams, who were
aggressive towards him.
‘I was handcuffed,
photographed, my wallet
and address book searched,
and taken to the Byron Bay
police station. I was told that
I had to sign a document. I
asked if this was considered
coercion, and the cop admitted that it was’.
Yet Detective Chief
Inspector Matt Kehoe told
The Echo, ‘Mr Anderson was
not coerced into signing any

documents. Without all of
the facts, I can advise that
several forms are signed as
part of a person’s custody
and/or charge. He was
afforded “Conditional Bail”,
and, as per the The Bail Act
2013, the accused, if they
agree to comply with such
conditions, would naturally
sign the Bail forms’.
Mr Anderson continued, ‘I
asked if the complaint came
from Cr Sarah Ndiaye, and the
police said “Yes”. I eventually
got out at around 1am and
had to catch a taxi home’.
He says the AVO arrest

was prompted by his paid
Echo ad, in which he said the
police officer serving the AVO
couldn’t pronounce ‘Ndiaye’.
He wrote, ‘There you go
Sarah; another male deliberately mispronouncing your
name in order to harrass and
intimidate you. PS Sub judice
cuts both ways’.
Mr Anderson says the case
will be heard at the Mullum
Courthouse in early July.
Cr Ndiaye told The Echo
she reported the ‘breach’
to police. ‘The police make
a decision as to how they
respond to a breach’, she said.
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‘It’s very heartening to know that the
work I do in social justice and human
rights education is valued.
‘But you know, it takes a village to
make change happen, and there are so
many good people doing this work.
‘As an activist-educator in the humanities and cultural studies, I see culture as
the lifeblood of political and social life.
‘Throughout my teaching, research
and advocacy, I am most concerned with
the critical relationship between lived
experience, intersectionality and the
everyday encounter and negotiation of
structural and epistemic violence faced
by many on account of their markers of
difference – whether its race, disability,
gender, age, sexuality and so on.
‘As an LGBTIQA+ identified and
mixed-race person who comes from a
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Adrian Howe
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!şŕŕşſȜƆƱĶƆĲƐşǕŕĶƆĲL! Garden food shared with friends
Biz chamber presents Service
NSW Business Concierge, June 17 stymied by bureaucracy
The Byron Bay Chamber of
Commerce will host a talk
by Rose Tuakanangaro,
local Service NSW Business
Concierge, on June 17
from 5.30pm at the Byron
Services Club.
Ms Tuakanangaro will
be sharing Service NSW’s
Business Support Programs
to assist Byron Shire
businesses.
Topics covered include
‘accessing support for
storms and floods, COVID-19
and bushfire; support to

start, run, grow or adapt
your business; applying for
grants and licences; working
with councils; understanding regulations and connecting to services and advice’.

Open invitation
Everyone is welcome to
come and meet business
leaders, swap business
cards, meet new prospects,
and, of course, enjoy
yourself.
For more info visit www.
byronbaychamber.com.

FURNITURE
DONATIONS
PLEASE

also homewares and
electrical, manchester,
and clothing.

GLOBAL RIPPLE OP SHOP
17 Grevillea Street, Byron Arts and Industrial.
Phone 0457 192 225
Be sure to leave a message for us to call you back,
and leave photos of large donations – we can also
collect from you. Thank you.

▶ Continued from page 1
to its inevitable challenges, is
at the heart of what we do.’
Yet, helping Connor take
advantage of his life’s opportunities and helping him
rise to his life’s challenges,
doesn’t appear to be at the
heart of what they are doing
for him, say his family.
A letter from NESA’s CEO
Paul Martin to Connor’s parents says that ‘NESA’s illness/
misadventure program is
available to students when a
recent, emergent and unforeseen event, including illness
or accident, affects their HSC
exam performance. Students
cannot apply for illness/misadventure in advance, as the
program explicitly excludes
long-term injury or illness,
unless a recurrence during or
immediately before the exam
period affects a student’s
exam performance’.
This means Connor’s illness is chronic, and therefore
he doesn’t qualify for any
dispensation, no matter how
ill he is, and no matter what
he has achieved so far.
Connor came back literally against all odds to be
one of the top students in
his year, his track record is

clear and concise, yet NESA
doesn’t think he should be
given any special treatment,
even though they have the
power to extrapolate the
capability he has shown
in his work to date, work
that he completed under
extremely trying conditions,
to allow him to gain his HSC.
Connor says that
everyone at the school has
been very supportive, to the
point of starting a petition
to NESA that got over 2,000
signatures on the first day.
He says, ‘I’m so grateful
to my friends who started
a petition, all of Year 12 at
Trinity, and everyone else who
has signed this in support of
me getting the HSC this year.
It makes me feel like people
understand and there is hope’.
Having come close to
losing their precious boy, Connor’s parents are struggling
to understand a system that
appears to be working against
their son. Connor’s mum, Kim,
says there isn’t a single person
she has spoken to who supports NESA’s position on this,
other than the staff at NESA.
To add your voice
to the petition, visit
www.bit.ly/3pRMG2p.

Sarah-Jane St Clair, Helena Norberg-Hodge and Gina
LaCosta. Photo Jeff ‘Foodie And Friends Since 1986’ Dawson
Last Sunday, the Mullum
Community Gardens
hosted a local food feast to
celebrate World Localisation
Day. Food was brought and
shared on picnic rugs and

cushions by family and
friends.
The day also included a
panel discussion with local
farmers and Helena NorbergHodge from Local Futures.

Draft Climate Change Adaptation
Plan on exhibition till June 28
A five-year draft Climate
Change Adaptation Plan is
now before the public.
Council staff say it’s
aimed at ‘reducing the risk
of projected climate impacts
by delivering specific actions
and planning measures
within Council’s operational
control, and enhancing community resilience and adaptive capacity before, during,

and after climate events’.
According to staff, the 47
page plan will address four
climate scenarios that have
been identified as the most
significant risks to Byron
Shire. They are ‘flooding
owing to extreme rainfall,
coastal storm surges owing
to severe storms and sea
level rise, extreme heat and
increased fire weather’.

Byron High Winter Arts Festival Showcase June 17
Byron Bay High School students will be
hosting their annual Winter Arts Festival
Showcase evening on June 17 at the school,
which includes a student play, vocalists,
bands, dance troupes and short films.
Organisers say from 4.30pm the play You

Got This will be staged, which is all about
starting high school.
From 5.30pm there will be food and
beverages. At 6pm, the showcase will feature
vocalists, bands, dance troupes, short films
and the Year Seven choir.

Police withdraw charge against protester
The police case against a
Byron local arrested at a ‘My
body, my choice’ protest has
been dropped, according to
rally organiser Dean Jefferys.
Mr Jefferys says the
charge of ‘Fail to comply
requirement public health
order – COVID-19 Statutory Provision Describing
Offence: Act/Regulation
Public Health Act 2010,
Section/Clause 70 (1)’ was
withdrawn by the police
prosecutor and the magistrate dismissed the case.
He told The Echo,
‘Dharma Mitra, the defendant, is now looking into
charging the police with
unlawful arrest and abuse
of powers under the “emergency” Biosecurity Act 2015’.
‘Dharma Mitra was sitting
down in a group listening
to a speaker, then was
approached by six police,
handcuffed, had her arms
twisted and bruised and
spent three hours waiting in
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Dharma Mitra is pictured third from right. Photo supplied
the Byron lockup after the
arrest. It’s a classic example
of police abusing their power
under the Emergency Act’.

High Court test case
Jefferys says Ms Mitra’s
defence is currently being
tested in the High Court of
Australia, and surrounds
‘Questions of Law’.
‘It is the argument of
the defence that there is no

statistical nor scientific basis
for the Public Health Order
– COVID-19 for which the
Defendant is accused of noncompliance, and that the
Public Health Order is, in fact,
constitutionally unlawful and
against Australian Human
Rights’, he said.
‘Matter L12182685 has
been set aside until Friday,
June 18 at 10am to await the
High Court adjudication’.
www.echo.net.au
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Celebrating 12 years of liberating
food for those in need
John Morgan
Liberation Larder is located
on Fletcher St Byron Bay
behind the community centre
and was founded in 2009 by
Venerable Honu, a Buddhist
nun, who recognised there
were many people in our
community struggling to
make ends meet.
What started as a very
small charity to help feed the
homeless and others in need
has grown into an organisation that is an indispensable
lifeline for so many of our
community members.
The current problems
of food insecurity and food
waste, coupled with a not
insignificant number of
our community members
facing housing and financial
hardship, has led Liberation
Larder to be at the forefront
in providing a safe haven.
Two days a week, people
in need, whether homeless
or just doing it tough, can
get access to ready made
meals, bread, milk fruit and
vegetables and other grocery
items, free of charge, in a
friendly environment devoid
of judgment.
The Larder facilitates this
by rescuing food that would
in many cases end up as
waste, our supply partners
are numerous and the food
that is rescued is 99 per cent
of the time still in date and
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Thinking of Invisalign?
Liberation Larder crew from left Julia Harrington, Liz Jackson, Rowland Dickson, Alice
Jarvis and Francis Lamont. Photo Jeff ‘Orchestrating Liberation SInce 1986’ Dawson
totally of saleable quality.
It is donated in anticipation of being surplus, and in
many cases, perfectly saleable
food made available through
the generosity of our supplies
purely to aid those in need.

provided 18,272 meals and
rescued 87,669kgs of quality
produce – being the ingredients of these meals – as
well as being handed out as
grocery packages to carry our
clients over the next few days.

Over 50 vollies

Funded social worker

To achieve this, Liberation
Larder has over 50 volunteers involved in collecting
preparing cooking distributing and co-ordinating this
ever so important humane
endeavour.
During the last 12 months,
Liberation Larder has

The Larder also funds a
social worker, thanks to the
Northern Rivers Community
Foundation, and they assist
Liberation Larder clients with
other issues that can arise.
All this is done without
any form of government
assistance, including from

our own Council, and we
are entirely reliant on the
generosity of our Byron Shire
community to sustain the
amazing contribution made
by this organisation.
No one at the Larder is
paid a wage – it is 100 per
cent volunteer driven.
To help the Liberation
Larder with its mission (tax
deductible) donations are
always more than welcome
and can be made by logging
on to its website at www.
liberationlarder.org or check
out their Facebook page
liberationlarderinc.
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to see how good
it could look!

59/1 Porter Street, Byron Bay, NSW 2481
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41 serviced apartments proposed for Jonson St
Plans are now before the public to
re-develop two sites across 116 – 118
Jonson Street in Byron Bay, with a
combined 4,282m2 land holding.
Currently the site is home to the
Holiday Village Backpackers.
Developer Podia says it is collaborating with a team of local professionals
‘along with one of Australia’s most
recognised architectural firms, Richards
& Spence’.
A three storey mixed-use development, including 41 serviced apartments
are proposed with the intention
delivering ‘an exemplary mixed-use
development with a vibrant open
central green space that supports the
cultural and creative activities that
characterise Byron Bay’.
Ground level would, if approved,
comprise ‘retail shopfronts and food
and beverage tenancies (five or six
tenancies in total) surrounding a large
communal grassed and landscaped
courtyard for use as a sanctuary from
the street for all’.
According to www.116-118jonsonstreet.com.au’, One level of
underground parking with space for
www.echo.net.au
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BAMBOO SOCKS & UNDIES
RM WILLIAMS CLOTHING,
BOOTS & BELTS
LARGE RANGE OF
MEN’S HEMP COTTON &
BAMBOO CLOTHING

wallace | clothing | shoes
109 River Street Ballina

|

6686 2081

|

wallaces.com.au

Artists impression from DA 10.2021.291.1.
119 cars plus bicycles, motorbikes and
electric charging is proposed. The
rooftop would provide for a swimming
pool for serviced apartment guests
only, private terraces for the third level
serviced apartments, the building’s
solar array and gardens to capture and
re-use rainwater.
‘A predominantly brick materiality
is proposed in reference to the Byron
Shire’s urban history.

‘Each serviced apartment has been
designed for natural light and crossventilation, taking advantage of the
local climate and reducing dependency
on mechanical ventilation. Common
lobbies, internal stairs and corridors are
open to the elements and have been
designed to draw air through openings to maximise natural ventilation
throughout the building.
DA 10.2021.291.1 is now on exhibition.

6686 2353 | 151 River St, Ballina

www.lingerieno5.com.au | Mon–Fri 9–5, Sat 9–3
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Sailor rescued
from ocean
in overnight
operation
In a dramatic overnight
rescue far offshore NorthEast of Yamba, Marine
Rescue IIuka Yamba
volunteers were able to
bring to safety a woman
who fell overboard from a
dismasted catamaran in
the dark.

Having your say
about Lismore
If you have ever lamented
not being able to have a
say about what goes on in
Lismore, the Department
of Planning, Industry and
Environment is calling on
the community to help
shape the future of their
area.

Big donation
and new poetry
competition for
BR4R
Local community group
Ballina Region for
Refugees is having a big
month, with a major
anonymous donation
amongst other news.

COVID-19
vaccination
clinic opens at
Tweed Mall
Northern NSW Local
Health District (NNSWLHD)
has announced that a new
location for getting the
COVID -19 vaccination has
opened today in Tweed
Heads.

Lismore Lantern
Parade call-out
for volunteers
The organisers of the
Lismore Lantern Parade
(which is happening
on Saturday, 19 June)
are seeking volunteers
to help with the event,
which draws thousands of
visitors each year.

www.echo.net.au
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LĕëōƐĲƷlĶŕĎƆ!ōƖćżşƱĕſĶŕīëĲĕëĎ
David Lowe
Since The Echo last spoke
to Lennox Head’s Jackson
Connellan, from The Healthy
Minds Club, things have
become even busier.
Formed originally in
response to a series of
mental health crises among
local young men, The
Healthy Minds Club now has
over 500 FB group members,
1,300 IG followers and a
growing real world presence,
which is extending beyond
the Northern Rivers.
‘Yep, we’ve got a fair bit
going on,’ said Jackson Connellan. ‘We’ve got a teenage
mental health first aid initiative that we’re going to be
running from July through to
November. We’re looking to
educate 1,200 students in the
Ballina Shire, and it’s being
funded by eight local businesses in the area, they’ve
contributed $8,500 to that.’
Mr Connellan explained
that the next plan is to
get mental health training

(L-R) Lachlan Jones, Taylor Sidney, Jackson Connellan and
Eli Carr from The Healthy Minds Club. Photo supplied
implemented directly into
the public school system.
‘The idea is to introduce
a separate mental health
program – not the teenage
mental health first aid – but
a program called ASK, and
that’s delivered by Prevent
Consultants. That’s our new
workplace mental health
consultancy company.
‘It will be a more effective
course,’ said Mr Connellan.

‘Instead of having to deliver
it over two full days, we
can go into workplaces or
schools and knock it out in
two to three hours.’

żſĕëĎĶŕīƐĲĕƱşſĎ
When The Echo spoke to
Jackson Connellan on the
weekend, he was about to
head to Coffs Harbour.
‘Yes, myself and Lachlan
Jones [co-founder of THMC]

have just been invited to say
a few words at a punk-rockgrunge concert that’s in the
name of mental health, so
they want us to come down
there and have a bit of a chat’.
‘The Coffs Harbour crew
are all pretty keen on The
Healthy Minds Club.
‘I think they want to get
a bit of an idea of how they
can set something up themselves, and find the different
resources they need to get
going. So we’ll have a chat
at the concert for about half
an hour between a couple of
sets, and spread some good
messages.’
But that’s not all. On June
20, The Healthy Minds Club
will host a BBQ beach social,
on Seven Mile Beach. ‘That’s
at 8am, just near the beach
access’, said Mr Connellan.
‘Then the next thing is
fully booked out, but on
June 26, we have a community mental health first aid
program we’re going to be
running, so we’ve filled those
25 spots, but there’s still

plenty of availability for those
courses, via our Instagram.
I think we have openings in
August, September, October
and November if people want
to jump in on that.
‘Also we’ve got a free
men’s yoga and meditation session on June 26 at
9.30am, and people can
access that via Lennox Yoga.’
With so much happening,
Jackson Connellan has
had to give up his former
tour-guiding job since The
Healthy Minds Club became
‘quite intense’.
‘It’s pretty much a full
time job now,’ he said.
‘I’m working on my own
transition into the professional field, in mental health.
The more I explore this kind
of work, the more I want to
help people, and the more
time I want to commit to
doing that, so it’s all really
exciting.’
You can follow The
Healthy Minds Club on Instagram, and apply to join the
private Facebook group.

¨ƱĕĕĎſëĶōƐĕŕĎĕſǖëƆĲżşĶŕƐĪşſſëĶōȈſëĶōƐſëĶōëĎưşĈëƐĕƆ
Representatives from the
Northern Rivers Rail Trail
Association (NRRT) are urging
Tweed Shire Council to award
the construction tender for
the Murwillumbah to Crabbes
Creek section of the corridor
at this week’s Council meeting, saying a predominately
on-formation trail was the
most viable option.
Councillors will vote this
Thursday on a recommendation by the infrastructure
delivery team to award the
construction tender for the
24km stretch of cycle and
walking path, the first in
what is ultimately proposed
to be a 130km rail trail from
Murwillumbah to Casino.
Northern Rivers Rail Trail
Association vice president
Cameron Arnold said Tweed
Shire had already secured
State and Federal government
funding for the project, which

would provide a significant
economic boost to the area
and a safe and active corridor
for residents to enjoy.
Mr Arnold said proceeding
with an on-formation rail
trail would not preclude
trains coming back in future
and, would in fact, preserve
the corridor for future
generations.
‘The railway line is already
being dismantled in some
sections, with eight bridges
removed and four parcels
of land sold off. If we do not
protect the corridor now by
building the rail trail, we may
lose it altogether.’
He said that in the current
climate, the Northern Rivers
Rail Trail Association do not
believe a train or light rail
would be an economically
viable option for the State
Government. ‘The rail trail
is. So we encourage the

community to get behind
it,’ he said. ‘We formed our
Association with the purpose
of seeing this corridor preserved as a public asset the
entire community can access
in a safe and healthy way for
generations to come.’

Consultation needed
Meanwhile, four groups
have banded together and
will host a rally calling for
urgent consultation on the
removal of the train tracks on
the Murwillumbah to Crabbes Creek rail corridor.
TOOT, Northern Rivers
Rail Ltd and NR Railway
Action Group have joined
with a new group, We Can
Ride Together, to hold a
rally and march, starting at
the Murwillumbah Railway
Station and heading to the
Tweed Council Chambers in
Murwillumbah.

Their message is ‘We
demand community consultation. Do not rip up the
tracks.’
Representing the groups,
Beth Shelley says it is clear
from TSC meeting minutes
that community consultation about the railway was
discussed and staff were
asked to come back with
more information, but it
didn’t happen.
‘The tenders for the rail
trail will be presented to
TSC at that meeting and,
if accepted, this will mean
ripping up the railway tracks
to put the bike path on top of
the rail formation’.
‘However, at no point have
the people of this area been
asked if they want to keep the
railway for rail services in the
future or lose it for a bike path.
‘Legally there’s meant to
be extensive consultation

and this has not happened.
‘Two new railway companies have been registered
to bring rail services back,
Northern Rivers Rail Ltd and
the Northern Regional Rail
Company.
‘The aim of these companies is to fundraise and
engage with volunteers to
clear the vegetation, repair
the tracks and run regular rail
services.
‘Therefore, the reasoning
to have a “rail-trail” to save
the corridor is not valid.
‘The state of the tracks
varies from place to place
but the majority of the
line is still in reasonable
condition and should not be
destroyed, when these companies are vowing to restore
the infrastructure, much of
which was refurbished not
long before XPT services
were cut’.

Forest blockade stops logging at Wild Cattle Creek
On Tuesday morning a treesitter at the Newry Native
Forest Blockade has stopped
NSW Forestry Corporation
(FCNSW) from logging in
native forest an hour and a
half west of Coffs Harbour, in
Wild Cattle Creek state forest.
The forest defender is in
a tree-sit immobilising four
logging machines as FCNSW
returns to work after a stopwork order was issued last
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year in the same state forest.
The group’s action
demands that native forests
are safeguarded from the
‘unruly behaviour’ of FCNSW
to protect threatened wildlife,
waterways and the climate.
The group is concerned
that this native forest is
being logged after it narrowly
escaped the 2019 Liberation
Trail mega-blaze.
The person in the tree-sit,

who wishes to keep their
name out of the media, says
that the community has suffered enough from the Black
Summer Bushfires.
‘Australia has become
a world leader in mammal
extinctions. The NSW
Government’s Koala Inquiry
showed that habitat loss
was the biggest threat to the
survival of koalas, and yet
logging continues’.

Protesters at Wild Cattle Creek. Photo supplied.
www.echo.net.au

Open Byron
www.echo.net.au
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Nell Schofield
Diving under the ice caps
and photographing the
mysterious twilight zone was
the culmination of a childhood dream for Byron-based
Franck Gazzola.
Like many of his generation, he was brought up
watching documentaries
by the legendary French
oceanic photographer and
conservationist Jacques
Cousteau.
The story of how Gazzola
left a successful corporate
job to document scientific
quests around the world is
one of self-belief and bloody
hard yakka.

Finding your passion

Nicholas Shand
1948–1996
Founding Editor

The Echo acknowledges the people of the Bundjalung nation as the traditional
custodians of this land and extends respect to elders past, present and future.
Disclaimer: The Echo is committed to providing a voice for our whole
community. The views of advertisers, letter writers, and opinion writers
are not necessarily those of the owners or staff of this publication.

‘The job of a newspaper is to comfort the afflicted and
afflict the comfortable.’ – Finley Peter Dunne 1867–1936
© 2021 Echo Publications Pty Ltd – ABN 86 004 000 239 Reg. by Aust. Post Pub. No. NBF9237

‘It is easier to conquer than to rule. With a
ƆƖǓĶĈĶĕŕƐōĕưĕſǼƐĲĕƱşſōĎŔëƷćĕŔşưĕĎćƷëǔŕīĕſȆćƖƐ
ƐşƆƖżżşſƐĶƐǼƐĲĕƆĲşƖōĎĕſƆşĪLĕſĈƖōĕƆëſĕſĕžƖĶſĕĎȁț
ȑȞ`ĕëŕȒ`ëĈžƖĕƆşƖƆƆĕëƖǽĪſşŔĲĶƆćşşŊǽ
The Social Contract (ǨǮǭǩȏȂ

REGULAR ONLINE COLUMN FROM

THE INDIGENOUS PERSPECTIVE

‘Finding your passion is
good. Giving it a purposeful
meaning is everything’, Gazzola says.
Gazzola has only been
diving for six years, four
of which were as official
photographer on the Good
Hope expedition, a scientific
journey from the Arctic to
the Antarctic and across the
Pacific Ocean.
His team found the
deepest mesophotic coral
at -172m; a discovery that
is giving marine biologists
hope for a possible solution
to the die-back of the Great
Barrier Reef.

Budgeram

– always was, always will be

echo.net.au/storylines

*Budgeram means story in Bundjalung language.

Thank you to Ninbella Gallery for
supporting this monthly column.
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Gazzola also documented
a dive under the North Pole
in -1.7oC degrees waters
and -25oC atmospheric
temperatures.
Feeling your drysuit freeze
instantly with no hot shower
in sight might sound like
your worst nightmare but for
Franck, it was exactly where
he wanted to be.
His image of their 60ft
boat, caught in the sea ice
for the wintering, under
the Aurora Borealis, is truly
something to behold.
But when he witnessed
a member of his expedition
get attacked by a shark – two
hours from the ocean’s

surface, his dream was seriously challenged.
Gazzola was risking his life
a mere month before his wife
was due to give birth to their
first child.

Risking life
He was also about to
embark on his riskiest mission yet, a four-day stint as
one of three aquanauts in
The Capsule, a 4x3m underwater observation unit that
could easily be knocked over
by a whale.
So why does he go to
such great lengths for
adventure? He says, ‘I do it
for the people who dream

big for the greater good’.
‘But ultimately, I do it for
my daughter and her generation who face much bigger
challenges than I did when I
was growing up’.
Franck Gazzola will deliver
a talk at TEDxByronBay on
Saturday June 26, and is one
of 12 speakers set to bend
your mind.
The event runs from
10.30am till 4.30pm, Saturday
June 26 at the Byron Theatre.
For tickets, visit www.
events.humanitix.com/
tedxbyronbay2021.
Q Nell Schofield is from
TEDxByronBay.

Council’s infrastructure understated
by $36.1m: NSW Auditor General
Hans Lovejoy

Storylines

Photo Franck Gazzola / Under the Poles

A recent Report on Local
Government 2020, undertaken
by the NSW Auditor General,
has found that Byron Shire
Council’s revaluation of
roads, bridges, footpaths,
earthworks and stormwater
drainage was understated
by $36.1 million, ‘as Council
owned assets were identified
but not previously recognised
in the financial statements,
impacting the prior period’.
The report reads, ‘Council
overstated operational land
by $9.1 million, as the land
parcel was incorrectly split
between operational and
community land from the
2016 valuation, impacting
the prior period’.
Described as a ‘High-risk
finding’ the Auditor General
reports that, ‘There was
limited quality control and
documentation of management’s review of the asset
revaluation. Significant

movements in the asset
revaluations were not
analysed’.
The Echo asked staff
which parcel of lands was
identified by the NSW Auditor General, and if the draft
budget will be updated to
reflect these changes.
While Council’s media
spokesperson did not reply
what parcel of land was
referred to, they supplied a
statement that reads, ‘The
prior period error identified
above has been corrected
by restating balances
at the beginning of the
earliest reporting period
presented… and taking
the adjustment through to
Revaluation Reserves at
that date’.

'ĶƆëżżşĶŕƐĕĎƆƐëǔ
In a statement, staff said
they were ‘disappointed that
the NSW Auditor General’s
annual report to Parliament
considered a $36.1 million

increase in Council’s assets
to be an indication of poor
process’.
Director Corporate
and Community Services,
Vanessa Adams, said that
Council had hoped it would
be recognised as being the
result of investment leading
to process improvement.

Asset accounting
improved
‘New and sophisticated
processes to evaluate assets
such as roads have been
introduced over the last five
years and this has enabled
Council to better account
for the assets it owns and
manages’.
‘For example, in 2019,
Council engaged the Australian Road Research Board to
assess the 510km road network in the Byron Shire by
using digital laser profilers,
digital imaging systems and
geometry and GPS systems.

‘Similarly, this sort
of assessment has been
undertaken with the sewer
network’, Ms Adams said.
‘We did this as part of
the NSW Local Government
financial reporting requirements and the improvement in technology and
systems has delivered a more
sophisticated evaluation
that has enabled us to more
accurately assess an asset’s
value’, she said.
‘Council was asked by
its auditors to explain the
increase and we provided
them with full details.
‘While we accept the
need to continue to improve
our analysis, the good news
is that Council is continuing
to improve its ability to
identify and inspect assets
and this is reflected in the
increase in the value of our
assets’, she said.
Information about Council’s assets is available on its
website: bit.ly/3zrosQC.
www.echo.net.au

Local News
Youth stage features at Byron Music Festival
Byron Youth Service (BYS)
says it is proud to be partnering with Byron Music to host
the first ever Youth Stage
event at the Byron Music
Festival, to be held around
the CBD and beachfront from
June 18 to 20.
Music program coordinator at The YAC, Lindy
Lou Smith, said Sunday’s free
event at the YAC on Gilmore
Crescent is the next step in
a renewed music program
for young people in the
community.
‘This is a great opportunity for us to showcase the
amazing talented young
people in music, arts and the
media and a chance for the
broader community to enjoy
what the youth of Byron
have to offer’, she said.
She says there will be
food and drink stalls.
The event starts with

a performance by Byron’s
own Taiko Drumming, a
Welcome to Country from
local Arawkal representative
Delta Kay, live performances
by nine local young acts, a
livestream from YAC radio
and BayFm and the talented
young dancers from Dance
Lab Studios.
‘Additionally there will be
a live interview with Byron
locals, Ben Gordon and Winston McCall, from Parkway
Drive’, said Lindy Lou.
So, bring your picnic
rugs, deck chairs, family and
friends for a wonderful day
of music and entertainment
at the YAC.
To register for a free
ticket, visit www.byronmusicfestival.com.au. Doors
open at 10.15am and the
event runs until 5.30pm.
The YAC is located at 1
Gilmore Crescent, Byron Bay.

Theta Healing workshops
Basic ThetaHealing 2–4 July.
5HÁH[RORJ\
Relax body & mind through feet.
Access consciousness
Empowering people to know that
they Know.

Tel 0409 302 548
Zena Gourevitch

Commissioner will join the
Property Services Expert
Panel, and is the ‘next step
in the NSW Government’s
commitment to supporting
the property and real estate
sector while restoring public
confidence in the industry
and the regulator’.
‘I am determined to properly support the property

$48.99
Georgia Grae, one of the young musicians playing at the Youth
Stage at the YAC on Sunday. Photo Taj Minter Naughton

services industry which
employs over 37,000 people
and contributes $100 billion
to the NSW economy’, Mr
Anderson said.
‘We are taking the same
successful approach we
did for the building and
construction sector with the
appointment of the Building
Commissioner. We want to

ƖǔşōŊëſŊşżĕŕƆżëĈĕ
masterplan on exhibition
The Draft Masterplan for
Linda Vidler Park, located
within Suffolk Park, is on exhibition on Council’s website.
The Draft Masterplan aims,
according to staff, to provide
for ‘shelters, seating, water
fountains, potential extension
of football clubhouse facilities, exercise station, nature

play area, area for Indigenous
food planting’, and, ‘the
potential use for community
events such as markets’.
Existing facilities across
the 4.5 hectare site include
football field, skatepark,
pump track, tennis and
basketball courts, bocce
green, community garden

and playgrounds.
Councillors and staff were
criticised by neighbours
of the park and the community gardens last year for
approving the pump track
prior to adopting any overall
masterplan or management
for the park.
Submissions close July 5.

ÉşşōƱşſƐĲƆƐëŊĕşưĕſƆżëſŊƆ
Ombudsman’s concern
Woolworths’ planned acquisition of a controlling stake in
PFD Food services (PFD), will
be closely monitored, says
The Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise
Ombudsman, Bruce Billson.
‘Following the Australian
Competition and Consumer
Commission’s (ACCC) decision
not to oppose Woolworths’
acquisition of 65 per cent of
shares in PFD’, Mr Billson says
small businesses in the food
www.echo.net.au

distribution space ‘are understandably concerned’.
He says, ‘The ACCC’s
decision not to intervene
or impose any conditions
on Woolworths’ proposed
acquisition of a majority
stake in PFD is disappointing’, Mr Billson says.
‘The deal is an example of
another creeping acquisition
by an already dominant
player in the food and
grocery sector, eating away

Pure Blonde Cider
Organic Ctn

Carlton Dry

Property Services Commissioner position created by NSW govt
The NSW Government says
it has taken a ‘significant
step towards better supporting consumers and the
property services industry
by announcing it will
appoint a Property Services
Commissioner.’
Minister for Better Regulation and Innovation, Kevin
Anderson, said the new

Byron Bay Theta
Healing Centre

see a well respected industry
expert take the lead and
make the case for reform,
while actively supporting
consumers and ensuring
best practice modern regulation of the property sector’.

$51.99

Bundaberg
Rum UP
700ml

$39.99

Baron Samedi

$44.99

Yellowtail
Wine Range

$9.99

or 3 for $25

At the Courthouse Hotel Mullumbimby
Access via drive-thru or via arcade off the main street
Promotion dates: 16/06/2021 – 29/06/2021

Love your neighbour

BLO CK PARTY &

WA R EHOUSE

SA L E

PRICES STARTING FROM $20
LIMITED STYLES, ONE-OFF SAMPLES,
SECONDS & CLEARANCE STOCK
ONE DAY ONLY
SAT 19 JUNE, 10 AM - 4 PM
4 BANKSIA DRIVE BYRON
ARTS & INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

at the competitive landscape
and the footprint of independent businesses’.
According to www.
woolworthsgroup.com.au,
‘Woolworths is Australia’s
largest supermarket chain,
operating 995 stores across
Australia’.
Companies that Woolies
owns/controls include BIG W,
New Zealand Food, BWS, Dan
Murphy’s, Cellar Masters, ALH
Hotels and Jimmy Brings.
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Got ya RENT?
Cast and crew in mid rehearsal for Rent, to be performed July 15 till 24 at the A&I Hall, Bangalow. Photo Jeff Dawson

CHESS by Ian Rogers
Defending Champion Junta
Ikeda secured a record eighth
ACT title with a perfect 7/7 score
over Canberra’s Reconciliation
Day long weekend.
The 29-year-old has now won
half the ACT Championships in
which he has competed but his
path to this victory was far from
smooth. In the fifth round he
should have enjoyed the advantage of the white pieces in his
battle with second seed Fred
Litchfield but the players sat
down on the wrong side of the
board, and the arbiter failed to
notice until restarting the game
was no longer a legal option.
Instead Litchfield controlled
the game from the start and

Diagram 1 White to play

all Ikeda’s swindling attempts
were squashed. The struggle had
been continuing for more than
four hours when Litchfield was
presented with a giant winning
opportunity:
(Diagram 1)
Here White (Litchfield) played 52.R7a3 but
discovered that after 52...Qb2! there was no
way to win material and his advantage was
gone. Instead, 52.Rxd7!! Rxd7 53.Ra8 Rg8
54.Qc8! would have decided the game. A draw
then looked near certain but in the sixth hour
Litchfield finally folded:
(Diagram 2)
65.Rb6?! Charging the king up the board with
65.Ke3 was called for. 65...Re6! Now 66...Ne4+
(or 66...Rxd6) is a big threat, though 66.Ke3 was
still playable. 66.Nc8 Ne4+ 67.Kg2?? The last
chance for 67.Ke3!, though White had to see
67...Nxg3 68.Rxe6 Bxe6 69.Ne7!. 67...Nd6+!
68.Kf2 Nxc8 and Litchfield has lost a piece and
was forced to resign 20 moves later.

Diagram 2 White to play

MEDIA CONSULTANT
for Byron Greens Council Campaign 2021.

Byron Greens seek an enthusiastic Media
Consultant to provide the following services:
• Manage social media for the campaign,
including promotion of events.
• Design and organise text for newspaper
advertisements.
• Work closely with and organise candidate
access to local media (radio, TV, newspapers).
• Preferably have knowledge of Byron Shire’s
council and community as well as major issues
for The Greens.
• Be available from the end of June to midSeptember.
• Payment negotiable.
Email Sandra Heilpern
sandrahlprn@gmail.com
by 21 June 2021
Authorised by P Ditton for The Greens NSW,
suite D, 263-279 Broadway, GLEBE 2037
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One of the longest running
shows ever on Broadway,
Rent, will be performed by
the Bangalow Theatre Company (BTC) from July 15 till 24
at the A&I Hall, Bangalow.
Set in New York in the
late 1980s, Rent is a gritty
rock musical based loosely
on Puccini’s 1896 opera La
Bohème. The musical centres

around the harsh realities
of living as bohemian artists
while a virus rips through
their community.
BTC co-founder and show
Director Anouska Gammon
says, ‘There is such a buzz in
rehearsals’.
‘We have a fabulously
vibrant and passionate cast
of 21 locals who can all sing

incredibly well.
‘Supporting them we
have a team of creatives, all
professionals in their own
fields, from set designers to
choreographers and musicians, all local.
‘Then we have our production team who are racing
around the Shire picking up
second hand and recycled

goods for props, set pieces
and costuming. We have over
70 people involved in Rent.
‘All of us volunteering our
time. It is remarkable!’
Doors open 6pm for a
7pm start at the A&I Hall.
Food and drinks will be available. Tickets are available
via www.bangalowtheatre.
com.au.

42 lots given tick by Council for Myocum
Paul Bibby
Plans for a 42-lot residential
development in Myocum
have taken a significant
step forward after Byron
Council agreed to enter into
a voluntary planning agreement (VPA) with the owners
of the site.
The owners of 53 McAuleys Lane have applied for
their land to be rezoned so
that it can be subdivided into
35 large residential lots and
seven community title lots.
An assessment of the road
safety impacts of the project
found that it would require
improvements to a section
of McAuleys Lane, and an
upgrade of the intersection

with Mullumbimby Road.
In a bid to convince Council that it would undertake
these works at no cost to the
community, the owners submitted to Council a letter of
offer to enter into a voluntary
planning agreement to fund
the required works.
At last week’s planning
meeting, Council accepted
this letter of offer, but not
before insisting on a series
of amendments designed to
meet the safety concerns of
local residents.
These concerns were
articulated at last week’s
meeting by neighbouring
landowner and local resident’s group representative,
Matthew O’Reilly.

‘This property has been
earmarked for rural settlement for a while, and the
proposed number of lots is in
keeping with the rural development strategy’, he said.
‘But the changes
proposed with the traffic
situation, will have serious
impacts for people turning
into Saddle Road from Mullumbimby Road.’
In a bid to address these
and other safety concerns,
Council requested that the
owners provide a slip lane
for turning into Saddle Road
from Mullumbimby Road that
provides better safety and
access for cyclists, pedestrians and all road users.
The owners will also be

required to undertake safety
upgrades to accommodate
pedestrian and cycle links
from the development site
to Mullumbimby Road,
and integrate pedestrian
and cycle links within the
proposed McAuleys Lane/
Mullumbimby Road intersection upgrade.

Proceeds to DPIE
With the voluntary
planning agreement now
resolved, the proposal will
now proceed to the Department of Planning for an
initial determination.
It will then go on public
exhibition before moving
into the development application stage.

Funds raised for Red Frogs Australia
Paul Dent, a chaplain and
teacher at Mullumbimby High
School, recently received a
cheque for $3,608 on behalf
of Red Frogs Australia,
representing the proceeds
of fundraising by members
of the Saturday morning Op
Shop team at the Mullumbimby Uniting Church.
Recognising that youth
culture is dominated by
alcohol and that excessive
consumption of alcohol and
other substances can lead to
dangerous and life-altering

behaviours, Red Frogs Australia is a support program for
young people from the ages
of 13–30.
Their mission is to provide
a positive peer presence in
alcohol-fuelled environments
where young people gather;
educate young people on
safe partying behaviours; and
promote alcohol-free and/
or diversionary activities that
engage young people in these
environments.
For more info visit www.
redfrogs.com.au.

Paul Dent with Uniting Church members. Photo supplied
www.echo.net.au

Local News
Byron Bay hall
trashed
A Byron community hall was
trashed on Friday night/early
Saturday morning
Manager of the Byron
Community Centre, Louise
O’Connell, told The Echo that
four or five large windows
were broken at the Byron
Community Cabin, and the
vandalism has been reported
to the police.
‘The hall was cleaned
up three times overall so it
could be used for classes.
‘It’s been a major hassle’,
she said.
Located on Carlyle Street,
the hall facilitates Byron Youth
theatre, 12 step programs,
seniors computer club, yoga
as well as a homeless shower.
Ms O’Connell says that if
anyone has any information
to contact the police.

Death info day a big hit

Tasa Jara Clothing since 1977.

Warehouse Closing
Retirement Clearance Sale.
End of an era, due to retirement.
After many years of retail we now announce the imminent
closure of our Warehouse Outlet and Online Store.
www.tasajara.com
1-1 Tasman Way Arts and Industry Estate Byron Bay
Drop in for a bargain or arrange an inspection.
Call Victor 0403754758, Ilanit 0448884364.
Everything must and will go. Below import costs.
Genuine massive reductions on everything
The more you purchase the cheaper it gets.

Business for sale
Plans are now afoot for a Death, Dying and Funeral expo, says Zenith Virago, after the
recent success of the Death, Dying and Funeral info day held at the Civic Centre. Zenith
says, ‘It went way beyond our expectation, double the amount of people came through
and stayed to listen to the speakers’. Pictured are Megan Paul, (Lotus PC) Halie Halloren,
(Paperbark) Lyn Kemp, (Amitayus) Zenith Virago (Natural Death Care Centre). Photo Jeff
‘Death Becomes Us All since 1986’ Dawson

There is also an amazing opportunity to continue
and build this successful business.
Business is fully set up, all you would need to do is
purchase stock at below cost and continue.
Online store is operational with hundreds of items
already online.
Also suitable for retailer, bulk buyer and/ or wholesaler.

Multiple Occupancy back on Council’s agenda?
▶ Continued from page 1

‘We are currently in a
housing emergency and
while, in the past, challenges
presented themselves with
multiple occupancy applications, given the current circumstances, they may be part
of the solution when it comes
to including more affordable
options for housing in the
hinterland,’ Cr Ndiaye said in
written comments accompanying the motion.
‘A report outlining a potential pathway to reintroducing
the option and exploring the

potential benefits, hurdles
and disadvantages that
might occur as a result, could
benefit councillors in the next
term in making a decision as
to whether it is an appropriate option.’

Limited useable land
But Council’s Director of
Sustainable Environment
and Economy, Shannon Burt
said, in her written comments on the motion, that
multiple occupancies had
already been considered in
the preparation of Council’s

2017 Rural Land Use Strategy
(RLUS), and only a handful of
sites met the site suitability
assessment criteria.
‘An early draft of the RLUS
identified substantial areas
for multiple occupancy and/
or community title development, but these were
rejected by the State government, mainly owing to their
distance from nearest service
centre/s and substandard
road infrastructure.
‘The current State/
regional policy framework
severely restricts Council’s

ability to amend the RLUS
for the purpose of increasing
Multiple Occupancy or Community Title rural settlement
in the Shire.
‘Further, the current LEP
map already identifies over
70 sites for this purpose in
the Shire. The inclusion of
any additional areas can only
occur if such land is identified in an amended RLUS.
Council’s ability to do this is
severely restricted.’
The matter will be
debated at this week’s full
Council meeting.

#ourdemocracy campaign launches
The NSW Council for Civil
Liberties (CCL), a not-forprofit law advocacy group,
has put its support behind
the nationwide movement
#ourdemocracy campaign,

which aims for a ‘healthy
Australian democracy which
works for us, not just for the
powerful few’.
According to CCL,
‘Our democracy is ailing:

corporate interests are
unfairly distorting democratic processes to win outcomes that put their profits
ahead of our wellbeing’.
‘The campaign has been

co-created with the input of
experts and 30 diverse civil
society organisations over
the last 12 months’.
Vist www.ourdemocracy.
com.au for more info.

OPENING IN JULY 2021
only $14.95 /WEEK
No joining fee
& FREE access to Bruns
and Bangalow Gyms!

REGISTER NOW ONLINE
MULLUMGYM.COM.AU
4/4 Towers Road
Mullum Industrial Estate
Phone : 0432 583 716
Terms & Conditions apply.

THIS OFFER IS FOR A LIMITED
TIME SO DON’T MISS OUT

12 home sites approved for Main Arm
Paul Bibby
A multiple occupancy
development (MO) in Main
Arm that drew opposition
from some local residents
has been given conditional
approval by Byron Council.
But the developer will
be required to undertake
significant road upgrade and
landscaping works as part of
the project.
The owners of 84
Blindmouth Road applied
for permission to build a
community with 12 homes
on their 38-hectare rural
property.
While the property had
www.echo.net.au

already been identified by
the Council as a multiple
occupancy site, it also contains bushfire prone land and
areas of high environmental
value vegetation.
One of the key concerns
from residents was the fear
that the developer would
not meet its obligations to
upgrade the causeway on
Blindmouth Road, which is
regularly affected by flooding.
The President of the Main
Arm Residents Association
(MARA), Duncan Dey, told
last Thursday’s planning
meeting that the community
had been forced to fork
out $1.6m to fix a nearby

causeway on Main Arm Road
after the developer avoided
its responsibility to pay.
‘How is the wording of this
development consent condition different from the one
through which those planners
found a loophole and didn’t
have to pay?’ Mr Dey said.
‘We don’t see any difference, and we think it needs
to go back to the lawyers to
make sure it’s more water
tight.’
Mr Dey also said the
proposal ‘wasn’t needed’ as
there was already a ‘mass
of undeveloped housing in
Main Arm’.
Noting the Shire’s ongoing

deepening housing emergency, councillors disagreed
with the latter argument
from Mr Dey.
However, they agreed to
impose a series of strictly
worded conditions in a bid to
ensure the developer completed the upgrading works.
This included a requirement that Blindmouth Road
be sealed, and the causeway
upgraded within three years.
This includes a full redesign of the road and appropriate drains and markings.
Councillors voted unanimously in favour of approval
of the development with
these conditions.
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DĶſƆƐƐĲĕƷĈëŔĕĪşſƐĲĕĈōşƱŕƆǾ
As an elected public figure, aggressively pursuing anyone in public
who criticises you is generally an
unwise move.
For example, the nation’s top law
officer, Christian Porter (Liberal),
was recently found to be not-sogreat at law regarding his attempts
to sue the ABC for defamation.
There are many ways to defend
your reputation, yet it is becoming
all too common to lurch to the legal
avenues.
And while the lawyers enjoy
every picnic, will it actually work to
gain public sympathy or political
points? Will your reputation be
restored by going down this path?
On Monday, possibly one of the
worst of politicians ever to wield
power, NSW Deputy Leader John
‘Bruz’ Barilaro (Nationals), commenced defamation proceedings
against YouTube comedian Jordan
Shanks, aka Friendlyjordies.
And coincidently on Monday, the
show’s producer, Kristo Langker, was
filmed being arrested and dragged
from his home by an aggressive, secret,
counter-terrorist force that targets
those ‘obsessed’ with public figures.
His family and dog were hurt in
the process. It looked like footage
from Pinochet’s Chile in the ’70s.
Langker reportedly has a NSW
Parliamentary press pass, which
makes the case for being a lone wolf
stalker pretty thin.
Langker’s record is in public interest journalism.
Langker is being charged with
two counts of ‘stalk/intimidate with
an intent to cause fear of physical
or mental harm’ after an ‘incident’
where he approached Barilaro by a
parked car to hand him back legal
documents. There is also a previous,
similar interaction. All interactions
were recorded by Langker and
broadcast by Shanks.
Shanks is well prepared for his
defamation case.

As a self-absorbed crusader
against dodgy politicians, he’s been
itching to escalate this conflict for a
long time.
He broadcast video evidence on
Monday that contradicts the police
version of events, and casts doubt
on whether the incidents could reasonably be considered harassment.
Former ABC Media Watch presenter, Jonathan Holmes, mused on
June 6 in the SMH (Nine) that it was
two years ago that federal police
knocked on journalist Annika Smethurst’s door with a search warrant.
The next day, federal police arrived
at the ABC’s Ultimo HQ with another
warrant. What resulted was an
inquiry into the impact of Australia’s
security laws on press freedom.
Holmes wrote, ‘To quote just one
sentence [from the inquiry]: “… the
prevailing argument to this inquiry
from non-government stakeholders
is that the balance in legislation
and culture within the Australian
Government has tipped away from
transparency and engagement to
excessive and unnecessary secrecy”.’
The way toward a better
functioning, more open society of
course, is enshrined press freedom,
or a bill of rights.
Anything other than what is happening under current governments
would be a start.
Sadly, no political party sees
enough votes in pursuing that, and
besides, such a move would clearly
upset the entrenched and growing
authoritarian police state.
And you can’t pass press freedom
by without mentioning a growing
list of whistleblowers who face
courts behind closed doors. It’s a
relatively new way of dealing with
an unruly public, and is similar, if
not the same, as what undemocratic
countries do.
So how’s the Council election
campaign going?
Hans Lovejoy, editor

here is a beautiful James
Taylor song – ‘You Can Close
Your Eyes’ –that commences
with the words;
‘Oh, the sun is surely sinking
down
But the moon is slowly rising’.
I seek that sky.
Many years ago, on ridge west
of Casino, carrying equipment to a
North East Forest Alliance blockade,
the sun was rising to my right and
the moon was setting to my left.
There was a fusing of white cool
moon and red rich sun that left me
speechless.
It was as though the Earth was
delivering a pyrotechnic miracle to
remind and thank its protectors of
our duty to the forests; the lungs of
the planet.
And so, seeking that sky, I
trekked up to the lighthouse
on May 26, 2021 to watch the
bloodred moon rise at 16.48 and
the bloodred sun set at 16.50, just
to feel that extraordinary blend of
light again. And magic it was.
There were rock wallabies and an
echidna on the incline.
The world looked different for
a moment with every colour a
surprise.
There were people with pretty
offerings to the full circular lunar, an
occasional wolf-baying from laughing youngsters, a set of flexi yogic
sun salutations, and deep warm
smiles all ‘round.
I wanted to hug strangers.
As the moon rose, shining its
silver sliver on the sea, the dolphins
danced their thrill.
In that fused moon/sun light I
spun around and around slowly, and
pledged anew to Mother Earth.
These waters and this land
deserve our attention, our protection, our passion, our energy.
I turned to look at the darkening
bay, and the hills behind, and compared the view to when I slept the
night on that same lighthouse spot
in the 1970s.
Then, the hills were largely
barren of trees, the abattoir at
Belongil was still going full steam,
the darkness was split by chook
farms, and the trains rattled into
town in the early morning.
I was woken, then, by the

‘The insecurity of place is an appalling
scourge for many [in Byron Shire],
especially those with children. But I am
utterly convinced we cannot develop our
ƱëƷşƖƐşĪīĕŕƐſĶǔĈëƐĶşŕț

David Heilpern
headland goats snuffling at my
adolescent stubble.
There were so few whales in
those days. By and large, we have
done well to protect our patch.
I was drawn back to the present
by the snake of red tail-lights leaving
Byron as the workers scurried home
to their cheaper abodes in the hills,
or turned left or right at the highway.
South to the monolithic Ballina/
Lennox continuum. North to the
Gold Coast belching stain.
A stark reminder of the practicalities of accommodation shortages.
And so, to housing. It pains me
greatly to see our tribe suffering
from lack of affordable places to lay
their weary heads.
The insecurity of place is an
appalling scourge for many, especially those with children.
But I am utterly convinced we
cannot develop our way out of
gentrification – it is a bulldozer of
unquenchable thirst. I have seen it
before; from Bondi to Pearl Beach to
Cinque Terre.
We can, and should, muddle
around the edges with clipping holiday letting, increasing
government-led affordable housing, only permitting sympathetic
development, trailblazing with more
tiny houses, micro-farming, MOs and
second dwellings.
We are a uniquely innovative and
creative mob that can achieve much.
But to the north and the south,
where there has been comparatively untamed development for
decades, the working poor are still
increasingly being driven west.
So too it will be here, I predict, no
matter our fiddling.
I learnt in court that there are
often no good solutions, only bad
and worse.
The real question to be asked, as
I gazed down upon Byron’s bay in
fairy-tale light, is ‘What do we want

this view to look like in ten years?’.
I want it to be an island of green.
I do not want another Gold Coast
or Ballina suburban splurge seeping
and squeezing this haven.
I know this means it will be an
enclave for the haves, just like Wategos, but that will happen anyway.
I know that this means more
workers will live outside the Shire,
and this could change the very
character of the culture here.
And for that we will mourn.
So while that is a sad vision, it is
not as tragic as the alternative.
The alternative is still ‘gentrified’
– but big and ugly and grey.
I fear many children and grandchildren may well not be able to buy
in the Shire, and that is a significant
change, because up ‘til now they
largely could.
They can still visit here, maybe on
an evening when the full moon rises
and the sun sets at the same time,
basking in the glorious.
And they can stand on this headland, sleep here if they’re game,
and drink in a view unblighted by
high-rises or ticky-tacky boxes on
the hillside.
They will see a sea of green,
not brown and grey, and I think
they will thank us for keeping
this place Earth-special, even if
humanly-elitist.
The moon kindly gifted me
enough light to walk down the steps
to Wategos, and I hummed some
more of my favourite James Taylor
song;
‘Well it won’t be long before
another day.
‘We’re gonna have a good time,
‘And no one’s gonna take that
time away.
‘You can stay as long as you like’.
Ah James, optimistic as always.
Q David Heilpern is a retired local

magistrate.
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Letters
Byron cyclists
I am a driver, cyclist, pedestrian: so cyclists for your
safety, could you please:
1. Make yourselves visible
at night. Wear high visibility
clothing, add lights and
reflectors to your bike.
2. Ride in the same direction as traffic when using
designated bike lanes. If a
large vehicle is turning right,
vehicles proceeding on the
left can’t see you coming if
you’re riding on the wrong
side of the road because you
are hidden from view by the
turning vehicle.
3. Not use mobile phones
while riding on a road or
footpath. Your attention
needs to be on safety – yours
and pedestrians.
4. Consider the advantages of wearing a helmet.
Denise Nagorcka
Byron Bay

Main Arm MO
Ratepayers and residents are
to eat dust, cooked in potholes on Blindmouth Road
because of the road conditions and an approval for
12 more houses. And during
floods the creek becomes
the road.
A resident and the local
residents’ association
MARRA addressed Council
last Thursday about the
staff report recommending
approval of a development
application (DA) for a new
12-way Multiple Occupancy
on Blindmouth Road and on
Blindmouth Creek.
Councillors did listen on
the flood issue and approved
the DA with ‘Deferred Commencement’. That means the
causeway will be upgraded
and some hundreds of
metres of Blindmouth Road
will be sealed (not all) before
the rest of the DA takes effect.
This avoids what happened
for similar DA’s in Main Arm
a couple of years ago – their
requirement to upgrade
another causeway over
Blindmouth Creek was scuttled and the public ended up
paying $1.6 million to build it.
The upgrades don’t
address the rest of the issues
with Blindmouth Road and
the fact most of it turns into
a creek when it rains. I know
of one buyer who recently
withdrew from a property
purchase on Blindmouth
Road fearing emergency
vehicles wouldn’t be able to
access them.
The Councillors and staff
seem blinded by the lust for
developers dollars and for

Cartoon by Paul Pattie
housing at any cost. They
dismissed the other half
dozen objections by MARRA
and approved the DA essentially as applied for.
One of the defects in the
MO’s DA is that it has no intentional community to agree a
collective Management Plan.
Instead, a generic Plan was
put forward and accepted.
Another was that Council
says MO houses should be
clustered in groups of at
least three. This DA has a
cluster of two. What would
be wrong if the DA was for
10 houses that can cluster
rather than 12 that can’t?
And why have these rules
if you’re happy to waive
them at the drop of a hat.
Ray Goodwin
MARRA

Dunoon Dam
Here’s a simple question
about the proposed new
Dunoon Dam and some local
observations from a longtime resident living beside
Rocky Creek, Dunoon.
What responsible local
water authority would risk
placing TWO dams on the
same creek, less than 20kms
apart? Isn’t that putting all
their ‘water-resource’ eggs
in one basket when weather
patterns are becoming so
fickle? Those recommending
the construction of a new
Dunoon Dam should extend
their research. Visit the current Rocky Creek Dam, view
the spillway and check the
amount of water in Rocky
Creek below. Observe it at
the low road-crossing into
the National Park on Gibbergunyah Range Road. Rocky
Creek is definitely a creek,
not a river.
The proposed dam is also

situated on Rocky Creek.
Water flow in Rocky Creek
is dependent on water
from the Rocky Creek Dam
spillway. That occurs during
cyclonic weather, because
general rainfall does not
fill the dam ie, not full – no
overflow. A new Dunoon
dDam just a short distance
downstream from the
current one would soon be
titled ‘Lake Will-it-Fill’, and
come at huge financial and
environmental cost.
Since the exceptionally
severe drought of 2019 broke,
Rocky Creek has not received
the rainfalls predicted by the
BOM. Since the beginning
of 2020 higher rainfalls have
drenched the Tweed and
then around Kyogle, often
leaving Rocky Creek in a
pocket receiving showers.
Maybe the weather pattern
has already changed? As a
farmer, weather observations are essential.
R Musgrave
Rocky Creek

I have been advocating for
better medication-prescribing
practices with the NSW Local
Health District (NSW LHD)
for over three years. When
I speak locally at events, I
estimate around 10 per cent
of the audience come to me
and tell me about a severe
adverse reaction.
Adverse drug reactions
are a leading cause of death,
disability, and hospital
admissions in NSW. It is
estimated that up to 50 per
cent of admissions are owing
to adverse drug reactions,
of which around 50 per cent
were avoidable.
Doctors are well trained
in the known side effects of
prescription medication that
can be ‘adverse’ but not on
how to recognise less obvious or unexpected adverse
drug reactions. Adverse drug
reactions can be attributed
to genetics, allergies including anaphylaxis, drug to
drug interactions, delirium,

to these individuals. I am
one of the 10 per cent – and I
have an acquired brain injury,
owing to poor prescribing
practices, which was wholly
avoidable. In my opinion, the
current Health Pathway does
nothing to reduce the risk to
people like me. If anything, it
increases it.
Residents of Northern
NSW LHD still do not have
access to doctors trained in
pharmacogenomics and the
policy implemented simply
refers doctors to the report,
which comes with genetic
testing for the list of drugs
that can be tolerated. Only
problem is that the report
does not come with a list.
The policy is far short of
best practices in pharmacogenomics, which have
been widely implemented
into prescribing systems in
America, and Europe.
It is beyond infuriating
that after three years the
Northern NSW Local Health
District is none the wiser. If
you would like to help me
advocate for better resources
and health pathways would
you please write to the NSW
Minister for Health, telling
him this issue is important
to you.
Alison Vickery
Lennox Head

▶ More letters on page 15

Peter Farrell

PHYSIOTHERAPIST
Now at Mullumbimby Comprehensive
Health Centre

6684 1511

Morning Tea
The Brunswick Valley Cancer
Action Group (BVCAG)
recently held a raffle, a
couple of bucket shakes and
small morning teas to raise
funds for Australia’s Biggest
Morning Tea to support the
Cancer Council NSW.
Our thanks and appreciation to the businesses that
supported us: Dino’s IGA
Mullumbimby, Devine’s Quality Meats, Cactus Hill Project,
Mullum InStyle Living and
Byron Beach Hotel. Thanks
also to the community of
Mullumbimby for your support in these unusual times
helping us raise $1,870.
Susan Tsicalas
President, BVCAG
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Adverse reactions

addictions and difficulty
deprescribing, and so on.
The NSW Minister for
Health, Brad Hazzard, advised
me, around three years ago,
that there were no local
doctors trained in adverse
drug reactions. This means
that when (not if) there are
life-threatening adverse drug
reactions there is no assistance available locally. This is
still the case today.
The NSW LHD have,
finally put into place a
Health Pathway to cover
‘Drug Allergy and Adverse
Reactions’ which is wholly
inadequate.
A doctor who is a specialist in prescribing medication
is called a Clinical Pharmacologist. Residents of the
Northern NSW LHD do not
have access to a Clinical
Pharmacologist and the
Health Pathway still does
not provide one. This quality
of care is significantly less
than that available in other
hospital districts.
Secondly, a significant
reason for adverse drug reactions is genetic differences
called pharmacogenomics.
Around 10 per cent of
Caucasians and up to 70
per cent of other races have
racially based differences
that alter the effectiveness
(including having no effect
or causing avoidable harm)

86 JONSON ST, BYRON BAY
6685 7662
therailsbyronbay.com

AND THE FAMOUS

RAILS kitchen

Thursday 17 June

Byron Music Fest
Friday 18 June

Byron Music Fest
Saturday 19 June

Byron Music Fest
Sunday 20 June

Byron Music Fest
Monday 21 June

Chris Aronstein
Tuesday 22 June

Leigh James
Wednesday 23 June

Ole Falco
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nfluencers appear to
have become the bane
of the Bay as they ship
themselves in from every
part of the country (or world)
to stand in the various iconic
spots around the region
and use the name ‘Byron’
to sell their various flavours
of lifestyle and influences.
The question being asked
by many consumers is: Are
these genuine products that
the ‘influencer’ likes and
believes in, or is it just more
advertising?
As the market has grown,
the global industry ‘ad spend’
on ‘influencer marketing’
has shot up from US$500m
in 2015 to US$5–10 billion in
2020 according to mediakix.
So too has the awareness of
those being ‘influenced’ –
that what is being peddled
is just another form of
advertising, often sold as an
aspirational lifestyle.

ëĶĎƐşĎĶƆżōëƷ
‘A key issue is that it can
be deceptive behaviour,
because the influencer’s
followers may not be aware
they are getting paid to
endorse these products,’ said
Kirstie McClean, a lecturer in
Marketing at Southern Cross
University.
And this is the crux of
the matter, because if you
are being paid, receiving

products as gifts, value in
kind, or affiliate marketing
agreements to promote a
product or brand, this can
be seen as a ‘commercial
relationship’ and therefore
comes under Australian
Consumer Law (ACL).
‘Under ACL businesses
cannot mislead or deceive
consumers in their
advertising or marketing.
This applies to advertising
or marketing using any
medium, whether print,
radio, TV, billboards, on
social media sites, on
websites etc.’ explained
an Australian Competition
& Consumer Commission
(ACCC) spokesperson.

dşşŊĶŕīĪşſ
ëƖƐĲĕŕƐĶĈĶƐƷ
‘The consumer preference
nowadays is [for] much more
authenticity in messaging,
and that’s why the influencer
market is interesting,’ says
Ms McClean.
‘The fact is that they
have this influence on their
audience, and it is often an
emotional connection that
the followers or the “tribe”
has with the influencer.
The level of authenticity is
often not transparent. That,
for me, is the issue – it is
deceptive because these
followers trust the people
they are following, and the
fact that they are being

Suicide
PƌĞǀĞŶƟŽŶ
The ME that U Never SEE?

*LIFTURVEIL*
2TELLURTALE!

We all have

Private Places

/ŶŽƵƌBŽĚŝĞƐ

Minds

‘s and

Bachelor winner Anna Heinrich in Runaway the Label was
the first influencer to have a determination against them.
Photo Mumbrella
paid to advertise a product
may not be clear. That is
where the ACCC are coming
from – that the behaviour is
deception.’
As a result of this changing
landscape several industry
bodies have begun clarifying
the fact that social media
influencers need to identify
the fact that by putting a
product forward, that is in
fact advertising; otherwise
they could be prosecuted
by the ACCC for false and
deceptive advertising.

'ĕĈĕżƐĶưĕ
ëĎưĕſƐĶƆĶŕī
In February 2021 the
Australian Association
of National Advertisers
(AANA) updated their Code
of Ethics’ distinguishable
advertising rule, section 2.7.
There have now been three
rulings by the Ad Standards
Community Panel, the body
that administers the national
system of advertising
self-regulation, since

February, that influencers
have breached the AANA
Code. The breaches were
by Bachelor winner Anna
Heinrich (Runaway the
Label), influencer Rozalia
Russian (Tom Ford) and
Magnum icecream spruiker,
Nikki Phillips.
‘This [section 2.7]
provides much clearer
guidance to advertisers
and influencers about the
explicit positive obligations
now in place,’ said Richard
Bean, Ad Standards
Executive Director.
‘The issue of
distinguishable advertising
is increasingly being raised
in the media and wider
community as a subject of
community concern,’ said
Paula Jones from the AANA.
‘This is reflected in
complaints lodged with
Ad Standards about
distinguishable advertising,
which increased to just
over 45 per cent of total
complaints received in 2020,
up from 14 per cent of total

SŽƵůƐ͘
Maybe UR is crying
ƵƚŶŽŽŶĞhearshZƚĞĂƌƐ͕
KƌhZŵŝŶĚŝƐĮůůĞĚǁŝƚŚĂŶǆŝĞƚǇ
>ŽƚƐŽĨǁŽƌƌŝĞƐĂŶĚůŽƚƐŽĨĨĞĂƌƐ͘

,ĂǀĞhĨŽƵŶĚhZƐĞůĨŝŶŐƌĞĂƚůŽŶĞůŝŶĞƐƐ
^ŽŵĞŽŶĞ͛ƐĚŝĞĚʹŽƌũƵƐƚƵƉĂŶĚůĞŌ͍
hĨĞĞůůŝŬĞƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚŚĂƐĚĞƐĞƌƚĞĚh͕
ZĞũĞĐƚĞĚ͘EĞŐůĞĐƚĞĚ͘ĞƌĞŌ͊
DĂǇďĞh͛ǀĞůŽƐƚhZũŽǇĂŶĚŚĂƉƉŝŶĞƐƐ
hZǁĞůůďĞŝŶŐ͕ŚŽƉĞĂŶĚƐĞůĨͲďĞůŝĞĨ͕
ŶǇĂŐĞ͕ĂŶǇƐƚĂŐĞ͕ŝƚĐĂŶŚĂƉƉĞŶĂŶǇƟŵĞ͕
Life can be such a sudden thief!
dĂŬĞĂƟƉĨƌŽŵƚŚŝƐŽůĚĞƌďůŽŬĞ
tŚŽ͛ƐseenůŽƚƐŽĨĞŵŽƟŽŶĂůĚŝƐƚƌĞƐƐ͕
ŶĚĨŽƵŶĚŚŝŵƐĞůĨŝŶŵĂŶǇƐƚĂƚĞƐ
KĨĞŵŽƟŽŶĂůƵŶĚƌĞƐƐ͙
^ŽŝĨhZ ŝƐƐŝůĞŶƚůǇĐƌǇŝŶŐ͕
>ŝŌhZveil and tell the tale͕
dĞůůƐŽŵĞŽŶĞhƚƌƵƐƚ͕ǁŚǇhZ*ƚĞĂƌƐĚŽ*ĨĂůů͙
*PICK UP UR PHONE!*

*UNEVEREVERHAVE2HURTALONE!*
*Emergency 000. *ŶǇŽĐƚŽƌ͘*Lifeline 13 11 14.
ƌĞĂƚĞĚďǇƐŚĞĞƉĨĂƌŵĞƌdŝŵĂƌƌŝƩ͘ĂƌŽƐƐĂsĂůůĞǇ͕^͘͘
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Natural, drug-free headache and migraine approach

Ph: 0475

75 75 10

+ Advanced head, neck and jaw assessment,
treatment and management.

Phone for an immediate, obligation-free
phone consultation.
Let us help
you gain a
better quality
of life...

tHeadache and Migraine
tJaw pain – locking – clicking – grinding
t Vestibular – dizziness – vertigo

72 Byron Street, Bangalow – opposite the Public School

www.bangalowheadacheclinic.com.au

Magnum spruiker Nikki Phillips is the most recent
influncer to have a ruling against them by Ad Standards.
Photo Mumbrella
complaints in 2019. Recent
complaints have raised the
lack of transparency as the
key issue.’
‘There’s a lot of money
in it. So people want to
know genuinely if someone
is getting paid [to promote
a product or brand],’ said
director of policy and
regulatory affairs of the
AANA, Megan McEwin.
‘Brands do have a lot of
concerns about who they
use in relation to influencers
and that includes disclosure.
Advertisers brands value the
fun creative content that
influencers can come up with
to connect with a different
demographic. Global
brands expect influencers
to be honest and not post
inappropriate content
around their brand.’
Responding to the need
for influencer-specific advice
and industry development
the AiMCO (Australian
Influencer Marketing
Council) was set up in 2019
by the AMAA (Audited Media
Association of Australia).
‘AiMCO was started based
on industry requests for
assistance with best practice
for influencer marketing,’
Josanne Ryan, CEO of AMAA
told The Echo.
‘Some issues concerned
brand safety for government
campaigns, and also a
range of practices which
were undermining the
brand safety element of the
channel for marketers. The
professionals in this space
knew they needed to set
agreed and consistently
applied best practice ie, selfregulation, to improve the
professionalism.
‘Consumers are aware
that people are paid for
endorsements and naturally
don’t want to be duped.
We are starting to see Ad
Standards are making rulings
now based on consumer
complaints,’ she said.

‘Influencers need to be
aware of Australian Consumer
Law, what it means, and
their obligations to disclose
paid posts. Whilst some
may have the sense that
this appears to be “selling
out” it can only work in their
favour as it ensures that
they retain credibility with
their audience – consumers
don’t want to be misled and
there is a growing awareness
regarding the issue.’

PŕǖƖĕŕĈĕſȃÉĲëƐĎş
ƷşƖŕĕĕĎƐşĎşȃ
‘Advertising must be able
to be clearly identified by
the consumer. It is more
easily identified in traditional
advertising channels, but
nonetheless the same rule
applies to social media
and influencer marketing.
Marketers and influencers
need to be aware of their
obligations under the law.
Fines from the ACCC can be
heavy if they choose to act,’
said Ms Ryan.
Despite that February
update, a recent HypeAuditor
analysis of posts by Australian
Instagram influencers
that had brand mentions,
between March and April,
found a significant portion of
Instagram influencers are still
failing to disclose sponsored
and partnership posts.
It found that from 2,548
posts with brand mentions,
only 1,366 used #ad or
#sponsored hashtags.
‘The recent updating of
the AANA Code of Ethics
has isolated the acceptable
hashtags applicable to
influencer marketing posts
to be #ad or #advertising.
‘We encourage marketers
and influencers to join
AiMCO, to get involved on our
working groups, assist us to
deliver the sort of education
and guidance that the fast
growing influencer marketing
channel needs,’ said Ms Ryan.
www.echo.net.au

Letters
Can we have both – or is it rail or trail?
Q Slowly but surely, after
17 long years of sad disuse,
our poor lonely rail corridor is about to be brought
back into the community
consciousness.
But it will be even better
than ever before, as we’ll all
get to see views that only the
train drivers of that lost era
used to see, plus we’ll get
the breezes on our faces and
the sounds of nature without
any motor noise.
We’ll experience the
freedom of meandering
through some of our most
beautiful landscapes, at our
very own pace, and stopping
for picnic breaks at whim,
along the easy and gentle
gradients, whilst admiring
the magnificent rail building
achievements of all those 127
years ago.
Yes, the Northern Rivers
Rail Trail will certainly be a
blast, connecting the old
world with modern runners,
bikes, trikes, e-bikes and the
odd horse or two along the
way.
These 130 kilometres
will eventually add a major

Failure after failure
One policy failure after
another; what does it take
for ‘shifty’ Morrison to come
clean, show leadership, and
finally accept responsibility?
He had three major
policies to get right: Federally controlled aged care,
quarantine, and vaccination
roll-out, and [he’s] failed
miserably on all three. As a
result of Morrison’s dithering,
Victoria again had to deal
with another quarantine
failure, this time from SA.
After ‘Scotty’ trumpeted
his miracle 2019 election
win, most Australians must
now think they’re living in
purgatory, after the raft of
scandals and allegations of
corruption against Coalition
ministers, in fact it’s difficult
to credit them with any
success, except that they’ve
inadvertently made Labor’s
previous GFC National debt
of $250 billion, that they
attacked relentlessly, look
insignificant.
These underachieving
blowhards have now accumulated a National debt of
$1 trillion! Now that’s a debt,
and who the bloody hell is
going to pay it off? Frydenberg hasn’t got a clue. And
what do us long-suffering
taxpayers get for it, except
three more intolerable years
of government ineptitude?
With billions in hidden
slush funds established in
their last budget, Morrison
is again going to attempt
www.echo.net.au

and delightfully surprising
dimension to being a local
that would otherwise have
been unattainable.
A crowning jewel
throughout our four shires,
to complement our stunning
beaches and coastline.
Tim Shanasy
Byron Bay
Q ‘Trains are going to be
part of the future,’ says
Mandy Nolan, but how far in
the future is that realistically
going to be, if ever, on the
Casino to Murwillumbah
corridor?
Byron Shire’s own Arcadis
consultant report states
that the ‘condition, alignment and grades make the
corridor unsuitable for high
or medium speed heavy
rail solutions’ but would be
restricted only to vehicles of
maximum 10 tonne axle load.
The whole line would need
to be pulled up and rebuilt.
The ‘win/win’ claim of
those still dreaming of a train
with a rail trail alongside,
is but a ploy to stop the rail
trail project altogether. If

to buy his way back into
government, again using our
money. Frankly, Australia
cannot afford another three
years of these recklessly
spending bullshit artists.
Keith Duncan
Pimlico

Vaccine passports
Vaccine passports, aka
certificates, are now sitting in
the wings waiting to be taken
up by state governments.
There was no bill before
parliament to authorise this.
It is an autocratic move by
the prime minister.
This is not a vax or antivax issue. The question is
‘Do we really want a future
where there will be two
classes of Australians?’
The divisiveness of this is
already appearing and will
create deep and possibly
irreparable rifts. There is a lot
at stake.
Vaccine passports would
have to be kept current to be
valid. Annual vaccination is
likely, possibly with booster
shots and then there are
variants to consider as well.
This is not a quick fix and the
proposed vaccination certificate solution may well cause
more harm than good.
In a time when powerhouse states in the US like
Texas and Florida are making
vaccination passports illegal
and opening up to the world,
we in Australia seem to be
going further into our shell.
So, do our leaders have

they can’t have it, no one
will! That is the ‘lose/lose’
option for our community
and will put the corridor at
risk of sell off.
Sadly no government is
even considering funding for
a train or light rail along this
corridor and putting the trail
alongside an overgrown and
derelict line that will need to
be maintained will merely add
substantial costs for Council
(read ratepayers) to cover.
The real ‘win/win’ was the
wording in the legislation to
close the line for recreational
purposes, which ensured
that the corridor could be
returned to TfNSW if there
was indeed the political will
to reinstate some form of
public transport in the future.
So let’s repurpose this
amazingly beautiful corridor
now into a world-class asset
that the local community can
enjoy every day and that will
attract visitors to our region
and maybe, in the future, we
will still have a corridor to
use for transport purposes
Glenys Ritchie
Lismore

ALL ABOUT ENTERTAINMENT

ADAM HARVEY

an inspiring view of what
Australia will be like when
we come to terms with the
reality of this situation? Will
our young people be left to
struggle with onerous impositions that were put in place
before they had a chance to
determine their own future?
It appears clear that whatever our point of view, it is
time to discuss it. The future
needs to be created. We have
something very wonderful
here and we don’t want to
lose it.
David Warth
Byron Bay

Govcorp tyranny?
Regarding the rally against
‘govcorp tyranny’ (Echo, June
2): under which rock has
Dean Jefferys lived the last
16 months?
I think The Echo should
not provide Dean Jefferys a
platform to promote his antivax-covid-denial nonsense.
I am surprised that Dean
did not offer shamanic rituals as a covid remedy.
Burkhard S Waltrup
Crabbes Creek

Localisation fantasy
The world’s richest person,
Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos has
increased his wealth from
$130 billion to $186 billion
during the pandemic. USA
billionaires in general have
gained by about the same.
The Amazon workforce
is estimated to have a 100
▶ Continued on page 18

SPECIAL GUEST: RAECHEL WHITCHURCH
Saturday 26 June - Doors: 7.30pm Show: 8pm
Adults: $35 Children: $15

WE ACCEPT
VOUCHERS
FOR DINING AND
ENTERTAINMENT

To register and receive your free vouchers visit
www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/dine-discover-nsw

P. 02 6681 9500
ballinarsl.com.au
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Echo Community Awards

North Coast news online

Celebrating community, and 35 years of The Echo

T

he Echo Awards, held every
five years, was a great success on Wednesday night as
it celebrated 35 years of local independent journalism in the Northern
Rivers, and the community who
have supported it throughout
those times.
‘Nicholas Shand conceived the
idea of the newspaper as a vehicle
for asserting the civil liberty of
local residents after a series of
heavy-handed police raids in the
Main Arm Valley,’ said co-founder
David Lovejoy.
David went on to delight the
audience with a range of anecdotes
about the hiccups and accidents
that have happened throughout its
history, including how the paper
had been driven close to bankruptcy when ‘the classified pages
caused a case of mass déjà vu in
the Shire, on account of our having
printed the entire previous week’s
ads by mistake’.
However, The Echo would be
nothing without the amazing community that supports it. This year
The Echo presented eight awards
to recognise the amazing work
and commitment of some of our
dedicated community members.
The Echo Frontline Heart
award went to Rural Fire Service
(RFS) Group Captain for Byron Shire
Bob Graham. Bob is known for
his quiet community commitment
and has been a volunteer member
of the RFS for 44 years and has
shown his commitment to the
community time and again. During
the devastating Black Summer fires
he helped coordinate and plan how
the RFS would respond, facilitated
town public meetings here in the
Shire as we confronted the challenges of seeing our own homes
under threat, and he was on the
frontline coordinating brigades to
ensure that homes were saved and
crews were safe.
Linda Sparrow from Bangalow
Koalas received The Echo Planet
Heart award for her amazing work
over the last five years protecting
koalas and planting koala corridors.
While it might have started
with the aim of protecting a 400m
stretch of koala corridor in Bangalow five years ago it has grown into
so much more. Now Linda and her
team have a vision of enhancing
and connecting that 400m koala
corridor from Byron Shire to Tweed
Shire in the north, to Tenterfield in
the west, and Grafton in the south.
They have planted over 126,000
trees since 2018, with a remarkable
80 per cent of those trees planted
since 2020 – with no stopping in
sight. In fact Bangalow Koalas has
been not only planting trees, but
also creating jobs, with a bush
regeneration team, and then last
year, seven people in Byron Shire
and five Indigenous rangers near
Coraki were employed.
The Echo Sporty Heart went to
Kyuss King from Byron Bay, who

Photos by Jeff Dawson and David Lowe. MC Mandy Nolan, with Echo editors Hans Lovejoy and Aslan Shand present The Echo Sporty Heart to Byron
Bay surfer, Kyuss King. Top Right: Echo co-founder David Lovejoy reminisced on the publication’s colourful beginnings. Echo GM Simon Haslam.
Akmal Saleh provided entertainment.

Above: The Echo Frontline Heart award went to RFS Group Captain for Byron Shire Bob Graham. Linda Sparrow from Bangalow Koalas accepting
The Echo Planet award. The Echo Community Heart award was presented to Anne Goslett form the SHIFT Project in Byron Bay. Eve Jeffrey was a little
overwhelmed receiving The Everyone Love Eve Award. Below: Saffron Shand, son of Founding editor Nicholas Shand, once again took to the stage for
one of his legendary speeches. The Echo’s distribution team band set the mood on arrival. Some of The Echo’s drudges looking a bit spiffier than usual.

was celebrating his 21st birthday
on the night. Kyuss entered his first
competition at just eight years of
age. In 2014, he was voted number
two grom in the world, by Surfer
magazine in the USA.
He won the Surf Dive n Ski Australian Junior Surfing Title in 2015
with a perfect 10-point wave. His
most recent event was the Vissla
Central Coast Pro at Avoca Beach,
where he placed third.
Where government fails, individuals act, and the winner of The
Echo Community Heart award
was Anne Goslett from the SHIFT
Project in Byron Bay. Anne has
worked with community organisations for 30 years and identified a
gap in housing options for women.
So in 2015 Anne started the SHIFT
Project, a not-for-profit charity that
works with women who are homeless or at risk of homelessness;
helping many women throughout
the region.
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The Echo Business Heart
award went to Jenelle Stanford,
President Mullumbimby Chamber
of Commerce. She was instrumental in getting the Chamber
up and running seven years ago.
Since then she has got the Chinny
Charge running again after a 16 year
hiatus, as well as supporting the
Mullumbimby Sculpture Walk, and
working with Council to support
beautifying, reinvigorating and
upgrading the town.
The Echo Young Heart award
went to Mia Thom who has been
the leading voice of the climate
change rally’s here in Byron Shire
inspiring young people throughout
the area to have their voices heard.
Just prior to the COVID lockdown the Byron Shire march saw
over 5,000 young people and their
supporters take to the streets of
Byron to raise their voices against
dangerous government policies
that are speeding the world

towards a disastrous future.
All this was happening while Mia
was studying for her HSC, in which
she achieved the highest ranking.
As an emerging Bundjalung leader,
Mia is known for her generous
sharing of culture throughout her
school career at Byron High and
her life.
Recognising the importance of
community creativity The Echo
Creative Heart award went to
the Ocean Shores Art Exhibition
(OSAE). Started in 2004 the OSAE
has provided the opportunity for
both aspiring and established
artists throughout the community
to exhibit and sell their work. Each
year sees hundreds of adults and
school kids exhibit and sell their
work, often being the first step in
establishing an art career for young
people in the region.
The final award was a new one
that recognised the amazing commitment from one of The Echo’s own.

The Everyone Love Eve Award, of
course went to Eve Jeffery.
‘Often seen in purple, Eve has
cheerfully been an allrounder, the
sort of person a small organisation
like the Echo needs: taking classified ads, taking photographs, putting out the online edition on many
days, writing not only news stories,
but also editing the paper’s entertainment section, or the letters and
articles when people are away,’ said
The Echo’s general manager Simon
Haslam.
‘Outside The Echo she’s also
an activist, and with her partner
David Lowe at Cloudcatcher Media
has produced award-winning
films about such important issues
as fracking, coal mining, sexual
assault, pokies – you name it. She’s
also raised two children, been a
wildlife carer, driven a car covered
in soft toys, and tonight even
showed that she has what it takes
to run a singing group.’
www.echo.net.au

DECORATOR SALE NOW ON! WITH 10-20% OFF
ALL HOMEWARES, ARTWORK AND CUSHIONS.

ENSPIRE FURNITURE IS A LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED BUSINESS
15 Sheather Street Ballina NSW 2478 | (02) 6686 8802
Mon to Fri 9am–5pm | Sat 9am–4pm | Sun 10am–2pm
@enspirefurniture
W: enspirefurniture.com.au
www.echo.net.au
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Letters

North Coast news online

Australians don’t want to be refugee jailers – bring them home to Biloela
Q Given the recent news
that Tharnicaa is seriously ill,
and has been flown to hospital in Perth everyone should
be aware of the sad way this
family has been treated by
our Federal government.
Dear Prime Minister, My
letter to you is about my
concern for the ongoing
detention of the Murugappan
family living in isolation on
Christmas Island. I believe
this situation demonstrates
cruel, inhumane treatment
of a family innocent of any
crime against Australia.
Talk to Jenny about this:
imagine your own two girls
living for years in such souldestroying, mind-numbing
isolation. How would your
daughters cope living for
three years in such conditions? What have those two
little girls, Kopica and Tharnicaa, done to deserve such
cruel treatment? At three
years of age, Tharnicaa has
experienced no other life but
that of fenced-in isolation
with her family.

Tharnicaa (right) in hospital on Christmas
Island with her sister, Kopika. Photo SBS.
Priya and Tharnicaa, who was evacuated to
a children’s hospital from Christmas Island
detention centre after developing pneumonia
and a blood infection. Photo The Guardian
The fact that the Biloela
community has given unwavering support to this family
through their whole ordeal
demonstrates the calibre of
the amazing parents, Priya
and Nades. They exemplify
exactly the families Australia
encourages.
Rather than being any
burden on Australia’s health
system or social services

THE
BYRON MAP
Paramount Publication House

Distribution targeting the enormous
number of visitors to Byron
For advertising enquiries:
Contact: 0428 655 806 / sales@byronandbeyond.com

DON’T MISS OUT! Deadline: 30th of June 2021

system, the family was
self-sufficient, industrious,
employed in local regional
industry and volunteering in
local school and community
organisations: they were an
integral part of the Biloela
community.
In spite of the contribution the family was making
to a remote region, your Government has spent around
$6 million dollars trying to
deport them, including $1.2
million to keep them on
Christmas Island for the last
year alone. Imagine that!
Step back, Prime Minister,

and ask yourself: is this a
constructive use of taxpayers’
money? $6 million could have
built a hospital, a school, a
community centre or a sports
complex for a community the
size of Biloela.
Please, Prime Minister,
quickly and quietly send this
family home to Biloela. There
will not be any dangerous
or negative repercussions
for the security of Australia:
rather, such an action will
demonstrate Christian values
of empathy, kindness and
mercy – Christian beliefs you
have spoken of publicly as

being your own.
Please allow this family to
return to their Biloela community. You can do this!
Marilyn Perkins, MEd, JP.
Wollongbar

▶ Continued from page 15

discourage workers from
joining the union, it is effectively an anti-union/worker
corporation.
Thirty years ago, USA billionaires owned less wealth
than the poorest half of
USA society. The number of
billionaires in the world has
increased by a third in the
last year. Those 2,700 people
now control a combined
wealth of almost $14 trillion.
Meanwhile poverty in the

USA has exploded.
Those that want an equal,
sustainable, and democratic
society need to make known
these staggering facts about
inequality.
Helena Norberg-Hodge’s
singleminded obsessiveness
and middle class sensibilities
with her pet hobby horse,
‘Localisation’, bears little
‘fruit’ and has made little
progress since its inception
well over a decade ago, even
after all the publicity and big
names dropping.
The latest advertisement,
the ‘World Localisation
Day’ clarion call, is another
expensive exercise in selfaggrandisement. ‘Local Food
Can Save The World’ does
not stand up to scrutiny
in any realpolitik sense to
understanding the power
dynamics, economic systems
and culture of Neo Liberalism triumphalism. This is
confirmed by the naive
statement and folly of changing ‘government policy’ as a
remedy/ solution to changing the current hegemon of
Neo Liberalism.
Ironically this fetish (localisation) is becoming another
escapist’s panacea to the
increasing gentrification and
bland social homogeneity
that this area is undergoing,
starkly juxtaposed with
social/income inequalities

per cent turnover. Injuries
in Amazon warehouses
are more than double the
industry average, and the
company has a poor record
of workplace-derived COVID19 infections. Workplace
surveillance has reached
oppressive levels. Many
Amazon workers have to
rely on food stamps to make
ends meet. Amazon uses
intimidatory practices to

WE HAVE YOUR WELLBEING COVERED
Two books in one! OUT NOW!
BYRON HEALING
Discover and maintain health and wellbeing

2021

HEALTH BYRON

Healing practitioners & centres, yoga,
massage, movement, retreats & spas,
education, workshops, training, health
food & wellness products.

2021

FREE

byronhealing.com.au

byronhealing.com.au
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Rather than being any
burden on Australia’s
health system or
social services system,
the family was selfƆƖǓĶĈĶĕŕƐǼĶŕĎƖƆƐſĶşƖƆǼ
employed in local
regional industry and
volunteering in local
school and community
organisations.

Doctors, surgeons, medical clinics,
dental clinics, allied health professionals.

healthbyron.com.au

Q Peter Dutton, top jailer
of poor refugees and kids,
and now one very sick one,
has spent $50 million of
your hard earned to try and
deport a family who were
living in Biloela Queensland
that are now jailed at a
detention centre. Why?
John Howard and Phil
Ruddock were guilty of being

head jailers of anyone that
came here on a leaky boat
seeking refuge.
Those people were fleeing
countries ruled by madmen
(remind you of anyone?) that
liked killing and persecuting
people.
Talk about persecuting
people, shame on this
regime, shame on Dutton,
and shame on ScoMo and
the rest of them sitting on
their big fat backsides pretending to be representing
you all?
Have mercy in your heart
Dutton.
Paul Brecht
Evans Head
– working poor, homelessness, rental accommodation
crisis, housing affordability
crisis.
Social relationships, and
struggle in the economic/
political sense don’t figure
in Ms Norberg-Hodge’s idealistic utopian vision, which
if not politically addressed
will continue to fester and
worsen, no matter the
‘human nature’ argument.
Recognising collective
political agency [is needed]
to bring about fundamental,
democratic change. Key
to transforming society,
however, in the absence of
understanding how ‘power’
is controlled and maintained
in our political, economic
system, [Localisation] is
doomed to fail.
Boyd Kellner
Newrybar

Port blame game
Early May 2021, Scott Morrison stated that Labor sold
the Port of Darwin to China,
giving China a 99 year lease.
This is a blatant lie.
In 2013 the Liberal
National parties (LNP) were
in power, and were also in
power in 2015 when the lease
for the Port of Darwin was
sold to China.
Country Liberal Party
Northern Territory, Andrew
▶ Continued on page 20
www.echo.net.au
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QAnon – the cult

Dangerous nutbars

Byron master surfers score at NSW championships
Ross Kendall
Byron’s Neil Cameron
finished in the runner-up
position in the over-65
division of the 2021 NSW
Surfmasters Titles held at
North Boomerang beach on
the Barrington Coast last
week.
The multiple NSW
titleholder was beaten by
Glenn Sharrock from Caves
Beach.
Fellow Byron surfers
www.echo.net.au

Cnr Tweed St & Booyun St Brunswick Heads
Next to IGA Supermarket
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EXCLUSIVE EVENT
2-day holiday workshop with
Zenon Caravella, Michael Thwaite & Shane Smeltz
Date: 5–6 July 2021

Time: 9–11am
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Where: Lennox Head Football Club

54 Skennars Head Rd, Lennox Head

Open to players of all abilities 6–14
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Q Phillip Frazer is in isolation, writing a book.

Op Shop

L

All this was documented
before the ABC reporters
did their show on Monday,
including in my article in The
Echo on 20 November 2019.
What’s new in Louise Milligan’s report is the extended
Stewart family united in
condemning Tim and Jesse
as dangerous nutbars. Tim’s
parents and sister Karen,
who was repeatedly sexually
assaulted by two lads who
went to the same church
as she did as a young teen,
reveal text messages in which
the grandson calls grandma a
‘motherfucker’ and threatens
everyone in the family – and
beyond – who challenge the
cult to ‘back off or they’ll all
be fucked’.
In response, Scott Morrison is doing what he always
does; saying he doesn’t hold
the hose, and that this is a
plot by the commie bludgers
of the ABC. He’ll disown his
mate Tim, or being a weasel,
he might just say he isn’t his
brother’s keeper.
It’s worth saying that the
Morrisons themselves don’t
belong to QAnon; they go
to a different church that
was co-founded by a real
paedophile, whose son is still

70 Dalley St, Mullumbimby | 6684 2137

TB

O

all the paedophiles and
blood-drinkers who rigged
the election to stop Donald
Trump from saving us from
Hillary Clinton, Mickey
Mouse, and all the other
people who don’t believe
in the non-person called
QAnon.
It’s a cult in that it is
dividing families with its
obey-or-die ethos, and in
that its pronouncements
(mostly on websites and
social media) are a garbage
dump of fantasies from cults
dating from ancient times,
and ever since, from every
corner of the Earth.
It is, in sum, a concoction
of dark fairy tales that collect
the blame for all the terrible
things afflicting us today,
from COVID-19 to poverty,
to global eco-catastrophe,
and pin it on targets we can
easily see and attack, be
they individuals such as Bill
Gates, or broad categories
such as ‘scientists’, or ‘uppity
women’.
QAnon is proof that the
explosion of facts and provable explanations called the
Enlightenment, launched in
the late 1700s, has still not
given many of us the ability
to stop bullshit from baffling
brains.

7–5pm Mon to Fri | 8–12pm Sat

FO

QAnon is political because
it’s named for a fictional
character who pretends to
have access to the inner
sanctums of American
power, and because it
claims it is leading a ‘great
awakening’ that will kill

Q guy in the Capitol looms over Morrison and Stewart.
Image by Phillip Frazer

Come in and see our friendly
staff for a choice of local, grass
fed, organic & free-range meats.
All antibiotic and hormone free.

Y

Monday night’s Four Corners
program on ABC explained
that two Australian lackeys
of the American cult called
QAnon – Tim Stewart and his
son Jesse – are pushing the
cult’s terrible excuse for a
belief system.
QAnon reckons that the
world has been taken over
by paedophiles who drink
babies’ blood, and this
includes the Queen, Hillary
Clinton, Richie Benaud and
billions more of us who don’t
believe their nightmare
fairy tales. The ravings of
the Stewart father and son
wouldn’t matter, except for
three scary facts:
(1) Prime Minister Morrison and his wife have been
best mates with Tim Stewart
and his wife Lynelle for decades, according to Stewart’s
sister Karen; Lynelle was
employed in the PM’s office
until very recently,
(2) Tim and his fellow cult
members claimed they convinced the PM to use a term
in his Parliamentary apology
to all victims of child sexual
abuse to promote the QAnon
fantasy that these family
tragedies are about ‘rituals’
controlled by people with
left-wing politics, and
(3) QAnon is NOT a ‘fringe’
group, as Morrison claims,
but the largest and fastest
growing political movement in the world, which
was a major force behind
the deadly 6 January, 2021
attack on the US Capitol
building.

being investigated for hiding
that fact. He, Brian Houston,
the top pastor of Hillsong, is
an even closer mate of Scott
Morrison than Tim is, or was.
Four Corners didn’t think
that was worth saying, nor
did they challenge the whole
premise of the PM’s defence
– that QAnon is a puny piece
of passing madness.
It isn’t puny or passing. A
poll by America’s nonpartisan Public Religion Research
Institute indicates that
between a third and a half of
Republican voters ‘believe’
the QAnon conspiracy,
including the part about
Democrats drinking the
blood of children.
Cults and religious fairy
tales offer people simple
ways to cope with complex
awfulness, and offer hope
through easy fixes. They also,
often, lead to mass murder,
and much of QAnon’s rantings about blood drinking
echoes the worst libels
perpetrated on Jews less
than 80 years ago as the
Nazis prepared to launch the
Holocaust.
America’s overarching
problem is that the majority
of them are poor and getting
poorer. Their social systems
– health, education, the
media, common spaces – are
increasingly owned and
operated by unaccountable
kleptocrats, which makes a
big chunk of the population
desperate enough to buy the
hard-boiled garbage peddled
by QAnon.
And here in Australia,
where commercial media
and government policy is
being led by the cabal of
fossil fuel profiteers gathered
around the vapid viper Morrison, we keep racing to keep
up with the worst practices
of ‘American culture’.

M

Phillip Frazer

BYRON BAY PORK &
MEATS BUTCHERY

CA

Morrison’s craven cave to the QAnon cult –
can he squirm out of this one too?

A L L AC A D

E

REGISTER NOW: www.caravellafootballacademy.com.au

CARPETS
RUGS & VINYLS
Ray
Towers

Graham Shearer and Nick
Pearson finished third in the
over-65s and fourth in the
over-60s, respectively.

150 competitors
The prominent four-day
event will see over 150
competitors – aged 35
and above – battle it out
in an attempt to secure a
NSW shortboard title and
a spot in the national titles
at the 2021 Australian Surf
Championships.

Neil Cameron ripping his way to second place at the
championships. Photo Ethan Smith (Surfing NSW)

Towers Drive, Mullumbimby
PH 6684 2467
raytowerscarpets.com.au
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Letters

North Coast news online

History, campaigning and the politics of Byron Shire
Q I’m a fan of the ABC so I’m
a bit disappointed that the
local ABC radio station has
declined to give me a tape of
their interviews with Duncan
Dey and Sarah Ndiaye even
though I was the main subject of discussion both times,
and therefore have a right to
know what was said of me.
Reason? ‘We cannot
provide a copy to you… in
line with the ABC’s editorial policy of maintaining
independence’.
Deary me; the world really
has gone mad. Nor have
they confirmed or denied
that Sarah Ndiaye was
once employed there as an
announcer.
Obviously these tapes are
important to my upcoming

▶ Continued from page 18

Robb, Trade Minster, felt the
sale would provide jobs. The
Labor party did not protest.
LNP would now like to
buy the lease back. Perhaps
the USA will contribute to
the buyback as they have a
strong military presence in
Australia?
Dee Taminau
Ballina

Save Waterlily park
For decades our local voluntary committees in Ocean
Shores (OS) have fought for
basic needs for our kids, and
for decades we were told
that Byron Shire Council
(BSC) had no funding for the
north of the Shire. Never
mind that OS is the largest
residential area in the Shire
contributing a third of the
overall rates!
For the past six years our
Waterlily Park Playscape
Committee has been

Q It seems that I may
have touched a nerve in
my attempt to give some
background to Byron Greens
history and the essential Fast
Buck$ and his long history of
campaigning.
Sarah Ndiaye’s prolixity
has surpassed even that of
her mentor, Simon Richardson. A long scatty tirade augmented by another through
the auspices of Cr Martin and
the promise of more to come
this week.

Egad, Carruthers, pass my
tin hat!
I would not attempt
to engage with the detail
of Sarah’s version of past
events, merely observing
that ‘she would say that
wouldn’t she?’.
I would rather rely on
my record on the Barham
council, which was the
last to seriously try to hold
the line against rampant
development and control
staff behaviour – some may
remember?
Buck$ was a trenchant
critic of Jan for all this
period, but we managed to
survive without utilising the
police in any context. I think
Buck$ came to appreciate
Jan after he experienced

the new order.
I was once described
as ‘riding shotgun’ for Jan
over two Council terms,
hardly the behaviour of the
embittered misogynist Sarah
would have you believe.
I admit that watching
the switch to ‘don’t rock
the boat’ and the ‘GM is my
best mate’ stance has been
galling for many of us who
fought long and hard to preserve the social and environmental ecology of Byron. As
Simon’s chosen protégé with
little history, Sarah would
not understand this.
Most of the preselected
Greens for the coming
election are experienced
and knowledgeable,
and although they are

constrained from speaking
out, it is my understanding
that they are deeply uneasy
that Sarah, the remnant
of a very problematic
‘Greens’ administration,
has managed to advance
to a winning position
over better-credentialed
candidates.
I hope the [Byron] Greens
get back in some strength
in September, the Shire
needs them. If Cr Ndiaye is
among them you can look
forward to division and more
ill-judged decisions, possibly
another phallic sculpture
rising in the middle of Ewingsdale Road.
Tom Tabart
Former Byron Greens
councillor

Q 2021 promises to be
the greatest year yet for
revelations of unethical
behaviour and corruption in every imaginable
institution, by courageous
women, and a raft of
whistleblowers. It is bound
to raise the wellbeing of
the nation.
Naturally this reflects
in the debate around Fast
Buck$. Not before time.
Material around this
character never fails to
bore me or lower my
mood.
You could uplift our
community tone by giving
less space to pale, stale,
SourDough$ in The Echo.
Hayo van der Woude
Myocum

planning and creating our
playscape and securing
hundreds of thousands of
dollars in donations and
government grants to build
this natural space to the
community’s vision and
specifications.
It’s the community that’s
driven the needs of this area,
and we’re tired of keeping
quiet about the way this
Council has treated our
people.
The Basket Swing was
the first play piece that BSC
installed in Waterlily Park in
2017 in accordance with our
professional Playscape Plan.
After that, BSC took away
popular gym equipment;
they buried our previous
swing set in the tip. They
re-arranged where all our
play pieces were supposed
to be on our approved plan,
and when we alerted the
community on our website
about it they threatened to

return our $418,608 grant to
the government if we didn’t
withdraw our open letter.
Now Council wants to
remove the balance beam
and stepping logs (that
improve mobility and cognitive skills) and relocate the
Basket Swing and bench
seat to the boggy area
below the Rock Dragon
because BSC says they are
too ‘isolated’. They are just
metres away from the Little
Kids Swings.
If you are one of the many
dads, mums or families who
tell us ‘this swing is a little
piece of heaven’ in the cool
breeze under the shade
of this beautiful mature
tree, then let Council know
how out of step they are by
moving the Basket Swing
into the hot western sun
against all the community
consultation we undertook.
Email council’s Phil Holloway
at: pholloway@byron.nsw.

gov.au and the GM Mark
Arnold at: council@byron.
nsw.gov.au
Tina Petroff
Waterlily Playscape Inc.

no Palestinian state, which
he refers to as ‘suicide’ for
Israel.
About the only policy
difference on Palestine
between the coalition and
the ALP is the ALP’s annual
conference resolution calling
on a future ALP government
to recognise the state of
Palestine. This is hardly
revolutionary as 138 out of
193 member states of the UN
have already done so!
In stark contrast to
the coalition and the ALP
stands the Greens Senator,
Janet Rice, who states, ‘The
Greens oppose any violence,
whether that be airstrikes
or rockets, especially that
which impacts innocent civilians. But we cannot ignore
the asymmetry of power or
that this cycle of violence will
not end until the root causes
of injustice are addressed.
It will not stop until the
occupation ends – we must

end the evictions, the illegal
settlements, the demolitions
and the oppression’.
On receiving the Jerusalem Prize from the Zionist
Federation of Australia Mr
Morrison said that Israel was
in his heart. In what part of
your anatomy, Prime Minister, does Palestine reside?
Gareth W R Smith
Palestine Liberation Centre

legal cases, meaning that
they’ll have no choice but
to hand them over under
subpoena further down the
track.
Fast Buck$
Coorabell
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SALE
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23rd JUNE



20% OFF HOMEWARES

2 GREVILLEA ST, ARTS & INDUSTRY ESTATE,
BYRON BAY OPEN 7 DAYS | 6685 6990
www.leisurescapes.com.au
@leisurescapesbyronbay
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Anatomy is destiny
Five members of Byron
Friends of Palestine visited
Justine Elliot to discuss
whether the ALP would
endorse public condemnation of Israel’s brutal settler
colonialism, support an end
to defence cooperation and
impose economic sanctions.
Justine’s response to
every issue was to emphasise
the two state solution. This
is effectively dead given the
massive settlement building,
the systematic ethnic cleansing now taking place in Sheik
Jarrah and Silwan and the
avowed objective of Naftali
Bennett, Israel’s new prime
minister, to annex large
parts of Palestinian territory.
Under his watch there will be

BYRON SHIRE’S GO-TO
MAC SUPPORT SERVICE
• Mr Mac is an Apple device support &
installation specialist.
• Whatever your tech issue, whether email,
iCloud, data recovery etc. – I’ve got you covered!
• It could be as simple as an update or upgrade
to your system.
• Email and remote support available.
*Sanitising & social distancing practices in place*

0418 408 869
www.mrmacintosh.com.au

Vaccinations
The government doctors
have announced that vaccinations are compulsory
for nurses [and front line
workers].
Yet our constitution states
parliament may make laws
regarding health, but not
so as to authorise any form
of compulsory medication
(S.51.23A).
What’s in the needle?
God help us.
Vyvan Scott
Mullumbumby

DIRT ROAD
& DRIVEWAY
REPAIR
Dirt road repair and potholes,
gravel road and dirt tracks,
servicing Northern Rivers
and SEQ.
Mention this ad at
the time of booking
and receive 10% off
your ﬁrst Road
Repair service.

SEE

US IN
ACTION!

Ph: 0417 509 299
www.homegardenproduce.com

www.echo.net.au

Articles

Some insights from Malcolm Turnbull
Aslan Shand
From the deceptive and
underhanded conduct of
our current Prime Minister
ScMo, to the destructive
impact of Tony Abbott
and the far right of the
Australian political and
media scene, A Bigger
Picture, by Malcolm
Turnbull, provides an
interesting insight into
how he perceives the
Australian political
landscape.
But with only a 15 minute
interview time slot we were
never going to cover the full
substance of the 700 page
book.
While Turnbull takes a
look back at his life from
childhood through to the
final ‘coup’ that left him,
once again, ousted as Prime
Minister he recognises that a
politician ‘simply cannot do
the job without strong selfbelief’. That self-belief shines
through in both the book
and the interview.
Questioned about the
ability of the far right to hold
the Liberal and National Coalition to ransom over climate
change policy at a federal
level, and again in NSW, to
undermine the Koala SEPP
(State Environmental Planning Policy), he highlighted
that coalitions were ‘always
complex’, and that the
National Party was no longer
a party for the farmers of this
country.
‘The National Party
stopped representing farmers a long time ago. In the
Koala SEPP, the concerns
[they raised] about clearing
were really raised at the
behest of developers, not
farmers,’ said Turnbull.
‘The National Party, and
I say this as a farmer, the
Nats identify with the mining
industry. You would have
thought that the National
Party would be wanting
to protect the traditional
agricultural industry in, [for
example], the Hunter, but
no. The proposition that they
[the National Party] are a
farmers’ party is a joke. This
is why their primary vote is
declining in country areas
because they [the farmers]
feel that.’
Turnbull was clear that he
was not prepared to give up
his values or political principles, as was demonstrated
by his recent ascent to, and
then removal from, the position of Chair of an advisory
body on climate change
– the Net Zero Emissions and
Clean Economy Board.
www.echo.net.au

‘I’ve always stood up
for my values, political
principles, and have done
everything I can to pursue
them,’ Turnbull emphasised.
‘Matt Keen asked me as
a favour to prepare this Net
Zero Economy board. If part
of being the Non-executive
Chairman of a NSW government board is to endorse
unconstrained open cut coal
mining in the Hunter Valley,
well I’m sorry, that is crazy.’
But, sticking to his coalition roots he said that you
couldn’t ‘really blame this
on the Nats’, and pointed
out that there are climate
deniers in both the Liberal
and National parties.
‘The real pressure was put
on the state government by
News Corp. That is narrowcasting to the Liberal Party
base and the National Party
base and they have turned
coal into a values issue, an
identity issue. It is so crazy,
it is dangerous bad, because
of its consequences for the
environment and our planet.
But it’s just crazy. It’s the
politicisation of things that
should be guided by the facts
and by science.’
Like the farmers who
are moving away from the
National Party, he also
recognised that there were
many Liberal voters who
were frustrated by the lack
of genuine action on climate
change who were now looking for independents to back.
‘I think a lot of Liberal
voters will be inclined to
do what they did in Warringah and vote for liberal
independents.
‘The fact that there are
three, small ‘l’ Liberal,
female independents who
are progressive on climate in
rock-solid Liberal seats tells
you that in those seats Liberal Party voters have chosen
to vote for the candidate that
they would prefer the Liberal

Party to have nominated.’
Recognising that the Coalition is often held hostage by
the right he emphasised that
this is because of the backing
of the right-wing media.
‘The biggest problem
is that they have become
essentially vehicles of propaganda. They run vendettas.
The best example is Fox
News in the United States,
and that is obviously the
culture of the organisation.
And if you wonder if that is
a problem, I tender January
6. That could never have
happened without Murdoch.
Murdoch has as much
responsibility for the January
6 attack on the US Capitol as
anybody other than possibly,
probably, Donald Trump
himself. Because essentially
what Fox did was legitimise
and promote and amplify
the lies about the election.
To the point now where you
have got, depending on the
poll, two-thirds of Republican voters who believe that
Biden stole the election. This
is like people believing in
QAnon.’
The day we spoke was the
day it was reported that MP
Craig Kelly’s advisor Frank
Zumbo had been charged
with 18 counts of sexual
assault, this on the back of
the rape allegations against
former Attorney-General
Christian Porter. I asked
Turnbull what actions
needed to be taken to
change the ‘ugly blokey culture of disrespecting women’
that he had referred to in his
book.
‘I think the Kate Jenkins
Inquiry is going to be very
instructive and helpful,’
he said referring to the
upcoming Independent
Review into Commonwealth
Parliamentary Workplaces
that will be looking at the
prevention and handling of
bullying, sexual harassment

and sexual assault on Commonwealth parliamentary
workplaces. Turnbull thinks
there is a problem with
parliamentary culture.
‘The first thing that I
changed in office was the
ministerial code, which was
hugely controversial. But the
fact that it was controversial
underlines how [embedded]
the culture is. I think also, as
the Prime Minister you have
got to be prepared to hold
ministers to account for what
goes on in their offices, and I
certainly did that.
‘So leadership is very
important. But right at the
very heart of it is the lack of
respect for women in the
parliamentary culture. As I
say in the book it reminds
me of the corporate world
culture in the ’80s, if not the
’70s – literally. When Morrison
said other workplaces are
like this too, that was utterly
untrue. Not that he’d know,
he’s had very little experience
outside of politics.
‘The point is that in
comparable, big organisations – in banks, public
service departments, big
companies – this kind of
thing doesn’t happen. Well it
does happen, obviously, but
it is not okay. People do not
think it is okay.
‘One of the wisest things
that my very wise wife has
said over the years is “not all
disrespect for women leads
to violence against women,
but that is where all violence
towards women begins”. And
you have that kind of culture
in parliament, and that is
what you get there.
‘When I used to talk to
ministers about it – and I had
a pretty tough conversation
with Christian Porter on one
occasion about his personal
conduct – I know what they
were all thinking, they were
rolling their eyes in effect,
saying here’s this old grandfather giving us another
bloody lecture.
‘I mean most of these
guys, honestly, have not
worked outside politics, far
too many of them haven’t,
and they think that that little
bubble there is the real world
– and it’s not.’
And on Zumbo? ‘He
should step down, be stood
aside. These are very, very
serious allegations, I mean
this says a lot about Zumbo’s
relationship with Craig Kelly.’
Q If you would like to hear

Turnbull in person, he will
be speaking at this year’s
Byron Writers Festival on the
weekend of 6–8 August.

Uki Buttery
Bazaar
Market
Last of the 70s style markets
Third Sunday of every month

NEXT MARKET Sunday
20th June, 8am–2pm
LIVE MUSIC
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Roots & ours
troubad esse
gJ
featurin The
Morris & Band
wn
Shakedo

SKYEATER
Mesmerising
& elegant duo

Food, music, coffee, clothing, books, plants,
art & craft, second hand & much more...
The Old Buttery Factory at historic Uki Village
PARKING AVAILABLE AT SWEETNAM PARK

Just a country drive away!
Info/stallholders phone 0487 329 150

UKIBUTTERYBAZAARMARKET

e n d of le a s e s a le
Until June 30

Make the most
of seeing a
selection like
this in the
Northern
Rivers!

OPEN ALL OF JUNE
Mon–Sat 10.30–3.30. 25 Owens Cres, Wollongbar/Alstonville
Call Dave 0414 806 549

vamptvintagedesign.com
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Immuno Life Ayurvedic
Health Tonic
0TT\UV3PMLPZHNLULYHSOLHS[OLUOHUJLTLU[[VUPJ
JYLH[LKI`[^VSVJHS(`\Y]LKPJWYHJ[P[PVULYZVYPNPUHSS`
MVY[OLPYJSPLU[ZI\[HM[LYNYLH[Z\WWVY[MYVTSVJHS
shops Fundies and Bruns Health Foods lead to
PUJYLHZLKLUX\PYLZHUKPU[LYZ[H[LVYKLYZ[OL`OH]L
OHK[VZ[LW\WWYVK\J[PVU[VTLL[[OLKLTHUK
;OL[VUPJPZTHKLMYVT(`\Y]LKPJOLYIZ\ZPUNH
ZWLJPÄJJSHZZPJHS
TL[OVK;OL
ingredients’
properties
are shown in
[OL*SHZZPJHS
(`\Y]LKPJ[L_[Z
[VLUOHUJL
liver, spleen
HUKWHUJYLHZ
M\UJ[PVUPTWYV]L
and maintain
good digestion,
HIZVYW[PVUJSLHU
the blood and
LUOHUJLNLULYHS
PTT\UP[`
For more info or to order please visit their website
www.bewellbyron.com.au

Joanne Farrell Kinesiology
1VHUULPZHRPULZPVSVNPZ[^LSSULZZJVHJOHUKIYLH[O^VYR
MHJPSP[H[VY/LYMVJ\ZPZVU[YH\THHUKZ[YLZZYLSLHZL
JVTIPULK^P[OIYHPUTPUKZL[UL\YVSVNPJHSYL^PYPUN"
IYPUNPUN[OLTPUKIVK`HUKZV\SIHJRPU[VHJHSTHUK
OHYTVUPV\ZYLSH[PVUZOPW
WLYJLU[VMPSSULZZLZHYLJH\ZLKVYHNNYH]H[LKI`
Z[YLZZHUKSHJRVMH^HYLULZZ2PULZPVSVN`JHUYL]LHS[OL
ISPUKZWV[HUK\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OLJH\ZL[OLULTWV^LYZ
WVZP[P]LSPMLJOHUNLZ^P[O[OPZUL^PUZPNO[
1VHUULIYPUNZH^LHS[OVML_WLYPLUJLHUK^PZKVTMYVT
;YHUZMVYTH[PVUHS2PULZPVSVN`
;2:[Y\J[\YHSHUK
5L\YVWO`ZPVSVNPJHS2PULZPVSVN`
:52,ULYNL[PJ(UH[VT`
(Z[YVSVN`:OHTHUPZTHUK
`LHYZVM`VNH:OL[LHJOLZ
;2HUK,ULYN`(UH[VT`H[
`VNH[LHJOLY[YHPUPUNZHUK
^VYRZOVWZ
:OL^VYRZH[*LU[YLMVY
4PUK)VK`>LSSULZZH[
4\SS\TIPTI`HUK7\YH
=PKH>LSSULZZ*LU[YLH[
)Y\UZ^PJR/LHKZ
www.joanne-farrell.com
0403 637 156
Facebook/Instagram:
joannefarrellkinesiology

Ananda Clinic
+Y1HTPL9PJRJVYKOHZTV]LK(UHUKH*SPUPJ[V/HIP[H[
^OLYLOLJVU[PU\LZ[VMVJ\ZVULUKVJHUUHIPUVPK
TLKPJPULHUKPU[LNYH[PVU^P[OHMVJ\ZVU
WZ`JOV[OLYHW`
7O`[VJHUUHIPUVPKZVYWSHU[JHUUHIPUVPKZ
^VYRVUH]LY`JVTWSL_IPVSVNPJHSZ`Z[LT
JHSSLK[OLLUKVJHUUHIPUVPK,*:;OPZPZ
V\YIVK`»ZTHZ[LYYLN\SH[VY[OLJVUK\J[VY
VMTHU`WO`ZPVSVNPJHSWYVJLZZLZHUKP[Z
NVHSPZ[VRLLWO\THUZIHSHUJLK>LSS
HJ[\HSS`HSS]LY[LIYH[LZVUWSHUL[,HY[O
OH]LHU,*:ZV[OLJHUUHIPZWSHU[PZ
UH[\YL»ZTLKPJPULHUKPZ\ZLK[V[YLH[H
U\TILYVMOLHS[OJVUKP[PVUZSLNHSS`[OYV\NO
[OL;.(»ZZWLJPHSHJJLZZZJOLTL
02 5624 5024
Habitat, Suite 56/1 Porter St, Byron Bay
www.anandaclinics.com.au
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Acupuncture,
Massage
& Infrared
Sauna in
Billinudgel

Men’s health.
Feeling burdened?

Billi Health is an allied health
(J\W\UJ[\YLHUK>LSSULZZ
JSPUPJSVJH[LKPU[OLOLHY[
VM)PSSPU\KNLS^OPJOVɈLYZ(J\W\UJ[\YL4HZZHNL 
0UMYHYLK:H\UHZLZZPVUZ
3LKI`X\HSPÄLK(J\W\UJ[\YPZ[*HP[SPU,UUPZ)PSSP/LHS[O
WYV]PKLZJVTWYLOLUZP]LOLHS[OJHYL^P[OHɈVYKHISL
[YLH[TLU[VW[PVUZHUKWYP]H[LOLHS[OYLIH[LZH]HPSHISL
(J\W\UJ[\YLOHZILLUZOV^U[V^VYRI`YLHSPNUPUNHUK
YLN\SH[PUN[OLM\UJ[PVUVM`V\YIVK`HUKULY]V\ZZ`Z[LT
;OPZJHUWYV]PKLYLSPLMMYVTH^PKL]HYPL[`VMWO`ZPJHS
OLHS[OJVUJLYUZHUKLTV[PVUHSZ[YLZZ
*HP[SPU[YLH[ZH^PKLYHUNLVMJVUKP[PVUZPUJS\KPUN
^VTLU»ZOLHS[OHUKMLY[PSP[`TLU[HSOLHS[OOVYTVUHS
PTIHSHUJLZMH[PN\LHUKPTT\ULZ\WWVY[HZ^LSSHZ
T\ZJ\SVZRLSL[HSJVUKP[PVUZHUKWHPU
*VU[HJ[*HP[SPU[VKPZJ\ZZOV^HJ\W\UJ[\YLJV\SKIL
ILULÄJPHSMVY`V\VYIVVRVUSPULH[billihealth.com.au.
1/6 Wilfred St, Billinudgel
0415 062 819

As men we tend to
hold the pressure,
swallow the stress,
hide the signs and
Z\ɈLYPUZPSLUJL>L
tell the world we are
ÄULHUKQ\Z[ZRPT
[OLZ\YMHJL^P[OV\Y
TH[LZ
/V^L]LY[OLJH[OHY[PJ
HJ[PVUVMZPTWS`
[HSRPUN[VHUPTWHY[PHS
male in a safe,
JVUÄKLU[PHSZWHJL
JHU^VYR^VUKLYZ[V
lighten the load and
L_WSVYL`V\YV^U
[Y\[OHZHTHU
>OLYLTLU[HSOLHS[OPZJVUJLYULK^L[LUK[V^HP[\U[PS
[OLWYVISLTPZKLLWZLH[LKILMVYL^LKVHU`[OPUNHIV\[P[
;OLÄYZ[Z[LWPZ[VHKTP[V\Y]\SULYHIPSP[`[VHJRUV^SLKNL
that we are human, and that mental struggle is part of our
QV\YUL`^OPJOKVLZUV[THRL\ZIYVRLUVYSLZZ[OHU
Grant Giles: Psychotherapy, Hypnotherapy, Mental Health.
0407 959 063
www.inconvenientminds.com.au

Matthew Ryan,
Acupuncturist – The Health Lodge
4H[[OL^PZHYLNPZ[LYLK(J\W\UJ[\YPZ[HUK*OPULZL4LKPJPULWYHJ[P[PVULY^P[O
L_WLYPLUJLPUHYHUNLVMOLHS[OHUKWHPUJVUKP[PVUZ4H[[OL^\ZLZ[YHKP[PVUHS*OPULZL
TLKPJHSTVKHSP[PLZPUOPZWYHJ[PJLPUJS\KPUNJ\WWPUNTV_PI\Z[PVUN\HZOHZRPU
ZJYHWPUNHUK[\PUHTHZZHNLPUJVUQ\UJ[PVU^P[OHJ\W\UJ[\YLHUK*OPULZLOLYIHS
TLKPJPUL/LMVJ\ZLZVUOLH[[OLYHW`HUK\[PSPZLZ
infrared heat lamps as a tool to strengthen the
LɈLJ[ZVMHJ\W\UJ[\YL
4H[[OL^»ZZ\JJLZZLZSPLPUOLSWPUNWH[PLU[Z
Z\ɈLYPUNMYVTJOYVUPJHUKHJ\[LWHPUHU_PL[`
stress, menstrual issues, digestive issues, fatigue,
IYHPUMVNMLY[PSP[`WYLNUHUJ`HUKJOLTV[OLYHW`
Z\WWVY[/LILSPL]LZ[OH[TLU[HSHUKWO`ZPJHS
OLHS[OJHUUV[ILZLWHYH[LKHUKWYV]PKLZHZHML
ZWHJLMVY`V\[VIYPUNHU`[OPUN[V[OL[HISL7YP]H[L
OLHS[OYLIH[LZTH`HWWS`
78 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
6685 6445
www.thehealthlodge.com.au
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Bangalow Holistic Dentist
Gum disease can be very serious. When
it gets to the stage of periodontitis it’s
possible to lose teeth, but more concerning
is its link to diseases such as cardiovascular
disease, stroke, and diabetes.
Non-surgical, biocompatible gum
treatments aim to eliminate the infection
and promote healing without removing
tooth structure.

visits to the dentist. When there is enough
structural support, and with patient
compliance, this method has a 90 per cent
success rate.
02 66872150
2/42 Byron St, Bangalow
www.bangalowholisticdentist.com.au

(ɈLJ[PUN¶WLYJLU[VM[OLHK\S[
population, gum disease is infectious.
Initially caused by a build-up of plaque,
the infective pathogens include bacteria,
parasites, and funguses.

When overwhelm, stress or past traumas are not fully processed, their charge remains
in your physical and emotional bodies. Often your body requires manual guidance to
get back on track and to better self-regulate. Kinesiology
can assist with integrating stressors and teaches your body
new ways to adapt to changing environments.

Sessions include talking, hands on body work, brain
integration exercises, and energetic realignment.
78 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
6685 6445
www.thehealthlodge.com.au

The Bonner Method aims to eliminate
WH[OVNLUZV]LY¶TVU[OZVMTVU[OS`

Peter Farrell, Physiotherapist
Peter Farrell has recommenced practice at Mullumbimby Comprehensive Health
Centre. Peter has worked as a physiotherapist in
musculoskeletal practice for 37 years and has
treated all manner of problems. He continues to
engage in ongoing education to stay up to date
and further develop his skills.

60 Stuart Street, Mullumbimby
6684 1511

These are increasingly stressful times, for adults and children. Your body is hardwired
^P[OYLÅL_LZ[VN\HYKHUKWYV[LJ[`V\

,TPS`\ZLZRPULZPVSVN`[VÄYZ[YLSH_HUKYL[\UL`V\Y
nervous system, so your body and mind can resynchronise. Then, major stressors or challenges in your
SPMLJHUILZHMLS`PKLU[PÄLKHUKWYVJLZZLKPU`V\YIVK`PU
real-time.

If clinically diagnosed with periodontal
KPZLHZL)HUNHSV^/VSPZ[PJ+LU[PZ[VɈLYZ
you a microbiological analysis using a
phase contrast microscope.

‘Treatment is based on careful examination to
identify the cause of problems. Sometimes there
is a mechanical/strength imbalance that needs
correction, sometimes wear and tear is the main
issue. In either situation my aim is to reduce pain
and improve freedom of movement. Treatment
is primarily based on manual therapy, with
occasional use of cold laser to enhance
recovery. I look carefully at pelvic
alignment and posture. Home exercises
for self-treatment are often required.’

Emily Sharpe,
Kinesiologist – The Health Lodge

Bangalow Headache Clinic
At Bangalow Headache Clinic they treat headaches and
migraines, jaw pain, clicking, grinding and locking, as
well as vestibular disorders and dizziness.
Michael has done extensive studies and exams in
both Australia and Europe involving the head,
neck and jaw. He has completed advanced
vestibular competency training with the
Northern American leaders in this area.
At Bangalow Headache Clinic they quite
VM[LUÄUKHUV]LYSHWIL[^LLUOLHKHJOL
and dizziness and/or headache and jaw
problems. They possess the expertise to
YLZVS]L[OLZLKPɉ
J\S[WYVISLTZ
If you experience jaw pain, locking or
clicking, headaches, migraines or vertigo
call them on 0475 757 510.
72 Byron Street, Bangalow
bangalowheadacheclinic.com.au

Mullumbimby Comprehensive
Health Centre

Health & Wellbeing at
Byron Community College
)`YVU*VTT\UP[`*VSSLNLVɈLYZHUL_JP[PUNHUK
diverse range of health and healing courses to
support and enhance your health and wellbeing in the
workplace and at home.
Exciting courses starting in Term three are Herbal
Kitchen Farmacy, Fitness For Over 50s, Tarot Reading,
Reiki, Herbal Lotions and Potions and a Modern
Approach to Grief Care, to name a few.
A reminder too that the supervised Student Massage
Clinic, held in Byron Bay every Monday is a fantastic
opportunity to relax and let the students help soothe
your aches and pains for $20.
Simply book online at www.byroncollege.org.au/
course/MassageClinic
It’s never too late to learn. Enrol online at
www.byroncollege.org.au or call 6684 3374

www.echo.net.au/byron-echo Byron Shire Echo archives

Mullumbimby Comprehensive Health Centre’s
W\YWVZLI\PS[OLHS[OZ[\KPVVɈLYZ,_LYJPZL7O`ZPVSVN`
They specialise in delivering exercise prescriptions
for chronic disease management, tailored exercise
programs for individuals, and group exercise
classes. Exercise prescriptions can support physical
rehabilitation for people with injuries, persisting pain,
chronic disease, depression, and behavioural coaching
JHUOLSW^P[O^LPNO[THUHNLTLU[KPɉ
J\S[PLZ
Exercise Physiology sessions can be accessed with
a referral from your doctor (rebates may apply) and
privately, without a referral. Group classes are kept
]LY`HɈVYKHISL
They are excited
to support
preventative health
in our community,
keeping people
healthy and
active, as well as
improving social
networking and
activities in the
community.
To book your session, please contact the
Mullumbimby Comprehensive Health Centre
reception on 6684 1511.
60 Stuart St, Mullumbimby NSW 2482

Anne Ligthart
Anne Ligthart’s
professional focus
and interest lies
with trauma and
family relationships,
including couples
and parental
mentoring. She
has worked in the
alternative and
holistic health for
thirty years, which
has also included the
recreational diving
industry, where
she has applied
holistic and healing
principles to scuba diving instruction and licensing.
She plans to return to the diving industry when global
conditions permit.
*\YYLU[S`(UUL^VYRZ^P[OWLVWSLZ\ɈLYPUN[YH\TH[PJ
distress through individual sessions or with whole
families. Her methods are unconventional and decidedly
O\THUHZ^LSSHZL]PKLUJLIHZLKHUK]LY`LɈLJ[P]L
Her main therapeutic models are EMDR / Brainspotting
and Anthroposophical medical methodologies.
Call Anne to book a Zoom or phone appointment.
0466 599 837
anneligthartsupport@iinet.net.au
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Loft: top of the town
S Haslam
Winter doesn’t have to mean hibernation!
Shake off those winter woolies and enjoy the
best of town again.
Loft Byron Bay has just launched their
Happy Hour Snacks menu! Combined with their
ever-popular Happy Hour drinks offering, this
makes for the perfect afternoon soiree. Their
signature Cheese or Charcuterie Boards are half
price ($15), plus you can choose from a $9 snack
menu featuring dishes like Tempura Eggplant
and Fried Squid, every day from 4–6pm.
Loft Byron Bay has arguably one of the best
vantage points in town, sitting at the top end
of town, opposite the Beach Hotel and high
above the streets below. With views out to Main

Beach, it’s the perfect spot to wind down after
a long day at work or a weekend sunset drink
with friends!
You will need a drink with that cheeseboard
– their Happy Hour Drinks include $14 margaritas (classic or chilli), $12 Aperol Spritz and $6
house beer and wine.
For those late night people Loft also has
some great cocktail specials. Cocktail specials
run from 9pm till close every night, and the
$15 cocktails include their famous Lychee Chilli
Coconut Martini, a Tommy’s Margarita or the
Popcorn Espresso Martini. Or, for that late night
pick-me-up, they have two for $20 Espresso
Martinis.

ÏĕƆǿ!ĲƖżëĈëćſëǕĕƆƐë
S Haslam

TOGETHER
WE CAN GO
PLASTIC FREE!
BIOPAK 5%
DISCOUNT OFFER
for new members of
Make the Switch
Join Plastic Free Byron's
Make the Switch program
(it's free) and for the first 3
months enjoy a 5% discount
on BioPak purchases.
Make the Switch works
with food retailers in Byron
to help them switch away
from single-use plastics.
Find out more & join at:
plasticfreebyron.com/join

Chupacabra are coming up
to their third birthday, and
to celebrate all the ups and
downs they are hosting a
fiesta on Sunday 4 July. Yes,
finally a three-year-old’s party
with cool music, good food
and chilli. ‘Lucky for us,’ says
Amelia from Chupacabra, ‘a
perk of being committed to
the Mexican theme means we
know an amazing mariachi
band, and they will be joining
us for a night of live music and
good times! We are so thankful
for every customer who has
supported us over the past
three years and we would love
them all to join us from 4pm
– there will be beers, Mexican
street corn and margaritas all
round. Kids are welcome, no
set seating, so no bookings are
required!’
In addition, the crew at
Chupacabra have been thinking about some toasty indoor
activities to keep everyone
all warm and bring the community together – over the

‘Bring your nine dollar note
on Taco Tuesday ‘cos that’s
all it’s gonna cost you. *T&Cs
apply like the need to pay
in legal Australian tender
not jpgs you got from the
internet’.

‘Come on, check out this picture of the Mad Mariachi duo and
tell me that you don’t want to see them at Chupacabra on 4
July. I’m going. Simon’
next few months they will be
showing some cult cinema
classics with a south-of-theborder flavour!
The first of these movie

nights for which bookings
are required will be Thursday
17 June: it’s Dusk till Dawn, a
wonderfully gory flick starring
young George Clooney (adults

only for this one!). Keep an eye
out for the next title showing
Thursday 22 July. Movie
snacks and specialty themed
cocktails will be available
during the film, which starts at
7.30pm and those who book
ahead through Chupacabra’s
Resy site will get a free Mexican spiced popcorn.
As well as these events and
the popular Wednesday Chook
Dinner Night, Taco Tuesday
is returning for a limited time
only – customers can tune in

weekly to Instagram @chupabyron to find out the flavour
of the week, which comes in
at a tantalising $3 per taco in
a plate of three. A nine dollar
dinner!
I lived in Suffolk Park for a
while. It’s a great place to live,
and whilst it’s also a magnet
for visitors, those people who
live in the Suffolk Park area
count themselves pretty lucky
to have a quality venue they
can get to without having to
drive into Byron. Amelia’s got a
shout-out for these locals, who
are doubly welcome to drop in
for the birthday party: ‘Chupacabra is so thankful for all our
customers who have helped
us remain open and thriving
through all the turbulence of
the past year especially. We
would be nothing without
our community and we hope
some of our wonderful locals
will join us for these winter
events!’
Find them on Instagram
and book via that page or at
www.Chupacabra.com.au.

Catch Flock’s Brice Fundraiser:
Cycle For Brighter Futures
Matt Brice cycled through
India solo in 2014 under the
name of Cycle for Brighter
Futures (CFBF), raising funds
to provide education to
children from Kalyanpuri
Slum in Delhi, and then went
on to develop and run an
annual group cycling tour
to raise funds for the same
community.
‘We have taken 10–15
people to India for this 10-day
event every year, until COVID19 hit,’ says Matt, ‘but since
then I have been stuck in India
and fundraising has unfortunately come to a halt.
‘Now the situation with
the second wave of COVID
is devastating for this community, who have no means of
social distancing, share many
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common facilities, have no
access to nutritious food, and
are struggling without proper
medical attention... something
had to be done!
‘As I am in India I
approached my dear friend
Evanna – who has joined every
single cycle tour from day one
– by my side all the way, fundraising thousands of dollars
for the project and inspiring
many others, and asked her
if she would be interested in
running another charity FEAST
fundraiser on behalf of Cycle
for Brighter Futures.
‘The FEAST event will raise
much needed funds to set up
a kitchen in the slum where
we can cook nutritious meals
for those affected by the covid
pandemic.

‘The FEAST event is on 26
June, hosted at Flock Lismore.
It is a volunteer run, community event, sponsored by Flock
and local businesses, with all
funds raised on the night going
to feed Indian children and
families who need our help
desperately right now.’

www.echo.net.au
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Pocket Herbs and Indigenous organisation, Currie Country partner to supply native foods
An important ingredient in creating
a high-quality, unique dining experience in the Northern Rivers is the
diversity and availability of quality
local produce – many restauranteurs
have praised the sustainability,
friendliness and innovation of our
local suppliers in these pages.
A growing niche market is for
native foods, and a recent partnership
between Indigenous organisation
Currie Country and experienced
grower Pocket Herbs & Produce is
producing award-winning bush foods
to supply restaurants. Byron Bay’s
Karkalla restaurant, for example,
showcase native foods and the restaurant is named after the karkalla plant
(pictured), for which Pocket Herbs is
a 2021 state winner of the ‘Earth Category’ in the Delicious Harvey Norman
Produce Awards; karkalla is one of the
heroes in the Pocket Herbs ‘Native
Foods with Currie Country’ range. The
company has spent the last two years
learning how to grow commercially a

range of salt tolerant plants that are
traditionally foraged.
Karkalla plants have dark green,
small and slender leaves; when used in
culinary applications, karkalla leaves
and stems have a succulent, juicy and
crunchy texture with a salty, briny
flavour. This is a food of the local area.
Pocket Herbs and Currie Country want
to encourage people to familiarise
themselves with food from this country, and celebrate it! Aboriginal people
would consume the leaves, fruit, and
flowers, both raw and slightly cooked.
The leaves were predominantly served
with meat, and the flower eaten fresh
or dried. Now this traditional food can
be shared easily.
The Currie family are a large
traditional owner family who call the
area bounded by the Logan River
(QLD) to the north, the Brunswick
River (NSW) in the south and west to
the Albert River (QLD) ‘Currie Country’.
Their partnership with Pocket Herbs
& Produce aims to ‘inspire creation

when using native foods and build
knowledge around traditional food
systems, local history, land lore,
preparation techniques and pairing,
and [to] encourage the use of sustainably grown produce’. Currie Country
also provide a number of cultural
experiences such as wellness retreats

and foraging and farm tours, and can
even supply emu eggs (see www.curriecountry.com).
Pocket Herbs & Produce were
founded in 2008 and distribute their
produce nationwide, including microgreens and other produce to wholesalers in the main capital markets,

Bananas better than banana benders’ bananas
S Haslam
It’s a big claim, that our local farmers markets have better bananas than the bananas
of the very banana benders themselves,
and it’s a bit of a tongue twister, but having
eaten bananas from the Mullum Farmers
Market myself every week for the last
decade, I’m right behind it.
Those of you who go to the markets
each week, like my partner, will know by
sight Nev Singh and his wife Baljinder,
who have been the smiling faces behind
bunches of bananas at Northern Rivers
farmers markets for ten years.
Nev says his favourite thing about the
markets is the people. ‘All the kids get a
free banana, the little ones’, he says with
his trademark humble smile. Nev believes
that the farming methods he uses on his
farm on Fowlers Lane, Bangalow, are the
key to his farm’s popularity – he uses very
little spray, and uses natural fertilisers to
grow his fruit.
They also cut the grass between the
bananas, ‘We don’t spray’, says Nev, and
during those misty hinterland mornings
at the farm Nev says walking between
the rows of banana trees is like walking
on a lawn.
‘And we make sure our farm has
minimum waste. Bananas are instant

energy, healthy for you and no waste – the
wrapper is biodegradable.’
As a third generation banana farmer,
Nev has learned his skills from his father,
who learned from his father before him.
He believes the trick to growing bananas
is natural fertilisers such as rock phosphates, and plenty of water – which the
hinterland is happy to deliver.
Neville Singh
and Sons Bananas
currently grow an
astounding nine
varieties of banana.
These are: the
Cavendish, Lady

THIRSTY
THURSDAYS
Sangria jugs $25
Bottle of Tempranillo $30

Colourful • Vibrant • Festive
Fun Dining. Bringing
authentic Mexican food
and drinks to Byron.

www.donpedros.com.au
www.echo.net.au

Open Mon–Thur 4pm till late.
Fri–Sun midday to midnight.

Call 02 6680 7438 or text
0425 361 239 to book.
Shop 9/8 Fletcher St, Byron.

Fingers, Red Dacca, Ducasse, Plantain,
Blue Java, Dwarf Cavendish, Dwarf
Ladyfinger and the Senorita.
And, getting to a crucial point, as
numerous customers have attested, the
Byron hinterland bananas taste sweeter
and more full of flavour than their Far
North Queensland counterparts.
‘Our bananas taste better than the
Queensland bananas because we grow
them slower,’ Nev says. ‘They really take
their time to grow, and for the full flavour
to get into them – around 15 to 18 months,
compared to the Queensland ones, which
can be grown in 9 to 12 months. It’s a big
difference and less chemicals – and people
tell us they can really taste the difference.’
Nev’s sons, Adam and Harnek, will be
proudly continuing the banana business
once Nev hands over the reins, ensuring
Northern Rivers residents have this tasty
treat for years to come.
Mullumbimby Farmers Markets
7am–11am every Friday at the Mullum
Showgrounds.

local retailers and Coles in NSW and
QLD. They are ‘a large employer in
the Southern Tweed Shire, employing over 30 people,’ they say, and
also eco-conscious: ‘Our farm is
environmentally friendly using organic
registered product on our crops, 42kW
of solar PV (energy neutral on a sunny
day); solar hot water, composting
toilets, and the capture and efficient
re-use of rainwater. We are probably
the greenest intensive horticulture
business within the area.’
If you head to www.pocketherbs.
com.au you can see the list of
distributors of the award-winning
Native Foods with Currie Country
range and, for the month of June, if
you head into Karkalla Restaurant
(10/8 Fletcher St Byron Bay) and mention ‘Pocket Herbs’ you will receive a
complimentary native cocktail when
ordering food.
More info: www.pocketherbs.com.
au.

OUR FARMS NORTHERN RIVERS
/ŶƚĞƌĂĐƟǀĞ&ĂƌŵdŽƵƌƐĨŽƌƵƉƚŽϭϮƉĞŽƉůĞ
ͻ'ƌŽƵƉĂĐƟǀŝƟĞƐ
ͻŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞĞǀĞŶƚƐ
ͻ&ĂŵŝůǇǁĞĞŬĞŶĚƐ
3 hour tours with morning tea
featuring the signature products
of each farm.
/ŶĐůƵĚĞƐƌĞƚƵƌŶƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƟŽŶƚŽ
the farm sites.
^ĞĞǁĞďƐŝƚĞĨŽƌŵŽƌĞĚĞƚĂŝůƐ͗
ŽƵƌĨĂƌŵƐŶƌ͘ĐŽŵ͘ĂƵ
ϬϰϮϯϲϬϮϯϰϭ
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Grow yourself on a farm tour
S Haslam
The most memorable
experiences, those that
enrich our lives and take us
in new directions, are often
hands-on activities rather
than just taking a holiday
at the beach. Somehow the
whole person is opened up
and engaged by the smell
of nature and the outdoor
activity. And contributing to
the process of producing fresh
farm products, instead of just
repeating the leisurely bits of
your normal life in a holiday
location, is particularly satisfying and invigorating.
How about a fun, simple
tour during which you learn to
make cheese, hand hull coffee,
or apply permaculture principles in your own backyard?
What about making bread,
producing your own pecan
butter, or understanding how
to make flower compositions firsthand? Elisabeth
Deschaseaux has a 14-seater
van and can pick you up from
the centre of town and take
you on a farm tour on which
these sorts of experiences are
possible.
Sure, it’s not going to be a
university course, but the good
thing about these day tours is
that Liz, originally from France,

has a PhD and a couple of
post-doctoral fellowships
under her belt; so if you have
questions – ask away! Liz’s
grandparents were farmers,
first in Morocco and then in
Pau (south-west of France),
and she spent summers on
their farms. Whilst she actually
got her PhD in marine science,
not flower composition, she
loves farming and teaching
people about sustainable
farming practices, and working with the farmers as they
share their knowledge with
the community.
‘My favourite experience
was to volunteer on a small
hobby farm near Kyneton,
in Victoria,’ says Liz, ‘where
I learned how to milk cows,
make cheese, bread, jam,
salsa… we were doing
everything ourselves. It was
one of the most grounding and
rewarding experiences I’ve had

in my life. When I met my best
friend Rene, he also aspired
to live on a farm one day and
to become self-sufficient. But
because we don’t have enough
money to start our own farm, I
decided to start partnering up
with different farms within the
Northern Rivers to deliver farm
tours and workshops to the
community.’
They now have four partner
farms: Zentveld’s Coffee in
Newrybar (coffee plantation
tour), Barefoot Farm in Eltham
(pecan nuts tour), Djanbung
Gardens in Nimbin (permaculture workshop) and Olive Gap
Organic Farm in Woodburn
(flowers and essential oil
workshops). The business is
slowly growing, and they hope
to have ten partner farms by
the end of 2021 to offer an
even wider range of farm tours
to the community.
They want people from
big cities to see more than
‘just Byron Bay’; to discover
the Byron hinterland, explore
the Northern Rivers, meet
local farmers, connect with
their land and with ‘Country’
(in the Aboriginal sense).
The tours are interesting for
groups and families, Hens and
Bucks weekends, or corporate
events such as team-bonding
activities. The tours include

return transportation to the
farm site, a farm tour given
by the farmer and a morning
or afternoon tea featuring the
signature products of each
farm, but don’t worry, you’re
not just shuffling around,

these tours are very hands on.
So, if you’d like to grow that
part of yourself that can be a
‘farmer’, rather than endlessly
feed the part of you that is a
‘consumer’, this tour is for you.
‘People need to know where

Good Taste

their products come from
and what it takes to produce
high-quality food,’ says Liz. In
the end, your whole life will be
richer.
Our Farms Northern Rivers
ourfarmsnr.com.au.
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BALLINA

Wharf Bar &
Restaurant
Ballina
FB/Insta: wharfbarballina
12–24 Fawcett St, Ballina
6686 5259

EVERY DAY

HAPPY HOUR
4–6PM
Dine in and takeaway
Great summer menu
www.wharfbarballina.com.au

BANGALOW

Bowlo Kitchen

Family friendly, tradies’ local, restaurant quality.
Wednesday to Friday happy hour, midweek specials,
excellent wines, foodies delight, creative cocktails,
local produce, massive kids’ space, welcoming staff,
Open Wed–Fri 12–2.30pm & 5–8.30pm;
and COVID Safe.
Sat 12–8.30pm; Sun 12–7pm.

The Bowlo, Bangalow
6687 2741

Club open Wed–Sun from 12 noon
www.bangalowbowlo.com.au
bangalowbowlo @thebowlo

A 2021 State Winner of the delicious. Harvey
Norman Produce Awards for native food, Karkalla!

Come along to the Bangalow Bowlo
and find out.

BYRON BAY

Daughter in Law
If you’re a chef,
restauranteur
or mixologist, head to
www.pocketherbs.com.au
to view our full range
and list of local providore
and wholesale agent
stockists.

7 nights from 4pm
22 Fletcher Street,
Byron Bay
@dil_byron
www.daughterinlaw.com.au

Barrio
7am–3pm Mon, Tues, Sat
7am–8.30pm Wed, Thurs, Fri
1 Porter St, North Byron
Booking via our website
barriobyronbay.com.au

Saltwater
Social Club
A gathering place for all
32 Jonson St,
Byron Bay
saltwatersocialclub.com.au

Complimentary native cocktail at Karkalla Restaurant
For the month of June, mention ‘Pocket Herbs’ to receive a complimentary
native cocktail when ordering a meal. Terms & conditions apply.
10/8 Fletcher St, Byron Bay
Follow @pocketherbs on

and

No Bones
Vegan Bar and Kitchen.
11 Fletcher Street
6680 7418
Book online:
www.nobonesbyronbay.com.au
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Unauthentic coastal Indian cuisine
By Jessi Singh

Curry / Beer / Wine / Cocktails
This is not your typical Indian joint
Reservations via website,
and half of the restaurant is reserved for walk-in’s

Breakfast & lunch
Monday–Sunday 7am–3pm
Aperitif hour
Wednesday–Friday 3–5pm
Dinner
Wednesday–Friday 5pm–Late
Open 4pm until late Monday through Sunday for
sundowners, dinner, and late-night drinks.
Lazy weekend lunches with sandy feet, rowdy dinners with family
and friends, and late night drinks and DJs are the standard. Laid
back vintage vibes and classic coastal style create an eclectic feel,
complemented by our menu of shareable snacks, locally-sourced
salads and hand-stretched sourdough pizzas, as well as beers on
tap, organic wines and hand-crafted cocktails.
GOOD TIMES ~ HIGH VIBES ~ LATE NIGHTS ~ HIGH TIDES

Join us on our expedition to save the Earth
one Brussels sprout at a time.
HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY 5–6PM
$6 BEERS / $12 COCKTAILS / $7 WINES
Open every day from 5pm till late
For any events of up to 30 people please email
nobonesbyronbay@gmail.com

www.echo.net.au

Good Taste
BYRON BAY

Eateries Guide
BYRON BAY
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Karkalla Byron Bay
Café, Bar & Restaurant

Corner of Bay Lane and
Fletcher Street, Byron Bay

5614 8656
www.karkalla.com.au
@karkallabyronbay

OCA Organic
Cuisine

@KIKIONBYRON

The Italian Byron Bay
The Italian, Byron Bay, provides a bustling
21, 108 Jonson St,
atmospheric restaurant, dishing up contemporary
Byron Bay
inspired Italian cuisine and some of Byron’s
Open 7 days from 5.30pm
finest cocktails and wines.
5633 1216
www.theitalianbyronbay.com

77-97 Broken Head Rd,
Suffolk Park
6685 4969
www.crystalbrookcollection.
com/byron/forest

@forestbyronbay

Oma
Food and Wine
6 Lawson Street,
Byron Bay
8960 7478
www.omafoodandwine.com

Legend Pizza
Open 7 days
9am till after midnight
Shop 1 Woolworths Plaza
90-96 Jonson Street
6685 5700
www.legendpizza.com.au

www.echo.net.au

www.yamanmullumbimby.com.au

Open 7 days
from 9am–8pm
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

The Empire

MAKE YOUR OWN BOTTLE OF GIN

20 Burringbar St,
Mullum

- book online. Gin Making Gift Vouchers available.
LORDBYRON.COM.AU
LordByronDistillery

6684 2306
Tues–Fri 8.30am–2.30pm
Sat, Sun 9am–2pm
FB/Insta: EmpireMullum
empiremullum.com.au

Paséyo

Espresso Martini Nights | Every day 9–11pm
2 for $25 Classic Espresso Martini

Corner of Stuart and
Tincogan Streets
Mullumbimby

Open every day from 4pm till late.

0498 010 881

GREAT SUMMER MENU

Monday–Friday 7.30am–3pm
Saturday 8am–2pm

Indulge in one of our new creations!
We are proud to say, that for over 20 years, we have been serving
the Byron community fresh, local seafood and ingredients.
To improve your dining experience, we have developed
a smaller plate menu, designed to be shared,
and enabling you to try a greater variety of dishes.

Frida’s Field
76 Booyong Road,
Nashua
Open 12–4pm Fri, Sat, Sun
Bookings via our website
www.fridasfield.com

Fresh authentic Mexican in a relaxed atmosphere.

These incredible chefs will be hosting a dinner inspired by a
recent visit to some of Japan’s finest Katsuobushi producers.
Showcasing delicious ferments and snacks
throughout the night. Booking is recommended.

FRESH PIZZA
BYRON STYLE
Check us out on

Our Rocking New Brunch Menu
Come and join us at the Rocks for some light brunch options
or hearty breakfasts. We offer a range of home-made, locally
sourced produce at affordable prices, including our delicious
new loaded halloumi or chorizo tacos, vegan nasi goreng
and our signature Rocks Big Brekky which will keep you
going for hours! Fresh juices, Byron Bay coffees and healthy
smoothies available too. The Rocks is registered as
COVID Safe, and is practicing all NSW health guidelines.

All your favourites, every lunch and dinner.
Experienced Thai chefs cooking fresh, delicious
Thai food for you.
BYO only
Welcome for lunch, dinner and takeaway.
Menus available on Facebook.

Coffee, Malawach Rolls, Pita Pockets, Falafel,
Traditional Yemenite spices and all your
favourites always freshly made.
Drop in for an authentic atmosphere,
dine-in or takeaway.
The Empire is where it’s at!
Something for all tastes from epic burgers to vegan
delights. Enjoy delectable treats and good vibes at
this Mullum icon.
Takeaways and lots of grab-and-go goodies
available. Phone orders welcome
– call ahead and avoid the queue.
Healthy, fresh, balanced and nutrient dense
meals that create a sensory delight
for our customers.
Buddha bowls, smoothies, coffee,
cold-pressed juices, and so much more.

Long Lunches
Contemporary country dining from award-winning chef.
Seasonal produce-driven set menus
with multiple dishes shared amongst your booking.
Beautiful eco-farm location, just 10 minutes from Bangalow.
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL.

NEWRYBAR

Harvest

Set next to a lush rainforest oasis, Forest celebrates
sustainability working hand-in-hand with local farmers,
growers and artisans.
Serving breakfast, lunch, dinner and just-drinks…
the perfect place to feed your soul.
Stay awhile.
As a Byron Bay Crystalbrook Local you get to enjoy 15% off
food and drinks when you sign up online.
Oma & Co is back, Sunday 27th June
with Tasmanias’ Luke Burgess (ex Garagistes)
and Adam James(AKA Rough Rice).

Cocktails, wine and beers served all damn day.
Group bookings available, please email
mainstreetburgerbar@gmail.com
for reservations.

NASHUA

Enjoy! The Fishheads Family

This is food made with love, all produce sourced locally.
Eat in or take out.
Margaritas and tacos all night long!
Shop 12A, 3 Clifford St,
Family friendly, totally GF menu.
Suffolk Park
DINNER 5pm–9pm
6685 3059
WED–SAT
www.chupacabra.com.au
Book via Resy
@chupabyron

Forest Byron Bay

62 Stuart St, Mullumbimby
6684 3778

Free from added artificial flavours and colours.

Happy Hour | Every day 4–6pm
$6 Loft lager or wine, $10 Aperol Spritz, $14 Margarita

Chupacabra

Yaman
Mullumbimby

Naturally Better!

4 Jonson Street,
Byron Bay
6680 9183

Gourmet burgers created by chefs

MULLUMBIMBY

Handcrafted spirits using locally sourced ingredients.

Loft Byron Bay

FISHHEADSBYRON

www.facebook.com/
pages/Success-ThaiFood/237359826303469

CELLAR DOOR – TASTINGS & TOURS

Incredible cocktails, locals beers & all-day snacks and
food to share, with ocean views.

1 Jonson Street,
Byron Bay
6680 7632

Mon–Fri lunch & dinner
closed Sundays
Lunch 12 noon–3pm
Dinner from 5–8.30pm
3/31 Lawson St, Byron Bay

Come and join us for some yummy cocktails by the
beach, delicious Mexican food and groovy tunes.
Open Tuesday–Sunday
Happy Hour 3–5pm

14 Bay St ( opposite Main
Beach Surf Club)
www.kikionbyron.com

Byron Bay

Success Thai

Good Vibes. Live Music. Beach Views.
Cocktails. Mexican Cuisine.

Byron Bay

Fishheads

Brunch
7am–12 noon Mon–Fri
7am–1pm Sat & Sun
16 Lawson St, Byron Bay
6685 7663 – Menus at
therocksbyronbay.com.au

Open from 9am to 2pm Mon–Fri
and from 5pm to 8.30pm on Tuesdays and Fridays.

Kiki On Byron

Book online:
www.loftbyronbay.com.au

The Rocks
@ Aquarius

The place comes alive for dinners and special events, with
some unique local performances. A real cultural experience!

@ocacuisine
www.ocacuisine.com

Open Tuesday–Saturday
12 noon – 5pm
7, 4 Banksia Drive,
Byron Bay
8646 4901

18 Jonson Street
6680 8832

The artisan wood–fired pizzas are the best in town.

6680 8228

Lord Byron
Distillery

Open 7 days
11.30am until late
Call to make a reservation
or for takeaway orders

A collaboration between local chefs and regenerative farmers,
OCA is all about vegetarian organic food and the power of
community, not to mention some seriously amazing flavours.

1/6 Tasman Way, Byron Bay

continued

Main Street

Breakfast Thursday–Monday 8am–2.30pm
Dinner Thursday–Monday 5.30pm–late
WE LOVE LOCALS!
Every Thursday is locals night!
Curry, roti & glass of wine $36.
Apertivo hour Friday–Sunday 2.30–5.30pm
native cocktail happy hour and more!
Bookings via website www.karkalla.com.au

18-22 Old Pacific Highway
Newrybar NSW 2479
02 6687 2644
www.harvestnewrybar.com.au
@harvestnewrybar

HARVEST RESTAURANT, DELI + BAKERY
Culinary creativity that harnesses the connection between
food and nature.
Lunch: Wed–Sun 12–3pm
Dinner: Wed–Sat from 6pm
Baked goods at Sourdough
Weekends : Sat + Sun 8am until sold out
Deli 7am–3pm daily

CATERING

CELEBRATIONS Celebrations
Catering By
Liz Jackson

BY LIZ JACKSON

Celebration cakes
Personal catering services
Event co-ordination and
management

E: lizzijjackson@gmail.com
P: 0414 895 441

facebook.com/byron.legendpizza
Scan code for our menu!
BYO
Home delivery 7 days
Established 1992
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E N T E R T A I N M E N T

MANDY NOLAN’S

Soapbox
www.echo.net.au/soap-box

THE END OF AN ERA
I’ve always struggled with final endings.
But when I go, I go. Just ask any of
my ex-husbands. I have been the
Entertainment Editor at The Echo for 20
years, and this week I decided to finish up.
Finding the 8–10 hours that it takes me
each week has been a bit of a challenge of
late. I’ve found myself on more occasions
than I can count sitting in a hotel room
at 4am writing about a choir performing
nude at Billinudgel. Or in a roadside cafe
using their internet trying to download pic
of said choir ignoring the Greyhound bus
full of passengers who have just rocked up
for bacon and eggs.
I have loved writing the entertainment
because, wow, there’s some very
entertaining things that happen in this
area – and I’ve always tried to make sure
that the arts are well supported. It was
always weird having to write about my
own gigs – so I’ve often chosen to write
about myself in the third person. There
have been those who have missed out
on copy, either through human error, or
there wasn’t enough space, or I couldn’t
work out what the F their gig was. Very
occasionally I got a cranky response about
how I had wrecked their gig. It was nice
to remind them that I had forgotten my
own entries numerous times. So I started
sending myself abusive emails as well. I
am all about equity.
As the Entertainment Editor I have
interviewed some very interesting people.
Like the multi-orgasmic man; a Dutch
orgasm coach living in a yurt, and Tim
(Pricasso) who paints with his penis. I have
also interviewed musicians. Probably not
quite as interesting as the aforementioned
group, but whose stories and chats have
formed a wonderful part of my week
over the last two decades. I have had the
privilege of talking to some of my heroes.
That’s actually one of the hardest things to
give up. It’s amazing how nervous I used to
get interviewing people, and how generous
some people are. People like Ben Harper,
Jack Johnson and Mavis Staples who just
put you at ease and share their insights in
the most humble way.
There is one interview that I will always
remember because it changed me, and
that was with Scarlett Lewis, the mother
of a 6-year-old boy who was shot in the
Sandy Hook massacre in the US. I just
started to cry in our conversation and I
couldn’t stop. I was so affected by the
story of the murder of 28 people, mainly
6-year-olds. It’s unbelievable to hear that
story told by a mother. And then, Scarlett’s
forgiveness for the shooter – a 21-year-old
with autism whom she felt had been
failed by the system. Her program, Choose
Love, teaches kids emotional intelligence.
I am still astounded by that woman.
Forgiveness is so much more powerful
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than revenge. It was a conversation that
changed me.
I have had a few horrendous interviews.
Renee Geyer still wins the gong for the
interview I enjoyed the least. I kind of love
her for it. It was the longest 20 minutes of
my life. I asked her ‘When you interpret
a song, how do you use your story or
experience to give the song a new feel?’
Renee was silent. Then she said ‘Why
the fuck would you ask me such a stupid
fucking question?’ Wow, now she was
interviewing me. ‘Because you’re scary,
and I don’t know what else to ask you,
because you don’t write your songs.’
The interview where I fucked up the most
was with Lloyd Swanton from The Necks. I
had become rather cocky in my knowledge
and my natural ability to chat to people.
I prided myself on being able to do an
interview without research. Wow, that’s a
rookie mistake. I asked Lloyd about how he
writes his lyrics. He says ‘In 19 years, and in
19 albums, there has never been one lyric’.
Ouch. That’s embarrassing. ‘So you’re
quite blocked then?’ He laughed, but in
that way when you know the person who
is interviewing you is an idiot. I apologised
and told him I didn’t do any research, and
I clearly didn’t know The Necks. He said
‘I can tell’. I know The Necks now. They’re
one of my favourite bands. Mainly because
there are no lyrics. But man, every time
I play an album, a little part of me dies
inside – I still feel the shame.
Then there was Daryl. I did think Mr
Braithwaite was flirting with me on the
phone in an interview. Then, when he
rang me back a few times to ask ‘What’s
the weather like there?’ I thought ‘That’s a
clincher’. Although he probably really did
want to know what the weather was like,
because packing when you’re touring can
be a bitch. He asked me to come to his
show and come say ‘Hi’. Which is probably
more friendly than flirty. I never did. I’d
had posters of Sherbert above my bed
when I was a kid and it was too weird. I
also had posters of David Bowie, but he
never played Twin Towns. I told my kids
and they were furious. Daryl doesn’t know
it, but they have decided he could have
been their new step dad. They were all big
‘Horses’ fans. Sorry Daryl. Sorry kids.
So, I thank all the wonderful musicians,
and artists, and poets, and comedians
and writers and chanters and dancers and
circus freaks and promoters and publicists
and – I’m signing off. Keep doing what
you do. I’m off to do more of what I do. Of
course this will keep going. I’ll never give
up my Soapbox. I’m not crazy.
No more 4am in dark rooms writing about
gigs I’ll never get to. Fuck I’ll miss the free
tickets… maybe I shouldn’t quit.
Nah, time I paid.

THE FABULOUS CAPRETTOS
Daryl Braithwaite, Russell Morris, Jack Jones and Rai Thistlethwayte are mates
coming together to perform for the first time as a fabulous band: The Caprettos!
This performance will be something special as the audience can see and hear all
the artists performing together on stage for the entire duration of the concert.
They will perform their hits and favourite songs that will only be heard for the
first time at the shows. There will be a souvenir program with Bonus CD available
for purchase exclusively at the shows. Daryl is showing no signs of slowing down,
Russel was in the top ten albums of 2019 for his Black & Blue Heart. Jack Jones is
one of Australia’s most talented songwriters and guitarists, and Rai is the founding
member and singer for Thirsty Merc.
Playing at Casino RSM Thursday, 1 July.

MUSIC FOR THE LANTERN PARADE
Musical partnership puts the beat in Lismore’s heart.
Southern Cross University and the Northern Rivers
Conservatorium have joined forces for the fifth year
in a row to deliver a high calibre lineup of emerging
talent at this year’s Lismore Lantern Parade.
Headline act, Mykaela Jay, studied at the
Conservatorium for five years under the vocal tuition
of Executive Director Anita Bellman. Mykaela is now thriving
in her Bachelor of Contemporary Music studies at Southern
Cross University and recording her debut album Mother
Dearest.
Mykaela Jay describes her music as ‘a collision of layered
harmonies, funky bass lines, danceable grooves and
dreamy lyrical tales.’
Performing on the Heartbeats Festival Stage at the
Lismore Showground, Saturday 19 June, the singers and
musicians will be located in the middle of all the action.
Lismore Lantern Parade, 11am–9pm on Saturday
19 June. Tickets: lismorelanternparade.com.au,
adults from $15, children from $7.

LITTLE TED RETURNS
Everyone knows Big TED… so here’s our Little TED – the affiliated Technology
Education and Design Talks that Big TED looks to when curating their international
events!
TEDxByronBay returns after a five year break with an amazing lineup. The full list
of speakers includes: Dr. Gregory Smith, Costa Georgiadis, Delta Kay, Zenith
Virago, Brett Solomon, Kate Constantine, Hiromi
Tango, Emilia Decker, Melia Naughton, Catherine
Ingram, Elle Davidson, Paul van Reyk, and
Franck Gazzola.
Kate has been joined by Nell Schofield to
co-curate this year’s program. Nell is an actor,
arts journalist, presenter and documentary
maker and will bring a special magic to the
event. Tickets are $150 and include lunch
and access to the afterparty at Stone &
Wood from 5.30pm.
Saturday, 26 June at the Byron
Theatre, 10.30am–4.30pm.
Tickets from https://
events.humanitix.com/
tedxbyronbay2021 or
www.tedxbyronbay.com.au
www.echo.net.au
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WEDNESDAY 16
MUSIC FROM THE HILL
Award-winning songwriter Matt Hill
will be presenting songs from his new
album, Sombre Mountain at Lismore
City Hall on Friday 25 June. Recorded in
multiple home studios during the 2020
lockdowns, Matt teamed up with some
of the Northern Rivers’ finest musicians
to craft a thoughtful and compelling new
record.
Matt’s broad musical canvas and intuitive
songwriting approach will be supercharged by a
new band featuring Scott Hills (drums), Brett Canning (bass), Christian Pyle
(guitar), and his daughter, Gabriella (clarinet and keyboards).
The evening will begin with a solo set from local luminary singer-songwriter,
Sara Tindley. Sara has recorded four highly acclaimed solo albums and is
unquestionably “compulsory listening for all supporters of Australian roots music”
(Dan Condon, Time Off ).
Friday 25 June, Lismore City Hall – The Studio
Doors open at 6.30pm, show starts 7pm sharp.
Tickets $10/$20/$30, from https://norpa.sales.ticketsearch.com/sales/
salesevent/11932
Album Previews: https://matthillmusic.info/

LOVEYS STORIES AND
CONFESSIONS
The Loveys – Jenny, Janet, Pam and
Belinda – are excited to announce
the launch of their new album, Loveys
Actually – fifteen sparkling and original
songs from their current stage show.
Inspired by the Heroine’s Journey, Loveys
Actually is full of songs and stories that
women and men understand, connect
with, and actually care about – the
very stuff of everyday life; from divorce,
dementia, septuagenarian sex, to the
ordinary and courageous business of
love itself.
The Loveys are really hitting their
stride now, after six years of developing their style in the creative hamlet of
Mullumbimby in Northern NSW they have become great musicians, songwriters
and performers. The Loveys demand to be heard as they create a music genre that
is both new and as old as time – heroic women, rocking out and telling it like it is.
Thursday 24 June, 7pm – Byron Theatre
Friday 2 July, 7pm – The Regent Murwillumbah
Saturday 3 July, 7pm – Rochdale Theatre Lismore

FREE COMEDY!
Catch the best laughs you’ll get all year with some fabulous
feature comedy nights in our region. Wednesday 16 June it’s
Comedy on the Green at Bangalow Bowlo with Ellen Briggs
as MC and Lindsay Webb as feature. With Ashwin Segkar as
support this is sure to be a fabulous night! 7pm start and it’s free!
If you are closer to Ballina – pop into the RSL for The Big Gig
comedy night on Thursday 24 June. This time headed up
by Greg Sullivan with Steve Allison as feature and Vanessa
Mitchell in the support spot. This show is also free and
fabulous, and kicks off at 8pm.

MUSICAL BINGO!
Musical Bingo is the latest craze in
pub fun. Dropping beats not balls.
BayFM’s Sandpit Danny hosts two
rounds of free musical bingo every
Wednesday from 6.30pm at The
Middle Pub. Simply mark the songs
off your sheet and if you get two
lines first you win! They are all well
known songs, so it’s not just for
music nerds, it’s for everyone.
www.echo.net.au

Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
MARSHALL OKELL
Q BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
5PM PHIL HOWELL
Q PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY,
GERMAN FILM FESTIVAL
Q FOXY LUU’S, BYRON
BAY, 5.30PM REGGAE
AND RAINBOW FEAT.
BOMBACLOCK
Q TREEHOUSE, BYRON BAY, 6PM
SOLLYDASS
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL CLUB,
BYRON BAY, 8.30PM MARK
CHAPMAN
Q A&I HALL, BANGALOW, 7PM
BANGALOW THEATRE
COMPANY – RENT
Q MIDDLE PUB, MULLUMBIMBY,
6.30PM MUSICAL BINGO
Q DRILL HALL THEATRE,
MULLUMBIMBY, 7.30PM
GREENS EVENT: PREVIEW –
SWITZERLAND

THURSDAY 17
Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
BYRON MUSIC FEST
Q BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
5PM BEN WALSH, 8PM
MARSHALL OKELL
Q PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY,
GERMAN FILM FESTIVAL
Q KARKALLA, BYRON BAY, MISS
RENEE SIMONE
Q TREEHOUSE, BYRON BAY, 6PM
VINNIE LADUCE
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL
CLUB, BYRON BAY, 8.30PM
BROADWATER
Q A&I HALL, BANGALOW, 7PM
BANGALOW THEATRE
COMPANY – RENT
Q WANDANA BREWING CO.,
MULLUMBIMBY, 5.30PM OPEN
MIC
Q LENNOX HOTEL HOTEL STAGE
8.30PM JAM NIGHT

FRIDAY 18
Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
BYRON MUSIC FEST
Q BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
3PM JOCK BARNES, 6PM
NATHAN KAYE, 9PM ANDY
JANS BROWN AND COZMIC
Q BYRON THEATRE 7.30PM
BYRON MUSIC FESTIVAL
OPENING NIGHT WITH THE
SIDEMEN + GUESTS
Q HOTEL BRUNSWICK 6PM
SARAH GRANT
Q PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY,
GERMAN FILM FESTIVAL
Q TREEHOUSE, BYRON BAY, 6PM
HIGHLUXURY
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL CLUB,
BYRON BAY, 8.30PM JESSE
WITNEY
Q A&I HALL, BANGALOW, 7PM
BANGALOW THEATRE
COMPANY – RENT
Q DRILL HALL THEATRE,
MULLUMBIMBY, 7.30PM
SWITZERLAND BY JOANNA
MURRAY-SMITH
Q WANDANA BREWING CO.,
MULLUMBIMBY, 4.30PM DJ
XENIA LAGUNE

GIG
GUIDE

Q BALLINA RSL BOARDWALK
6PM BARRY FERRIER
Q MARY G’S, LISMORE, 6PM
LUKE YEAMAN
Q THE CITADEL,
MURWILLUMBAH, AM I WHO
I SAY I AM? GEORGE CATSI
PRESENTED BY MANDY
NOLAN
Q REGENT CINEMA,
MURWILLUMBAH, 6PM
BALCONY SESSIONS WITH
BILL JACOBI
Q THE MURWILLUMBAH
CITADEL 7.30PM AM I WHO
I SAY I AM? A COMEDIC
MEMOIR BY GEORGE CATSI
Q RIVERVIEW HOTEL,
MURWILLUMBAH, 8PM THE
HIP SHOOTERS
Q KINGSCLIFF BEACH BOWLS
5PM BRETT HEALY
Q TWIN TOWNS, TWEED HEADS,
THE STAGE, 9PM CLICK,
CLICK, BOOM
Q COOLANGATTA HOTEL 5PM
SIMON MEOLA, 9.30PM
TRIPLICKIT

SATURDAY 19
Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
BYRON MUSIC FEST
Q BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
12PM JEROME WILLIAMS,
1.15PM LEMAIRE, 3.45PM
MINNIE MARKS, 5PM
MUGHEAD, 6.15PM THE
SWAMPS, 7.30PM BABY,
8.45PM PASIFLOREZ, 10PM
C.A.T.S., 11PM GOONS OF
DOOM
Q HOTEL BRUNSWICK 7PM THE
DIRTY CHANNEL
Q PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY,
GERMAN FILM FESTIVAL
Q FOXY LUU’S, BYRON BAY,
5PM GROOVE & BAO –
TASHMEEN & OLIVER
HUGHES
Q TREEHOUSE, BYRON BAY, 7PM
ANIMAL VENTURA
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL CLUB,
BYRON BAY, 8.30PM ISAAC
FRANKHAM
Q DRILL HALL THEATRE,
MULLUMBIMBY, 7.30PM
SWITZERLAND BY JOANNA
MURRAY-SMITH
Q WANDANA BREWING CO.,
MULLUMBIMBY, 3PM LOCAL
DJ’S
Q BALLINA RSL BOARDWALK
6PM PAUL MULQUEEN
Q MARY G’S, LISMORE, 9.30PM
THE CLOVERS TRIO
Q THE CITADEL,
MURWILLUMBAH, 7.30PM
FIONA BOYES
Q MURWILLUMBAH SERVICES
CLUB 6.30PM BRUCE
WHALAN
Q KINGSCLIFF BEACH BOWLS
5PM GREGG PETERSON
Q TWIN TOWNS, TWEED HEADS,
THE STAGE, 6PM CRUZ, THE
SHOWROOM, 8PM THE ROCK
AUS SHOW, THE STAGE, 9PM
VENUS ENVY
Q COOLANGATTA HOTEL 5PM
JUSTIN JONES, 9.30PM ALIVE
‘THE PEARL JAM’ SHOW
Q CLUB BANORA, 6PM CRUZ

SUNDAY 20

Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
BYRON MUSIC FEST
Q BEACH HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
1PM LUKE FERGO, 5PM
SARAH GRANT BAND
Q BYRON THEATRE 10.30AM
BYRON MUSIC FESTIVAL
– MUSIC INDUSTRY
CONFERENCE & SHOWCASE
Q HOTEL BRUNSWICK, 4PM JAY
HOAD
Q PALACE CINEMAS, BYRON BAY,
GERMAN FILM FESTIVAL
Q TREEHOUSE, BYRON BAY, 6PM
IAIN YES!
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL CLUB,
BYRON BAY, 8.30PM MATTY
ROGERS
Q DRILL HALL THEATRE,
MULLUMBIMBY, 5PM
SWITZERLAND BY JOANNA
MURRAY-SMITH
Q WANDANA BREWING CO.,
MULLUMBIMBY, 3PM RUSTY
TUNES
Q CLUB LENNOX 4PM ISAAC
FRANKHAM
Q COOLANGATTA HOTEL 4PM
EPIC

MONDAY 21
Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
CHRIS ARONSTEN
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL CLUB,
BYRON BAY, 8.30PM HARRY
NICHOLS
Q A&I HALL, BANGALOW, 7PM
BANGALOW THEATRE
COMPANY – RENT
Q KINGSCLIFF BEACH BOWLS
12PM TOMMY MEMPHIS

TUESDAY 22
Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
LEIGH JAMES
Q BYRON THEATRE 6.30PM
COME CRY WITH ME
PRESENTED BY LAURA
ANSELL
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL CLUB,
BYRON BAY, 8.30PM ISAAC
FRANKHAM
Q A&I HALL, BANGALOW, 7PM
BANGALOW THEATRE
COMPANY – RENT
Q TWIN TOWNS, TWEED HEADS,
THE SHOWROOM 10.30AM
BACK TO THE TIVOLI

WEDNESDAY 23
Q RAILWAY HOTEL, BYRON BAY,
OLE FALCO
Q FOXY LUU’S, BYRON
BAY, 5.30PM REGGAE
AND RAINBOW FEAT.
BOMBACLOCK
Q SALTWATER SOCIAL CLUB,
BYRON BAY, 8.30PM MATTY
ROGERS
Q A&I HALL, BANGALOW, 7PM
BANGALOW THEATRE
COMPANY – RENT
Q MIDDLE PUB, MULLUMBIMBY,
6.30PM MUSICAL BINGO
Q TWIN TOWNS, TWEED HEADS,
THE STAGE 4PM THE ROCKIN
BODGIES

The Gig Guide is supported
by Byron Music
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BREATHE WITH
THE BUCKLEYS!
Sitting with The Buckleys, you know they are siblings. They
have this natural ease and fluidity with each other. A lack of
self-consciousness. A lot of love, but you also know they keep
each other in check.
The Buckleys are Sarah (21), Lachlan (20) and Molly (18). While
we are chatting Lachlan tells Sarah she’s too loud – in the way
a brother does when his sister is a bit more enthusiastic than
he likes. I kind of love this banter. I have kids this age. I can’t
imagine them being in a band, touring the world like these kids
have. They’ve played together for around a decade. There’s a
lot of magic in the mix.
INXS manager Chris Murphy saw it. He picked them up as the
second and only band besides INXS on Petrol Records (through
Universal Music).

PHOTO BY ALEX MANGO

A PEEK INTO
THE GALLERY

The Buckleys miss Chris. ‘He was our mentor and someone we
fully trusted’ said Sarah. ‘It’s hard to find someone to get that
kind of creative trust and know they have your best interests
at heart.’ Before Covid-19, everything was pretty well a fairytale
for The Buckleys. At the end of 2019 they went to Nashville to
record their debut album. Yep, Nashville. They wouldn’t have
even been much over 20. ‘When we were kids going to school
we would talk about it as one of our dreams ‘ said Sarah, ‘that
we would record in Nashville.’

A very successful night was had at the Peek Gallery,
opening of group exhibition – East of Everywhere

So this talented, energetic sibling band were about to hit
the world.

There was a crowd of 150, with catering by Karkalla, and
music by Miss Renee Simone. Proudly sponsored by the
Byron Bay Spirit Company.

‘We were going to go to Japan, Italy, France, New York… and
then covid happened and our plans got shot down’ said Molly.
Lachlan is more positive. ‘It has given us new opportunities’.
Molly agrees, ’We went on a world virtual tour with Live Nation,
which was super exciting. ’We reached over four million people’
chimes in Luke. Not bad for three local kids who live in Clunes.

The gallery is open daily 11am–4pm with paintings,
sculpture, photography and illustration by incredible
local artists.

Until 11 July. 7/8 Fletcher Street, Byron Bay.

There’s talent in them there hills!
We’ve met at a cafe in Mullumbimby. Mullum does have special
significance for The Buckleys. ‘We have been playing Mullum
since the music festival – we loved playing Mullum,’ says
Molly. Sarah reflects ‘It was so cool, and in 2011 I did the Youth
Mentorship Program. Every time we played the audience got
bigger and it got better’.
‘The last time we looked out –’ says Luke ‘I thought, “It’s going
to be empty”– then we walked out and it was full’.

Support BayFM.
Save on tax.
Everybody wins!

The Buckleys recorded their debut album Daydream at

‘We listen to different stuff ’ says Lachlan, ‘but we like the same
music. We bring that to our recording.’
‘I got into Blondie and Joan Jett. ‘ Says Sarah. ‘When it comes to
genres, for us the lines are blurred. For us it’s about putting out
something that you love’.
The latest single release is ‘Breathe’.
‘I wrote this around the bushfires’ said Sarah. ‘A few days before
we recorded it and our producers loved it.’
‘Lachlan and I heard it on the plane on the way to Nashville,’
said Molly, ‘and we thought this has to be on the album’.
‘Breathe’ was recorded and co-written by Sarah Buckley
and two times Grammy winning producer and engineer
Chad Carlson, whose credits include Taylor Swift, Jewel and
the Hunger Games soundtrack.
“Breathe’ was our musical prayer to the world,’ explains The
Buckleys’ singer. ‘I wrote this song at a time when Australia
was experiencing devastating bushfires. It was a message of
strength, vulnerability, hurt, hope and moving forward. I find
myself remembering these lyrics in moments where I just need
to stop, close my eyes, listen to the sounds of world around
me and just breathe. Today this song has a far more personal
meaning to us. This track was our label chairman and mentor
Chris Murphy’s favourite song on our album. His passing earlier
this year has been incredibly difficult to come to terms with. We
performed the song at his funeral, and now it will always hold a
very special place in our hearts.’
The Buckleys are one of the headline acts at The Byron
Music Festival on Saturday. Tix: byronmusicfestival.com.au.
They also play Bluesfest in October! (bluesfest.com.au)

WHAT’S ON

NORPA PRESENTS

Did you know BayFM is a registered charity?
That means you can support your favourite
radio station with a donation AND reduce
your tax bill at the same time. With the end
of June not far away now’s the time to do
it. Through your donation, we get some of
the tax dollars you would have had to pay
anyway. Sounds like a win-win!

Sound Emporium in Nashville, where Kenny Rogers recorded
The Gambler, where Robert Plant and Taylor Swift and a
whole host of successful people also made their mark.
‘It was super inspiring and super intimidating, the musicians are
next level’ said Lachlan. ‘We aren’t committed to a genre’ says
Molly. We try and stay open minded. We have been playing for
so long now we can see how our sound has evolved and grown
creatively.’

A NORPA PRODUCTION

Flow

BYRON MUSIC FESTIVAL OPENING NIGHT
THE SIDEMEN + GUESTS
With Bronte Eve
Friday 18 June, 7pm

BYRON MUSIC FESTIVAL
MUSIC INDUSTRY CONFERENCE
Keynotes, Panel Discussions & Performances
Sunday 20 June, 10.30am - 6pm

Visit bayfm.org/support or call 6680 7999
Monday to Friday, 10am to 2pm.

COME CRY WITH ME
PRESENTED BY LAURA ANSELL
Living the true authentic you
Tuesday 22 June, 6.30pm

Thank you!

THE LOVEYS
‘LOVEYS ACTUALLY’ ALBUM LAUNCH
Songs, Stories & Confessions
Thursday 24 June, 7pm

ARJ BARKER - COMES CLEAN

THU 1 – SAT 3 JUL
TICKETS:

norpa.org.au

1300 066 772

Arrive early and enjoy a drink at the Theatre Bar
Byron Theatre & Community Centre
69 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
byrontheatre.com
@byrontheatre

www.echo.net.au
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Lismore City Hall
Bar & Diner from 6pm

Australia’s adopted son of comedy
Friday 25 June, 7.15pm & 9.30pm

JUNE

Flow takes us deep into country to discover ancient
stories and the power of music, family and connection.

22/12/20 8:22 pm

E N T E R T A I N M E N T

STARS
BY LILITH

With Jupiter taking its annual backspin in the sign of retreats
and hidden factors in the psyche of society, illusions and
delusions get a sobering reality check…

CHAMPAGNE
AND BLUES

ARIES: This week inundates everyone with
twice the information they wanted, much
of it conflicting, and way too many second
opinions. And all this unsolicited input
means you get to exercise one of your Aries
superpowers: simplifying. Taking it back to
basics, cutting through complications to the
bottom line and proceeding from there.

Daniel Champagne, exudes a natural ease on stage as he sings poignant
lyrics and beautifully crafted melodies that invariably stir the heart with
grand romanticism. ‘Coupled with an exhilarating guitar talent that
transcends mere acoustic playing to replicate a whole band, Champagne
is just magical’. Daniel spoke to The Echo whilst travelling between
Brisbane and Sydney – en route to a show in Auckland.
I have been pretty lucky – I was in America last
year touring when the COVID-19 thing started
happening. I came back to Australia, had time
off, and I had a big tour that I tried to postpone
rather than cancel, but eventually got out and
did the show. The one in Brisbane, it was the
95th, and then New Zealand is the last stop on
the tour – with 44 shows there.
Because it’s just me and a guitar, when they
only had 40 people [in a venue] it’s a lot easier
to make it work…
Stopping was good and bad – I guess I was
due for it, and it’s good to stop and kind of
reflect on – it was the most different period
[of life].
This is the show that I bring to Bluesfest. Just
me and a guitar.
I think it is hard to write on the road, but
it’s very easy to be inspired. There are a lot
of places and spaces, and you always get
inspiration, so I get a big list of things, so the
music can come out quite quickly. It hasn’t
changed over the years. I have focused more
on writing – when I started out it was more
of a guitar show, it was half instrumental and
half song.
Often it’s just people you meet, stuff they say
at shows… One song I was working on this
morning – I was in Coffs and I saw a picture

GEMINI

TAURUS: If something you thought was
done and dusted resurfaces unexpectedly for
another round, this may not be the easiest
week to negotiate owing to touchy vibes and
edgy energy. So if you can, put things on hold
and power down, under the radar, away from
information overload, staying warm, refueling.

and the quote was ‘Do you ever wonder if we
think about each other at the same time?’.
So often it’s something like that that leads to
further ideas…

GEMINI: Oops, did you really just say that?
With Mercury in mischief-making reversal, your
primo foot-in-mouth transit, do you really want
to upset others with unfiltered opinions? Or
alternatively, strain your brain trying to figure
out what people really mean? This week gives
advanced lessons in what Buddhists call ‘right
speech’.

I would like to think you get better at noticing
them… or something that is really worth
hanging on to.
A favourite… There’s a line in a song that says
‘It should be a crime that they won’t let a man
shove his heart down the telephone line.’

CANCER: Oooh lala! If citizens are trigger happy
and swift to snap this week, try not to take it
personally. With dreamy Neptune in fellow
water-sign Pisces and pleasure planet Venus
gracing your family-centric sign, circle the long
night of 22 June midwinter solstice for cozying
with your closest Crab crew.

It’s an easy life to meet people, but I don’t stick
around. That can be cool because when you do
link up with people it carries more weight.
Where is home?… Well, since [I’ve been] on
the road, since 2015, when I was in America,
and I am from the south coast near Bega valley,
I’ve been happy just floating – the road is a
good home for me.

LEO: With heavenly firebrand Mars in Leo
rendering your majesties loud, proud and
assertive, pro tips for stage-managing the next
six weeks go something like this: Want more
attention and affection? Be generous with your
own praise and accolades. And keep your cool,
because anger management’s an essential skill
these days.

I think I will go back to the US as soon as I can
– maybe in the second half of next year… I
definitely think I have more to do, but I need to
work smarter. I went over at 25 and played 300
shows a year in all sorts of places.

Daniel is on at Bluesfest this year. Tix from
www.bluesfest.com.au

SCORPIO: Concerning the retrograde
movement of planet Pluto, whose atmospheric
pressure turns graphite into diamonds: could
you apply this image to present-time stresses
and craft something clear and strong from
the current existential darkness? Scorpio poet
David Whyte suggests that remaining porous
and allowing the learning in could be a good
starting point.
SAGITTARIUS: With argumentative Mars
stirring up strife in the home zone, processing
this week’s strong emotions could turn your
domestic sector into a pressure cooker. Don’t
fry your wiring: remember logic flies out the
window when you get riled up. Avoid meltdown
by relinquishing the need to be right, even
though you might be.
CAPRICORN: If something doesn’t come
together this week, don’t give up, just give it
time. Press pause, and a month or so down the
track, when hindrances clear, it’s likely to work
out. Meanwhile, lingering love troubles could
clarify if you’re honest with yourself and others
about what you really want.
AQUARIUS: What this week most benefits
from is practising the art of positive speech
and diplomatic delivery. Paying attention to
the words you use and the conversations you
engage in. Noticing that what you say is what
you tend to get, because it naturally attracts
more of the same.

VIRGO: Life been scooting along at warp
speed lately, with a bit of friction and the odd
flareup? Then slow down before something
does that for you. Take a break from high
maintenance people, and if anything feels overthe-top difficult, this week gives official astral
permission to file it in the ‘too hard’ basket.

It’s just too big a place, in Australia you can
play most places, in America I have to be more
strategic… but touring in the US is good, I will
go back, I like most places over there.

LIBRA: As this year’s reality checks continue,
expect cosmic curveballs that require you
to reroute your reality, and trust yourself to
navigate change in the graceful way you always
have. With current conditions calling all the
expertise you’ve gained along the way into
play, explore synergies and collaborations with
kindred spirits – it’s your forte, after all.

PISCES: Jupiter expands whatever element
it’s in, and retrograde in your sign till late
July suggests an excess of water, physical or
emotional – either too much or in the wrong
place. Before Neptune also retrogrades in
your sign next week, consider checking
insurance, repairing and clearing gutters, taking
precautions. Just a thought…

CINEMA
Session Times: Thu 17 June - Wed 23 June
SPECIAL EVENTS
VALERIE TAYLOR:
PLAYING WITH SHARKS (CTC)
Fri: 6:00PM (Q&A w/ Valerie Taylor)
PERFUMES (M)
Organic Wine Screening
Wed: 7:00PM
OPÉRA DE PARIS: FAUST (CTC)
Sun: 1:00PM Wed: 11:00AM
FAMILY FILMS
MOONBOUND (PG)
Adv screenings Sat, Sun: 11:30AM
CRUELLA (PG) Thu: 4:20PM
Fri-Sun: 4:20, 7:15PM
Mon, Tue: 11:00, 1:40, 4:20, 7:15
IN THE HEIGHTS (PG)
Fri, Sat: 3:40, 6:30PM
Sun: 3:40PM Mon: 3:50PM
PETER RABBIT 2 (G)
Daily: 11:15AM
SPIRIT UNTAMED (G)
Daily except Sun: 11:40AM, 1:50
Sun: 11:00AM, 1:50PM

ALL FILMS
FAST & FURIOUS 9 (M)
Thu: 11:50AM, 12:50,
2:40, 3:40, 6:00, 7:00PM
Fri: 11:50AM, 12:50,
2:40, 3:40, 6:30, 7:30PM
Sat-Tue: 11:00AM, 12:50, 1:50,
3:40, 4:40, 6:30, 7:30PM
Wed: 10:20AM, 12:50, 1:10,
3:40, 4:00, 6:30, 7:30PM
A QUIET PLACE PART II (M)
Thu: 11:30AM, 1:40, 7:30PM
Fri: 11:30AM, 1:40, 8:30PM
Sat, Sun: 1:40, 7:30PM
Mon-Wed: 11:30AM, 1:40, 6:20PM
BREAKING BREAD (M)
Daily: 11:00AM
COUSINS (M) Daily: 3:20PM
FROM THE VINE (M)
Daily: 1:00, 5:30PM
DREAM HORSE (PG)
Daily except Thu:
11:00AM, 4:00, 6:30PM
Thu: 11:00AM, 4:00PM

NFT = No Free Tickets
HEROIC LOSERS (M)
Thu: 3:40PM Fri-Mon: 11:00AM
Tue, Wed: 3:50PM
LAPSIS (PG)
Daily except Thu, Sun: 3:40PM
MINAMATA (MA15+)
Thu, Tue: 11:00AM
MY ZOE (M)
Daily except Sun, Wed: 1:30, 6:15
Sun: 6:15PM
Wed: 11:00AM (Babes), 6:15PM
THE CONJURING 3: THE DEVIL
MADE ME DO IT (MA15+)
Thu, Sat: 1:20 Fri: 1:20, 8:30PM
Sun: 1:20, 6:30PM
Mon-Wed: 1:20, 3:50, 6:30PM
THE MOLE AGENT (G)
Thu: 11:00AM, 1:20, 4:15PM
Fri, Sat, Sun: 11:00AM, 1:20PM
Mon-Wed: 11:00AM, 1:20, 7:30
VALERIE TAYLOR:
PLAYING WITH SHARKS (CTC)
Daily except Thu, Fri: 4:00, 6:20
Thu: 4:00PM Fri: 4:00, 6:20PM

Session times are subject to change. Please check online for all live session times

108 Jonson St, Byron Bay

www.echo.net.au

Book online now at PalaceCinemas.com.au

“I always
feel that a
man and a
woman, who
do not like
the same
ﬁlms, will
eventually
divorce.”
– Jean-Luc Godard

Admission Prices:
Adults:
Stud/Conc:
Senior:
Child:

$14
$12
$11
$10

Wednesday
All tickets

$10

BALLINA FAIR CINEMAS
Thursday June 17th to Wednesday June 23rd

JUNE

A QUIET PLACE PART II M 97 MIN
CRUELLA PG 134 MIN
DREAM HORSE PG 113 MIN
FAST & FURIOUS 9 M 143 MIN
JUNE AGAIN M 99 MIN

THU 17TH
12:45 PM
10:20 AM
4:35 PM
7:05 PM
10:10 AM
2:00 PM
5:45 PM
11:40 AM
2:15 PM
4:55 PM
7:30 PM
12:10 PM

FRI 18TH
12:45 PM
10:20 AM
4:35 PM
7:05 PM
10:10 AM
2:00 PM
5:45 PM
11:40 AM
2:15 PM
4:55 PM
7:30 PM
12:10 PM

SAT 19TH
12:45 PM
10:20 AM
4:35 PM
7:05 PM
10:10 AM
1:55 PM
5:45 PM
11:40 AM
2:15 PM
4:55 PM
7:30 PM

10:00 AM
10:00 AM 10:00 AM
12:10 PM
4:05 PM 4:05 PM
4:05 PM
THE CONJURING 3: THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT 2:35 PM 2:35 PM 2:35 PM
7:50 PM 7:50 PM 7:50 PM
MA15+ 112 MIN

SPIRIT UNTAMED G 88 MIN

SUN 20TH
12:45 PM
10:20 AM
4:35 PM
7:05 PM
10:10 AM
1:55 PM
5:45 PM
11:40 AM
2:15 PM
4:55 PM
7:30 PM

Tel: (02) 6686 9600
ballinafaircinemas.com.au
We accept the Dine and
Discover $25 vouchers

MON 21ST TUE 22ND WED 23RD
12:45 PM 12:45 PM 12:45 PM
10:20 AM
10:20 AM 10:20 AM
4:35 PM
4:35 PM 4:35 PM
7:05 PM
10:10 AM
10:10 AM 10:10 AM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM 2:00 PM
5:45 PM
11:40 AM
11:40 AM 11:40 AM
2:15 PM
2:15 PM 2:15 PM
4:55 PM
4:05 PM 4:05 PM
7:30 PM
12:10 PM 12:10 PM 12:10 PM

10:00 AM
10:00 AM 10:00 AM
12:10 PM
4:55 PM 4:55 PM
4:05 PM
2:35 PM
2:35 PM 2:35 PM
7:50 PM

10:00 AM
4:05 PM
2:35 PM
7:50 PM
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Red Rose Realty – Rose Wanchap’s story
so to speak, give something back.
And Red Rose Realty was born.
It came out of an idea she had
to fund various humanitarian
projects from income generated
from her business, which in turn
created more business. She called
it ‘making a difference, doing
business differently’.
Rose explains, ‘When you pay
commission, and let’s face it,
the fee you pay to someone to
sell your property can be one of
the largest costs you will have to
meet, how amazing to see some
of it fund things like a well in
Ethiopia, or provide a single mum
with a month’s rent, a homeless
person with a food voucher or
to start a campaign to alert the
public to the dangers of pesticide
use’. These are just a few of the
projects Rose has been able to
fund over the past 20 years.
‘It has been an extraordinary
journey, fulfilling my dreams
of still making a great living
whilst funding projects that I am
passionate about’, she says.

Rose Wanchap and her family – daughter, granddaughter and great granddaughter, four generations.
In a town like Byron Bay,
competing with the big franchise
agencies was always going to
be challenging but Rose has had

coastal & hinterland sales

B Y R O N B AY
9 Evans Street
Auction on-site 26 June 1pm
8

6

4

P

Open home Sat 12 June 10:30

Katrina Beohm
Director

+ Two large residences with views & potential for income
+ Lots of privacy, north-east aspect & open-plan living
/LJKW¿OOHGZLWKDLUFRQ YLHZVWRWKH&DSHN:VRODU
+ Saltwater pool, tropical gardens & private courtyard
+ Easy walk to beaches & a short stroll to Top Shop

3DUNHV$YH%<521%$<VSDFHHQTXLULHV0
7KLQNLQJRIVHOOLQJ"7KHWLPHLV12:
:HKDYHDODUJHGDWDEDVHRITXDOL¿HGEX\HUVUHDG\
Book your obligation-free market appraisal 0459 066 087

Christopher Plim 0467 000 222

Rachael Jenkins

Gail Beohm

Emily Hughes

Sales Agent

Sales Manager

Sales Support

Sales Admin
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If you would like to do business
with Rose, either to sell or to
purchase a home, she would love
to hear from you.

O

Christopher Plim

0459 066 087

a large piece of the pie ‘It was
fascinating to see, no matter how
much I gave, I just kept receiving;
the business just kept flowing in.’

“

“

Red Rose Realty was brought into
being to make a difference. Rose
believes in making a difference and
doing business differently. ‘You won’t
find any fancy slogans, my story
comes straight without any frills.’
Rose Wanchap operates a
unique Real Estate office. What
is not obvious is what she does
with some of the profits from
her business; ‘I always felt I lived
a charmed life; born the eldest
daughter of a large and loving
family in the lucky country,
Australia, I have three amazing
children and now five equally
amazing grandchildren and two
great grandchildren.’
Rose had been making a
very good living working on
commission for real estate
agents since the early ‘80s. She
circumnavigated the world a few
times with her children, living in
various countries for differing
lengths of time, but when her
grandchildren started arriving,
she felt the need to do something
to give thanks, balance the books

Katrina and Chris are absolute work horses. They are always available to
answer questions and show people through homes. It’s always about the
client and how best to smooth the way for them. High professional standards
second to none. They have made our dreams come true.

8 P O R T E R S T R E E T B Y R O N B AY

Barb & Robyn

kbrealestate.com.au
www.echo.net.au

Property

Open Sat

Resort Style Small Acreage Living Near Yamba
226 McIntyres Lane
Gulmarrad

ˆˠ˔˟˟˔˖˥˘˔˚˘ˠˢ˗˘˥ˡ˟˜˩˜ˡ˚˔˧˜˧˦Ёˡ˘˦˧
with this architect designed home, built on a
soft footprint, offering an elevated homesite
˜ˡ˖ˢˠˣ˟˘˧˘ˣ˥˜˩˔˖ˬʡʻ˜˚˛˘ˡ˗Ё˫˧˨˥˘˦˔ˡ˗
Ё˧˧˜ˡ˚˦˧˛˥ˢ˨˚˛ˢ˨˧˪˜˧˛˧˛˘ˇ˔˦ˠ˔ˡ˜˔ˡ˂˔˞
Ђˢˢ˥˜ˡ˚˔˥˘˔˟˙˘˔˧˨˥˘ʡˇ˛˘˦˖˥˘˘ˡ˘˗˩˘˥˔ˡ˗˔˛
overlooking the landscaped gardens that
frame the 8m salt water pool is a delight and
Ђˢ˪˦˦˘˔ˠ˟˘˦˦˟ˬ˙˥ˢˠ˧˛˘˖˟˘˩˘˥Ђˢˢ˥ˣ˟˔ˡʡ
Come and have an inspection and let us know
– what is your bid?

4

2

2

Price
Open Negotiation
View
Saturday 10am – 10.30am
ljhooker.com.au/QNJF6G
Agent
Grant Neilson 0429 664 312
LJ Hooker Maclean 6645 2222
229 River Street

Just Listed

Waterfront 100 Acres Zoned Large Lot Residential Near Yamba
ʿˢ˧ʨˇ˨˟˟ˬˠˢ˥˚˔ˡ˅ˢ˔˗ʟʴ˦˛˕ˬ˜˦˔ˣ˥ˢˣ˘˥˧ˬ
where all sorts of options and opportunities
˔˥˘˞ˡˢ˖˞˜ˡ˚ʡˇ˛˘˅ʨʿ˔˥˚˘ʿˢ˧˅˘˦˜˗˘ˡ˧˜˔˟
˭ˢˡ˜ˡ˚˦˨˚˚˘˦˧˦˦˨˕˗˜˩˜˦˜ˢˡˣˢ˧˘ˡ˧˜˔˟ʛˆˇʶʴʜʡ
ʼ˧˜˦˕˜˦˘˖˧˘˗˕ˬʴ˦˛˕ˬʠˇ˨˟˟ˬˠˢ˥˚˔ˡ˅ˢ˔˗
˪˜˧˛˔ˣˣ˥ˢ˫ʡʫʥ˔˖˥˘˦ˢˡ˧˛˘˪˔˧˘˥˙˥ˢˡ˧˦˜˗˘
of the road and 18 acres on the northern side
the options are already open up. Located just
15km from the riverside township of Maclean,
and not much further to your choice of
˖ˢ˔˦˧˔˟ˣ˟˔ˬ˚˥ˢ˨ˡ˗˦˔˧ˌ˔ˠ˕˔ʛʥʥ˞ˠʜˢ˥ʼ˟˨˞˔
ʛʦʣ˞ˠʜʡˇ˛˘ˣˢ˦˦˜˕˜˟˜˧˜˘˦˔˥˘˘ˡ˗˟˘˦˦ʡʻ˔˩˘˔
look online and weigh up each option and ask
yourself – what would I bid?

5

1XJJHW6WUHHW'LJJHUV&DPS

2

39.74 ha
Price
Open Negotiation
View
By Appointment
ljhooker.com.au/MQFF6G
Agent
Grant Neilson 0429 664 312
LJ Hooker Maclean 6645 2222
229 River Street

2

THE PERFECT COASTAL ESCAPE
• The spectacular Solitary Islands Marine Park is right
outside your front door.

/LYHFRPSOHWHO\RIIWKHJULG)XOO\VHOIVXIÀFLHQW6RODU
panel System.

• Nestled in the secluded coastal village of Diggers Camp
inside Yuraygir National Park

0RGHUQNLWFKHQFRPSOHWHZLWKVWRQHEHQFKWRSV*DVFRRN
top, and storage room

8QLTXHFKDUDFWHUÀOOHGKRPHGHVLJQHGRYHUOHYHOVZLWK
RFHDQYLHZVRQHDFKOHYHO

• Self-contained modern studio – Perfect for extended family
RU$LUEQELQFRPHRSSRUWXQLW\

7KHQGOHYHOLVDVSDFLRXVGHGLFDWHGSDUHQW·VUHWUHDWZLWK
GHJUHHSDQRUDPLFYLHZV

EHGVWXG\EDWKZFFDU

Phone: 0423 738 120
www.echo.net.au

,QVSHFWLRQE\DSSRLQWPHQWRQO\

jody@woolgoolgarealestate.com.au

PRICE
www.woolgoolgarealestate.com.au
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North Coast news online

0411 757 425
tim@millerrealestate.com.au
millerrealestate.com.au

3

0411 757 425
tim@millerrealestate.com.au

15 MAIN STREET, CLUNES

513 BOATHARBOUR RD, BOAT HARBOUR

A classically beautiful original residence

‘Alamanda’ - Idyllic acreage with privacy and views

2

2

961m2

OPEN HOUSE THURSDAY 17 JUNE 12:15 - 12:45PM
SATURDAY 19 JUNE 10:30 - 11AM
AUCTION SATURDAY 19 JUNE ON-SITE 11.00AM

2

2

2

8.2ha

AUCTION SATURDAY 19 JUNE ON-SITE 1.30PM

millerrealestate.com.au

Modern contemporary home
Banksia Waters – Tweed Heads West. Site 223
$315,000
2
1
1+1

As we evolve,
our homes
should too

Looking for your own private retreat; then this stunning
2-bedroom home is ready to dazzle and impress you.
Modern contemporary home with nothing left to do but to
move in, relax and enjoy your new lifestyle with indoor outdoor
living spaces at your fingertips. The attractive outdoor decks
are surrounded by a tropical oasis of potted plants that create a
magic space.
Redecorated throughout to a very high standard with timber
laminate flooring, modern ceiling fans, and up to date light fittings.
Stunning kitchen complimented with updated appliances, unique
decorative splashback and modern fixtures. Hampton style master
bedroom with feature wall and plantation shutters on all windows.
Both carpeted bedrooms have built in robes and ceiling fans.
Generous size bathroom features an enclosed glassed in shower, a
modern vanity, energy saving solar skylights and a separate toilet.
Energy efficient home with 3.5kw solar system.
Banksia Waters is set in 110 acres with its own lake stocked with
fish and home to black swans and many other varieties of bird
life. The landscaped gardens offer a tranquil lifestyle in a village
community environment.
Retirement living at its best without the associated costs of exit
fees and no stamp duty. Sorry, no pets permitted.

Suzanne Tucker

Inspect: By appointment
Contact: Kelvin Price 0423 028 468. Mr Property Services
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www.echo.net.au

2 Bed Townhouses
From $340,000
Text - $380,000
Call 1800 ECO VUE
1800 326 883
www.eco-vue.com.au

www.echo.net.au
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Privacy and Quality Matched with Outstanding Ocean Views
• Panoramic coastal and rural views and rare architecture with multiple outdoor areas, pool and

4

3

3

1 HA

landscaping, make this a unique real estate opportunity
• Set on approximately 2.5 acres, this property offers a low maintenance, peaceful lifestyle less
than 15 minutes from Byron Bay and just minutes to Broken Head Beach
• Mediterranean influences showcased most prominently through the horseshoe layout that
wraps around the stunning open-air courtyard and gorgeous 15m pool
• Expansive open plan living space, featuring terracotta tiles teamed with recycled timbers and
open onto a large terrace that captures the panoramic views of the ocean to the east

Central Mullumbimby – Subdivision Potential (STCA)
4

3

2

bedroom, 2 bathroom home plus a separate studio
• Stunning yard that provides plenty of space to re-design and develop (STCA),
possible rear lane access (STCA)
• Open plan kitchen and dining with lovely wood-burning fireplace
• Large covered deck overlooking the fully fenced back garden

360 Old Byron Bay Road, Newrybar

Price:

Contact Agent

Open:

By Appointment

Enquiries:

Su Reynolds 0428 888 660 | Luke Elwin 0421 375 635

Once-in-a-lifetime Luxurious Eco Property

1410M 2

• Situated in the heart of eclectic Mullumbimby is this charming, renovated 3

Address:

4

3

4

28 HA

• One of Australia’s most sensational and elegant properties, discreetly located
down a 1.1km picturesque driveway offering complete privacy
• Panoramic views sweeping from the Nightcap Ranges in the north, across
Myocum, Tyagarah, Brunswick Heads, to the Byron Bay Lighthouse
• Expansive indoor living areas that flow seamlessly to the East and West decks
and effortlessly onto the outdoor dining space

Address:

129 Dalley Street, Mullumbimby

Address:

970 Coolamon Scenic Drive, Coorabell

Price:

$1.495m – $1.625m

Price:

Contact Agent

Open:

Saturday 19th June, 10.00am – 10.30am

Open:

By Appointment

Enquiries:

Su Reynolds 0428 888 660 | Luke Elwin 0421 375 635

Enquiries:

Su Reynolds 0428 888 660 | Luke Elwin 0421 375 635

35 FLETCHER ST, BYRON BAY NSW 2481
PH: O2 6685 8466
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SALES@BYRONBAYFN.COM
WWW.BYRONBAYFN.COM.AU

www.echo.net.au

Fabulous Family Home With Coastal and Hinterland Views
5

3

4

2.3 ACRES

Uninterrupted Ocean Views over Byron Bay
5

2

6420M 2

2

• 2.3 acres of exquisite land, located on one of the most exclusive ridgelines in
the Byron hinterland with some of the best vistas in the Northern Rivers
• Resting on a fabulous plateau looking directly at the ocean, sits a 5-bedroom,
3-bathroom brick family home with versatile floorplan to suit any family
• Lovingly maintained gardens and established landscaping provide a superb
backdrop to the large European-style pool
• 3 minutes to the boutique village of Newrybar and famous Harvest restaurant

• Set at the top of the ridge in a prestigious location, enjoying breathtaking

Address:

117 Old Byron Bay Road, Newrybar

Address:

9 Scotts Wood Grove, Mullumbimby

Price:

$3.5m – $3.65m

Auction:

Guide $2m

Open:

Saturday 19th June, 10.00am – 10.30am

Open:

Saturday 19th June, 11.00am – 11.30am

Enquiries:

Tara Torkkola 0423 519 698

Enquiries:

Tara Torkkola 0423 519 698 | Jasmin McClymont 0434 029 668

‘Asmara’ – Old World Charm Meets Modern Luxury
5

2

4

1600M 2

• Original federation home circa 1905 has been delicately restored

views to Koonyum Range, Mt Boogeram and the surrounding hinterland
• Just minutes to Mullumbimby’s eclectic township and Steiner School
• Highly versatile floor plan features an oversized lounge area
• North facing kitchen and dining that overlooks the outdoor deck and pool
• 4 bedrooms upstairs all with built-ins and downstairs allows for a home office

Dreamlike Hinterland Home Between Federal and Clunes
4

2

4000M 2

2

• Offers absolute privacy yet is only minutes to Bangalow’s main street

• The original Chapel structure was built by the community at the turn of the
20th century approximately 120 years ago, from solid rosewood and teak
• This is a magnificent example of hardwood craftsmanship and the considered
renovations have maintained the integrity and essence of the original design
• Original design features dazzle with pointed arch windows and door-frames,
hardwood timber floors, stained glass, French doors, slatted-timber walls,
fabulous large rooms and ‘cathedral’ like ceilings, the list goes on

Address:

14 Rifle Range Road, Bangalow

Address:

475 Rosebank Road, Rosebank

Price:

Contact Agent

Auction:

Forthcoming Auction – If not sold prior

Open:

Saturday 19th June, 10.30am – 11.00am

Open:

By Appointment

Enquiries:

Denzil Lloyd 0481 864 049

Enquiries:

Helen Huntly-Barratt 0412 332 232

• Set on a picturesque 1600m2 (subdivisible) block with established gardens
• Old-world charm is evident with cedar lined walls, pressed metal ceilings, wide
arched hallways and original hardwood polished floorboards
• Soaring 3.2m ceilings with antique chandeliers and three fireplaces

35 FLETCHER ST, BYRON BAY NSW 2481
PH: O2 6685 8466

www.echo.net.au

SALES@BYRONBAYFN.COM
WWW.BYRONBAYFN.COM.AU
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Thank you
for your
support
With the ﬁrst four months under our belt,
we would like to thank you for the trust
you have placed in us and the support
that we have received.

Vanessa
Coles

Helene
Adams

We oﬀer a bespoke, customised,
relationship orientated experience
and we are looking forward to another
prosperous ﬁnancial year of great results.
Give us a call today.

17 Beech Drive
Suﬀolk Park

47 Tuckombil Road
Tuckombil

4 Bed | 2 Bath | 2 Car

4 Bed | 2 Bath | 2 Car

Sold for $1,550,000

Sold for $1,480,000

15 Gilba Avenue
Ocean Shores

5 Dalley Street
Mullumbimby

3 Bed | 2 Bath | 2 Car

4 Bed | 1 Bath | 2 Car

Sold for $950,000

Conﬁdential sale price

4 Echidna Court
Federal

171 McAuleys Lane
Myocum

3 Bed | 3 Bath | 3 Car

4 Bed | 3 Bath | 2 Car

Sold for $1,640,000

Sold for $2,500,000

Plus a few amazing oﬀ market sales also
Vanessa Coles

Helene Adams

0433 836 755

0412 139 807

vanessa.coles@atlas.com.au

helene.adams@atlas.com.au
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Atlas by LJ Hooker
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Property
We give 20% of our net profits to local & global humanitarian projects.
Making a difference doing business differently.

Red Rose Realty

AUCTION

19 June, 2.30pm. On site
RUTH RUSSELL

www.redroserealty.com

Rose Wanchap
0427 016 451

OPEN FOR
ESS
B U SByIN
ro n way
Th e

0402 855 929

Ruth Russell Realty

ruthrussellrealty@gmail.com

Oliver McEllligott
0478 701 817

29 NEW CITY ROAD, MULLUMBIMBY
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View

Open for inspection
Atlas by LJ Hooker
• 978a Coolamon Scenic Drive, Coorabell. Sat 11–11.30am
Byron & Beyond Real Estate
• 1 Hulls Road, Crabbes Creek. Sat 10–10.30am
Elders Real Estate Brunswick Valley
• 52 Cudgera Creek Road, Burringbar. Sat 10.30–11am
• 6 Riverside Crescent, Brunswick Heads. Sat 11–11.30am
• 6185 Tweed Valley Way, Burringbar. Sat 12–12.30pm
• 45 Geles Road, Burringbar. Sat 1–2pm
First National Byron Bay
• 33 Parrot Tree Place, Bangalow. Wed 10–10.30am
• 788 Friday Hut Road, Binna Burra. Wed 11–11.30am
• 48 Myocum Ridge Road, Myocum. Wed 1.30–2pm
• 567 Friday Hut Road, Possum Creek. Sat 9–9.30am
• 129 Dalley Street, Mullumbimby. Sat 10–10.30am
• 606 Federal Drive, Federal. Sat 10–10.30am
• 117 Old Byron Bay Road, Newrybar. Sat 10–10.30am
• 14 Rifle Range Road, Bangalow. Sat 10.30–11am
• 9 Scotts Wood Grove, Mullumbimby. Sat 11–11.30am
• 33 Parrot Tree Place, Bangalow. Sat 11–11.30am
• 49 Fig Tree Lane, Myocum. Sat 11.30am–12pm
• 9 Bottlebrush Crescent, Suffolk Park. Sat 11.30am–12pm
• 8 Sandy Flat Road, Cumbalum. Sat 12–12.30pm
• 34 Marvell Lane, Byron Bay. Sat 12.30–1pm
• 475 Rosebank Road, Rosebank. Sat 2–2.30pm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

69 Tweed Valley Way, Murwillumbah. Sat 11–11.30am
2 Kanandah Court, Ocean Shores. Sat 11–11.30am
Lot 4/291 Byrrill Creek Road, Byrrill Creek. Sat 11.30am–12pm
3 Warrambool Road, Ocean Shores. Sat 11.30am–12pm
16 Wagawn Drive, Murwillumbah. Sat 12–12.30pm
160 Dawson Street, Girards Hill. Sat 12.30–1pm
13 Peter Street, South Golden Beach. Sat 12.30–1.30pm

Ray White Rural Bangalow
• 33 Blackwood Crescent, Bangalow. Wed 3–3.30pm; Sat 10–10.30am
Real Estate of Distinction Byron Bay
• 112 Hinterland Way, Knockrow. Sat 10–10.45am
Ruth Russell Realty
• 29 New City Road, Mullumbimby. Wed 3.45–4.30pm; Sat 11–11 45am
Tim Miller Real Estate
• 15 Main St, Clunes. Thu 12.15–12.45pm; Sat 10.30–11am

New Listings
First National Byron Bay
• 9 Scotts Wood Grove, Mullumbimby
• 360 Old Byron Bay Road, Newrybar

North Coast Lifestyle Properties
• 14 The Terrace, Brunswick Heads
Raine & Horne Ocean Shores/Brunswick Heads/
Murwillumbah
• 13 Peter Street, South Golden Beach
• 160 Dawson Street, Girards Hill
• 400 Racecourse Road, Tygalgah
• 19 Buchanan Street, Ballina
• 7 Yengarie Way, Ocean Shores
• 4 Terrara Court, Ocean Shores
• Lot 4/291 Byrrill Creek Road, Byrrill Creek
• 69 Tweed Valley Way, Murwillumbah
• 3 Warrambool Road, Ocean Shores

Auction
First National Byron Bay
• 9 Scotts Wood Grove, Mullumbimby. Forthcoming Auction
• 6 Killarney Crescent, Skennars Head. Forthcoming Auction
• 475 Rosebank Road, Rosebank. Forthcoming Auction
Ruth Russell Realty
• 29 New City Road, Mullumbimby. Sat 2 30pm
Tim Miller Real Estate
• 15 Main St, Clunes. Sat 11am onsite

North Coast Lifestyle Properties
• 14 The Terrace, Brunswick Heads. Thu 1–1.45pm; Sat
10–10.45am

Raine & Horne Ocean Shores/Brunswick Heads/
Murwillumbah
• 2 Kanandah Court, Ocean Shores. Thu 4–4.30pm
• 7 Yengarie Way, Ocean Shores. Thu 10.30–11am
• 400 Racecourse Road, Tygalgah. Sat 9.30–10.30am
• 4 Terrara Court, Ocean Shores. Sat 10.30–11am
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Property Business Directory
AGENTS

Ta
Tara
ara d
did an amazing job of representing our
property. Her preparation was meticulous, her
communication consistent and clear, and her
professionalism second to none.
ne.
VENDOR - BYRON BAY

TARA TORKKOLA
SALES MANAGER / SALES

FINANCE

9ǒH5ɝǷ8ƲøǆǴî±̂8Mƿˍ
GCMƿ»Ƌʼńą˾ˌ
Vanessa Coles

Helene Adams

0433 836 755

0412 139 807

vanessa.coles@atlas.com.au

helene.adams@atlas.com.au

0423 519 698 | TARA@BYRONBAYFN.COM
Contact Tara to discuss your property or career at First National Byron
WWW.BYRONBAYFN.COM.AU

atlas.com.au
Atlas by LJ Hooker

PAUL PRIOR

Alyce Field

0418 324 297
paulprior@byronbayfn.com

P: 0417 439 230
E: alyce@byronpropertyhub.com.au

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Your experienced local agent

SALES

Professional and results driven with
extensive knowledge. Servicing the
Byron Shire and beyond.

6ɈLYPUNPUKP]PK\HSWLYZVUHSPZLK
WYVMLZZPVUHS:HSLZ 7YVWLY[`
4HUHNLTLU[:LY]PJLZ^P[OH
MYLZOTVKLYUHWWYVHJO

Call Paul for an appointment today.
WWW.BYRONBAYFN.COM.AU

CONVEYANCING
BUYING and SELLING REAL ESTATE

Property
Management
Melissa Phillips
02 6685 0177
rentals@ljhbrunswickheads.com
Save yourself thousands, call the
expert property management team.

Investment Management Team
LJ Hooker Brunswick Headsª

ljhooker.com.au

PROPERTY STYLING

You need an alternative legal specialist

0411 757 425
tim@millerrealestate.com.au
millerrealestate.com.au
@timmiller_realestate

NP CONVEYANCING

 
  

We are here to help AND we’ll save you money

      
     

PHONE 6685 7436 FOR A QUOTE

  
  

NPC

2/75 Jonson Street Byron Bay 2481
Fax: (02) 6685 7221 Lic No 1041865
  
    !
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REAL SERVICE
REAL SOLUTIONS
REAL ESTATE

CALL REZ TODAY

0405 350 682
rez@byronproperty.com.au

byronbaypropertylawyer.com
02 6680 7370
Byron Bay Property Lawyer (Vickers Lawyers) has relocated to 42 Bilin Road,
Myocum. Same phone number and same friendly professional service
but we only handle property related matters.
• We are experienced, approachable and friendly lawyers.
• Advice on buying and selling real estate.
• Residential/Strata conveyancing.
• Contract review/advice and strata reports.
• Registered for PEXA (electronic lodgement).
• Business sales and commercial leases.
PHILIP VICKERS

Property transactions with us are easy.
We offer you a competitive price for both New South Wales and Queensland
conveyancing, making us a great
first choice when you are looking
to buy or sell in either state.
We use an innovative approach to
communicating with our clients,
often without the need to visit
our office.

Call us on 6687 1167 for more info or enquiry@castrikumlegal.com.au

www.echo.net.au
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Service Directory

North Coast news online

SERVICE DIRECTORY RATES, PAYMENT & DEADLINE

A B S O L U T E LY F R E E

ACCOUNTANTS & BOOKKEEPERS

DEADLINE: For additions and changes to the Service Directory is 12pm Friday.
ACCOUNTANT Paul Mayberry..............................................................................................66847415
LINE ADS: $99 for 3 months or $340 for 1 year prepaid.
BAS * TAXATION * ACCOUNTING saltwateraccountancy.com.au ...............................02 66874746
For line Service Directory ads email classifieds@echo.net.au.
DISPLAY ADS: $68 per week for colour display ad. Minimum 8 week booking 4 weeks prepaid.
Please supply display ads 85mm wide, 28mm high. New display ads will be placed at end of section.
For display Service Directory ads email adcopy@echo.net.au.
ACUPUNCTURE CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE M Collis.............................................0490 022183
The Echo Service Directory is online in Echonetdaily – www.echo.net.au/service-directory
MARLENE FARRY Acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine marlenefarry.com .........0416 599507

ACUPUNCTURE

CAR BODY REMOVAL

CASH ON THE SPOT GUARANTEE

$50 - $1000

WE BUY UNWANTED CARS, UTES & VANS

PHONE 0466 113 333 24/7
EMAIL: enquires@adrians.com.au

ACCOUNTS & BOOKINGS: 6684 1777
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AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION

Cars, SUV, 4X4, Van, Truck, Ag and Industrial Onsite
35 De Havilland Crescent, Ballina NSW. 2478. ballinatyrepro.com.au

BAYSIDE RADIATORS Windscreens & air-con. Billinudgel. AU29498 .................................66802444

BLINDS, AWNINGS, CURTAINS, SHUTTERS
LOCAL

SHOWCASE DEALER SHOWROOM

SUNSCREENS

AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION

PLEASE CALL 6680 9394
artisanair.com.au
AU 37088

Mullumbimby
Refrigeration &
Airconditioning
Services

Lic 246545C

– Sales – Installation – Repairs
– All Commercial Refrigeration
– Residential & Commercial
Airconditioning
– Coolroom Design & Construction
– Freezer Rooms

45 Manns Road, Mullumbimby

1/84 Centennial Circuit Byron Bay

66
680
0 8862

FREE
E MEASURE
E QUOTE
E

PLANTATION SHUTTERS

˘˗ ˘˞˛ ˌ˘˖˙˕ˎ˝ˎ ˛ˊ˗ːˎ ˘ˏ
˒˗˝ˎ˛˒˘˛ ϻ ˎˡ˝ˎ˛˒˘˛
ˠ˒˗ˍ˘ˠ ˝˛ˎˊ˝˖ˎ˗˝˜

AWNINGS

SPECIALISTS IN HOM E AUTOM ATION

ZZZEOLQGGHVLJQE\URQED\FRPDX

ROLL BLINDS

NORTH BYRON BLINDS For all your window furnishings................................................ 0404 421518

BRICKLAYING

6684 2783

Lic: 299433C ARC: AU40492

CURTAINS

COOLMAN AIR CONDITIONING 23 years experience. Lic 178464C AU30147 ..............0412 641753

BRICK/BLOCK LAYING Contractors. Lic 291958C. Phone Mark ........................................0409 444268
BRICK & BLOCK LAYING 15 years exp. Reliable & competitive. Call Andrew for a quote ..0423 151092

RAINBOW REGION AIR CONDITIONING ARC AU36141. Lic No. 264313C.....................0487 264137

BUILDING TRADES

CLIMATE CONTROL AUSTRALIA Lic 362019C AU 27106... JARREAU.............................0421 485217

ANTENNAS & INSTALLATION

0439 624 945

AH

• DEPT OF FAIR TRADING: A licence is required for all residential building work where the reasonable market cost of the work to be done (labour and materials) exceeds $5000 (including GST).

• RELIABLE TRADESMAN
• DECKS & PERGOLAS
• TIMBER SCREENS & DOORS
• GARAGE CONVERSIONS

02 66 804 173

LICENCE NUMBER 344531C

SERVICING THE BYRON SHIRE

Friendly
Reliable
Prompt
Local

Digital TV
ALL Antenna
Installations & Repairs
ALL Electrical Work

CALL BRETT 0414 542 019

JP DIGITAL ANTENNAS Reception problems, new antennas, extra TV points, all areas .....0432 289705

ANTIQUES/RESTORATION
FURNITURE RESTORATION Old/antique. 40+ yrs exp. erwinfurniturerestoration.com 0412 528454

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Lic: 317362C

Licensed builder,
specialising in
Bathroom renovations.

COFFEE MACHINE SERVICE & REPAIR coffeetechbyron.com.au Phone Stuart ............0407 395263

ARCHITECTS
OCEANARC ARCHITECTS Reg. 6042 www.oceanarc.com.au ..............................................66855001

0417 654 888

Quality workmanship, and
reliable and personalised service.

www.stoneysbuildingcreations.com

AUTOMOTIVE

Complete Home
Maintenance Solutions
• Tyres • Batteries • Wheel Alignments
MULLUMBIMBY TYRE SERVICE
Dalley Street, Mullumbimby 6684 2016

LEGENDARY
OFFROAD TYRES

Mobile Panel, Paint & Bumper Repairs FREE QUOTES

Bathroom and Kitchen Renovations • General Carpentry
• Timber Decks • Home Maintenance
RAY GOUGH 0477 005 144 completehome_1@bigpond.com

ALL CARPENTRY WORK
FULLY INSURED

• Scratch & Dent Repairs
• Rust Repairs • Pre Sales Tidy Ups
• Car Park Dents • Accident Damage

We come to you. Fully qualified, fully
insured and all work is guaranteed.

Bumper to Bumper Repairs | Cory 0403 918 831

CASH PAID FOR
UNWANTED CARS

6684 5296

Lic. 266174C

Accountants & Bookkeepers.............................. 42
Acupuncture ....................................................... 42
Air Conditioning & Refrigeration ...................... 42
Antennas & Installation ..................................... 42
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ACUPUNCTURE & acupressure massage. Ph Dr. Derek Doran .......................................0414 478787

Lic No: MVTC157416

INDEX

NSW Lic. 83568c
Qld BSA 1238105

• Floor installations
• Door & Window
installations
• Decks & Pergolas
0488 950 638
matt.rowan.wardle@gmail.com • Alterations

DINGO DEMOLITIONS & ASBESTOS REMOVAL ................................. 66834008 or 0407 728998
BUILDER – JOHN McGAURAN Personalised Service. 20 yrs exp. Lic 170208C .............0415 793242
BUILDER Renovations, maintenance, 30yrs exp. mchughdesign.com.au Lic 29792C....0408 663420
HAVEN BUILDING All aspects of building. Lic 326616C ...............................................0432 565060
FABRICA JOINERY Quality kitchens/timber doors/windows. Lic 244652C .........................66808162
LELAND CARPENTRY All carpentry – small renovation specialist (under $5K) Jesse ...0458 968290
CARPENTER Insured & qualified. Renos, decks, small jobs, free quotes. Lic 231104C ...0431 674377
BUILDER SKILLS Carpenter’s rates. 25 years exp. Lic No R84001 ..................................0422 069632
CARPENTRY, DECKS, INSULATED PATIOS Lic No 253288C ..........................................0432 228980

www.echo.net.au

Service Directory
BUSH REGENERATION & WEED CONTROL

COUGHRAN ELECTRICAL 24 hour service, Lic 154293C .......................... 0439 624945 or 66804173

DENTISTS

RONNIE SPINKS Everything electrical. Lic 27673 .........................................................0429 802355
WEED CONTROL SPECIALIST Lawns – bindii weeds – Army worms – grass grubs .....0418 110714 LITTLE LANE DENTAL, MULLUMBIMBY ...........................................................................66842816
JP ELECTRICAL All electrical. Level 2 ASP. Solar, data + TV. Lic 133082C .......................0432 289705
BRUNSWICK HOLISTIC DENTAL CENTRE .......................................................................66851264
JIM LABELLE ELECTRICAL O.Shores, Mullum, Byron, Brunswick. Lic 176417C..............0415 126028

CARPET CLEANING

FRANCHISE OF THE YEAR!

DESIGN & DRAFTING

Green & Clean

Carpet and upholstery cleaning, urine
extraction, rust removal, heavy traffic
areas, deodorising and sanitation.
Far North Coast NSW
John & Teresa

0408 232 066

Cleans deeply,
dries in 1-2 hours

SPINKS ELECTRICAL Lic 284939C..................................................................Call Mitch 0421 843477
BAREFOOT BUILDING DESIGN www.barefootbuildingdesign.com..........Bob Acton 0407 787993 BLUE BEE ELECTRICAL 25 years experience. Lic 189508C. Call Dave ............................0429 033801
DAVID ROBINSON DESIGN DRAFTING All Council & construction requirements ......0419 880048
BEN FORSYTH, Electrician. Lic:240691C. Ocean Shores & surrounds. No job too small ...0422 136408
BYRON ENERGY EFFICIENT DESIGN & DRAFTING www.beedad.com.au ...............0423 531448
FENG SHUI DESIGN CONSULTANT Lizzie Bodenham .......................livingbalancedesigns.com.au E4 ELECTRICAL SERVICES Lic 116621c. Solutions made E4 EASY! Phone Jamie ..........0410 502060
borrelldesign.com.au Design & drafting. Residential & commercial..........................0412 043463 ELECTRIC CITY ELECTRICAL Domestic, Commercial Byron/Ballina. Fully licensed. Pete0404 426499
NORTHFACE DESIGNS www.northfacedesigns.com.au..............................Cody Greer 0434 272353

Commercial / Domestic / Insurance

DRIVEWAY MAINTENANCE

CHIROPRACTIC
BAY FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC Peter Wuehr 17 Bangalow Rd Byron Bay ..............................66855282
WAVE OF LIFE NETWORK CHIRO (lowforce) 8/9 Fletcher St, Byron Bay. Andrew Badman...66858553

Coast to Country
Asphalt
Specialising in
For a Free Quote Call Now

ACTION WINDOW &
PRESSURE CLEANING

EDL FENCING Installations & repairs. Prompt service. ..................................................0432 107262
FLOW FENCING Pool fencing, timber/colourbond, local, professional and reliable.......0416 424256

FLOOR SANDING & POLISHING

0467 482 948

oast Asph
alt
st C
Ea

actionjoewindow@gmail.com

ALL ASPECTS OF ASPHALT
& BITUMEN SERVICES

• House washing • High pressure or soft wash • Window cleaning
• Driveways, paths & roofs • Gutters & ﬂyscreens • Water efﬁcient • Free quotes
Phone Joe or Helen 0409 207 646 or 0412 495750

6677 1859

&

5 Stars

Byron Bay

BYRON & BEYOND FENCING Any fence, any time, prompt quotes....... 66804766 or 0439 078549

• Asphalt Driveways • Sub-divisions
• Earthworks • Carparks • and all Maintenance!

CLEANING

CON

C RET E ED G IN

Burringbar

EARTHMOVING & EXCAVATION

CLEANING SERVICE

0408 536 565

TINY EARTHWOR

CLEANS: Holiday, Residential, Bond, Commercial, Spring

Phone Mick 0409 009 024

Email: mickbhl@gmail.com

BEYOND CLEANING GROUP Quality focused. Bruns to Ballina from $49.90-$59.99ph..0451 102239

proud member of

Philip Toovey

THE FLOOR SANDER New & old floors, decks, non-toxic finishes, special effects, free quotes..0407 821690

0409 799 909

DETAILED CLEANER/GUEST HOUSE MANAGER All natural products 4.8 Stayz rated ..0410 723601

various implements available for limited access projects

PROFESSIONAL LOCAL CLEANER excellent references, good rates. Shire wide. Ph Krissy ..0410 860330

FUNERAL SERVICES
NORTHERN RIVERS DIRECT CREMATIONS Personal service, female-led exceptional care

AIRBNB TURNOVER CLEANING ...................................................................................0450 162699

24 hours. All-inclusive and local. $2100 .........................................................................1300 585778

COMPUTER SERVICES

MINI
DIGGER!

RENT-A-GEEK Mobile PC Repair (Byron Shire) ....................................................................66844335
BETTER CALL SAUL The Mac Doctor. Repairs. Upgrades. Used Macs.............................0411 562111

BYRON BAY
FLOOR SANDING
• Free Quotes • Quality Workmanship
• Timber Installations
• Locally Owned And Operated • Specialty
Timber Finishes • All Eco-Friendly Coatings

SERVICING THE EAST COAST OF
THE NSW NORTHERN RIVERS

G

FENCING

GARDEN & PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

LOCAL, QUALIFIED & RELIABLE

CONCRETING & PAVING

SALISBURY

Lic No. 337066C

ALL AROUND

CONCRETING

Free
Quotes

Zac Asherovitch

Call Daniel

0424 876 155

Phone
: 0468
344344
939
Email
:Email
zac@360earth.com.au
Phone
Phone
: 0468
: 0468
344939
939Email
: zac@360earth.com.au
: zac@360earth.com.au
360earthmoving
www.360earth.com.au
360earthmoving
360earthmoving
www.360earth.com.au
www.360earth.com.au

ELECTRICIANS

DECKS, PATIOS & EXTENSIONS

0439 624 945

• Deck restoration, sanding and oiling
• Special sanding machine removes old
coatings, not timber
• Fantastic over raised nails and screw heads
• Timber oils & coatings that dry in
minutes and last years
Call Oliver for a free quote and assessment.

Lic No 142383C

SPECIALIST DECK SANDER (raised nail heads no prob), deck oiling, etc by FCR ..........0419 789600

www.echo.net.au

All Jobs
Small or
Large

ELECTRICAL
Steve Nicholls
ph: 0455 445 343
lic: EC28753

SECURITY, DATA, TV
Tim Nicholls
ph: 0468 384 203
lic: 000102498

nichollselectrical@outlook.com

Residential & Commercial
Electrician
Renovations, New builds,
Service calls & Maintenance

Call Mark 0498 115 182
THE DECK DOCTOR Sanding & refinishing, cable balustrading. Free quotes. Richard ...0407 821690

02 66 804 173

Domestic
Commercial

0455 573 554

FREE QUOTES

AH

Robert Moore
Call or SMS

0438 535149

MC MOWER LAWN,
GARDEN & PROPERTY
Aeration & lawn renovation. Residential,
commercial & acreage mowing. General
gardening, mulching, pressure washing.

Murray 0434 244 310 | mc_mower@hotmail.com

24 HOUR
SERVICE

COUNSELLING & LIFE COACHING Get unstuck & reclaim life purpose. TracieAnne.com .. 0437 174804

DECKS

Est. 2010

GRADER HIRE All road construction, driveways, pads, horse arenas. Adrian ................0428 845091

COUNSELLING

•

0430 297 101 / 6684 5437
livingearthgardens.com.au

NORTHERN RIVERS TRENCHING 65hp chain trencher, excavator, cable locating & tpr.0402 716857

PLATINUM CRETE CONCRETING Lic 225874C. 20 years exp. Free quotes. Justin .........0458 773788

www.fullcirclerefinishing.com

All aspects gardening & mowing
Enhancive garden makeovers

PREPURCHASE
PURCHASE
CONSULTATION
CONSULTATION
PREPRE
PURCHASE
CONSULTATION
LAND
LAND
CONSULTATION
CONSULTATION
LAND
CONSULTATION
DRAINAGE
DRAINAGE
DESIGN
DESIGN
ANDWATER
WATER
HARVESTING
HARVESTING
DRAINAGE
DESIGN
ANDAND
WATER
HARVESTING
DRIVEWAY
DRIVEWAY
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
DRIVEWAY
CONSTRUCTION
VEGETATION
VEGETATION
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
VEGETATION
MANAGEMENT
WATERWAYS
WATERWAYS
& &CREEK
CREEK
CROSSOVERS
CROSSOVERS
WATERWAYS
& CREEK
CROSSOVERS
GENERAL
GENERAL
EXCAVATION
EXCAVATION
GENERAL
EXCAVATION

Lic: 154293c

DARYL 0418 234 302

Over 25 yrs local experience. All forms of concreting.
Residential • Civil • Industrial

Lic.136717c

CONCRETING

CONSCIOUS
CONSCIOUS
CONSCIOUS
EARTHWORKS
EARTHWORKS
EARTHWORKS

Lic: 228999C
parallelpower.com.au

MULLUM.MOWING@gmail.com. Ride-on, large lawns & acreage. Ph Peter................0423 756394
GUTTERS CLEANED Solar panel cleaning, all areas, free quotes, fully insured ... 66841778 or 0405 922839
A-Z Lawns & acreage, trees & hedges, clean ups & tip runs, all gutters ..........................0405 625697
ACES LANDSCAPED GARDENS Renovations & maintenance. Ph Sam..........................0477 851493
LEAF IT TO US Specialists in acreage mowing, garden, tree maintenance .....................0402 487213
PAUL’S MOWING Local & reliable. Mullum, Bruns, O. Shores, Byron & Bangalow.........0422 958791
A GREEN EARTH Garden restoration, maintenance, tree & rubbish removal ................0405 716552
TIP RUNS & RUBBISH REMOVALS 4m3 trailer..............................................................0408 210772
BRUSHCUTTING Rubbish, Property Maintenance, Lawns.............................................0412 469109
RICK’S PROPERTY MAINTENANCE Mowing, brushcutting, gardening, hedging.........0424 805660
GREEN DINGO for all your mowing and gardening needs. Ph Michael .........................0497 842442
GW GARDEN MAINTENANCE Mowing, brushcutting, trees & hedges, trailer ..............0408 244820
POLLEN GARDENS Lawn & garden maint’. Professional & reliable. Dip. Hort. Dave ......0438 783645
360earth.com.au Conscious earthworks, general excavation. 6t excavator, 4t Posi. Zac ..0468 344939

GARDEN DESIGN
www.simplybeautifulspaces.com.au FENG SHUI / GARDEN DESIGN .........................Lyn 0428 884329
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GAS SUPPLIERS

LANDSCAPING

PHYSIOTHERAPY
NICK EDMOND Physiotherapy & Acupuncture. Open Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday
466 Main Arm Road, Mullumbimby.....................................................................................66845288

Locally Owned
Est 18 years

No Rental
Reliable

ANTHONY D’ORSOGNA Physiotherapy, acupuncture, hydrotherapy Suffolk Park 1 Bryce St ... 66853511
OCEAN SHORES PHYSIOTHERAPY Manual therapies, dry needling, custom orthotics,
shock wave therapy, real time ultrasound. Nigel Pitman, Ilse V Oostenbrugge....................66803499

www.brunswickvalleygas.com

PICTURE FRAMING

0408 760 609
LEMONTREELANDSCAPES.COM.AU Liam. Lic No 277154C .........................................0423 700853

GRAPHIC DESIGN

EXCAVATION & TIPPER HIRE Concreting & landscaping. Phil or Steve ........................0499 359702

LOCKSMITH

Graphic Design / Print
Branding / Websites
Tutoring

MULLUM PICTURE FRAMERS Stuart St rear lane behind Mitre 10 ............................0403 734791
BILLINUDGEL CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING. 7/1 Wilfred St. Call for appointment ......66803444

PLASTERING

Brendan Duggan Locksmith. Automotive car keys and lock installation/repair .......0412 764148

PLASTERING CONTRACTOR

OSTEOPATHY

DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL

NORTH COAST OSTEOPATHY Jodie Jacobs. Tues/Thurs/Fri .............................................66857517

PAINTING

C. A. Warwick Lic. No. 114578C
)UHHTXRWHV*\SURFNÀ[LQJ VHWWLQJ

• DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADING INFO: When dealing with home owners, painters are required
to quote a licence number only for external work valued over $5000.

DQQHPZDUZLFN#JPDLOFRP

www.thinkblinkdesign.com

GUTTERING

Over 17 years of gutter protection in the region.

Ph 0427 648 981
www.aaagutterguard.com

LOCALLY
PROVEN
QUALITY
PRODUCTS

BYRON BAY

• Domestic & Commercial • Servicing all areas
• Workmanship guaranteed
• Attention to detail

0438 784 226 • 6685 4154

Lic No 189144C

AAA GUTTER GUARD

ALL-WAYS PAINTING

&UDLJ0413

451 186

SUNRISE PLASTERING. No job too small. Renovations + patchworks. Gtd sat. Free quote ....0418 992001
J. RAY PLASTERING 30 years experience. Quality workmanship. Ph John ....................0467 598038

PLUMBERS
NEED A PLUMBER?
DRAINER? GASFITTER?

SPOTLESS GUTTERS. Gutter Guard Specialists. Ph........................................................0405 922839

Chay 0429 805 081

HANDYPERSONS

20 YEARS LOCAL SERVICE

Licence No. 207479C

Free Delivery

30 years experience
BUILDING SERVICES
R E S I D E N T I A L | C O M M E R C I A L | I N D U S T R I A L | S T R AT A | M A I N T E N A N C E S E R V I C E S

24 hr response time guaranteed

HANDY MAN SERVICES

0414 210 222

YVES DE WILDE

QUALITY PAINTING SERVICES

XFINALIST OF THE MASTER PAINTERS OF
AUSTRALIA AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
XENVIRO FRIENDLY PAINTING

Fully Insured

paul.munten@bigpond.com.au

A.S.A.P. All renos, carpentry, plastering, painting, studios & bathrooms .......................0405 625697
www.duluxaccredited.com.au

HANDY ANDY Carpentry, plastering, welding ......................................... 66884324 or 0476 600956

Blocked drain specialists
Everything plumbing,
drainage & gasﬁtting

X6680 7573
0415 952 494
Xwww.yvesdewilde.com.au LIC 114372C

HEALTH
• OTHER HEALTH RELATED SECTIONS IN THIS SERVICE DIRECTORY: Acupuncture,
Chiropractic, Counselling, Dentists, Osteopathy, Physiotherapy
ACUPUNCTURE & COSMETIC MEDICINE Dr Adam Osborne ...........................................66857366
MULLUMBIMBY HERBALS Naturopathy, Ayurveda, Massage, Herbs. .............................66843002
MOVE TO NURTURE PILATES STUDIO & mat classes. Lennox Head ............................0404 459605
AYURVEDA, NATUROPATH, Herbs, Jacinta McEwen – Om Healing ...................................66849422
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Swedish/deep tissue. Paul Daniel ........................................0402 302897

4XDOL¿HG±,QVXUHG±/RFDO
4XDOLILHG± ,QVXUHG /RFDO
Free Quotes
– 33 years \HDUV([SHULHQFH
experience
)UHH4XRWHV

KNIGHTSBRIDGE
PAINT & DECORATE

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

• Restoration
• Free Quotes
• Commercial/Domestic • Fully Licenced
• Clean & Reliable
• Fully Insured

REMOVALISTS

Lic 167371C

ZZZJMJSDLQWLQJFRPDXJDU\#JMJSDLQWLQJFRPDX

Andy’s Move & More

Lic. 213034C

GOOD NEWS HANDYMAN Carpentry, home repairs/renovations etc. Jesse..................0458 968290

JARRAH DAVIDSON Plumbing, draining, gas fitting & roofing. Lic 187712C................0438 668025
BILL CONNORS All plumbing/draining. Lic #1051 .................................. 66801403 or 0414 801403
ADM PLUMBING SERVICES… (NO JOB TOO SMALL)… Lic 234528C. ....... Call Adam 0466 992483




ABSOLUTE HANDYMAN. Repairs, renovation, maintenance, painting. Call Mark ........0402 281638

KEEN HANDYMAN SERVICES Repairs, maintenance, gardening, odd jobs ..................0428 679704

0400 852 141

LLOYD
SHERLOCK

0411 784 926

CL PAINTING & DECORATING - painting/colour design/wallpapering Lic 363935C.....0432 776959

PEST CONTROL

Small & Medium Moves, Pianos, Artworks,
Tip Runs, 1 or 2 Men at Low Prices to Most Areas
Based from Byron Bay & Mullumbimby
Calls always returned

MULLUM HIRE Builders, party and much more ........................www.mullumhire.com.au 66843003

INSURANCE
AUSURE BYRON BAY General insurance. Phone Mick Urquhart .................................. 0428 200310

KITCHENS

Professional Property Protection you can Trust

• Targeted treatments for all pests with “no spray” cockroach treatments
• If you have found live termites, do not disturb them and call us for advice!
No cost for quoting on active termites
Relax, when safety, reputation and experience matters, we are the experts

6685 4490 or AH on 0414 769 018

www.sanctuarypest.com.au

SHIRE REMOVALS & FREIGHT CO
• Freight services to Brisbane weekly
• Carriers of ﬁne art • Furniture removal
• E-bay pick up & delivery

0409 917646

02 6681 6555
 Free quotes on active termites  Environmentally safe

LANDSCAPE DESIGN

www.allpestsolutions.com.au

YOUR PEST & TERMITE SPECIALISTS

BEAU JARDIN Landscape plans & horticultural consultations. beaujardin.com.au .................0417 054443 THE PEST MAN EXTRAORDINAIRE Second opinion / alternative views. 50 yrs exp .....0418 110714
BRUNSWICK BYRON PEST CONTROL................................................................................66842018

PHOTOGRAPHY

Tree Faerie Fotos

• Sand • Soils • Gravels
• Pots & statues • Lots, lots more

30+ years experience in commercial photography and photojournalism

6684 2323 / 0418 663 983

www.treefaeriefotos.com • 0417 427 518

1176 Myocum Rd, Mullumbimby (just past golf course)
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LEAPFROG REMOVALS
BYRON BAY’S LOCAL REMOVALIST
MOVING THE SHIRE FOR OVER 10 YEARS

0432 334 200 02 6680 8170
leapfrogremovals@yahoo.com.au

D HINGED Kitchens & Joinery. Lic 283553C. www.hinged.com.au .......................Dave 0409 843689

LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES

0429149 533 Est 2006

From Middle Pocket to Middle Earth – just give us a ring

EAST COAST PILATES STUDIO Brunswick Heads Ph Judy .............................................0408 110006

HIRE

energyplumbing@gmail.com
WWW.ENERGYJETTING.COM.AU
WWW.ENERGYPLUMBING.COM.AU

MARK STRATTON All plumbing & emergency. Sewer drain camera/locator. Lic 57803C ....0419 019035

AWESOME REPAIRS Professional, commercial & domestic. Wayne...............................0423 218417

HIGHPOINT Repairs & handyman services. Painting, plastering & tiling. Michael ........0421 896796

SHANE

Professional • Commercial • Personal

 /RFDO
 &RXQWU\
 ,QWHUVWDWH
/2&$/6<'1(<*2/'&2$67%5,6%$1(0(/%2851(

02 6684 2198

TXHULHV#PXOOXPELPE\UHPRYDOVFRPDX

Byron Coast Removals
SERVICING THE NORTHERN RIVERS AND BEYOND.

Competitive rates and packing supplies available.
0432 552 067 | 6684 5481 | byroncoastremovals@gmail.com
MAN WITH A VAN/TRUCK Reasonable rates. Phone Don ............................................0414 282813
BENNY CAN MOVE IT! .................................................................................................0402 199999

www.echo.net.au

Service Directory
ROOFING

0412 026 441

DOMESTIC • INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
Metal Rooﬁng Installations • Guttering
Downpipes • Fascia • Skylights • Whirlybird
Patios • Repairs • Leaf Guard

MONTYS METAL

ROOFING

WATER SUPPLIES

info@theshowersealer.com.au

Leaky showers sealed at a
fraction of the cost of re tiling.

TRIDENT WATER Remote access delivery, 4WD water truck. Northern Rivers & surrounds ..0412 580 564

WELDING
WELDING & FABRICATION Structural, General, Repairs: Steel, Aluminium & Stainless ..0408 410545

WINDOW CLEANING

Craig Montgomery – 0418 870 362
Email: montysmetalrooﬁng@gmail.com
www.montysmetalrooﬁng.com.au

Licence NSW: 30715C
Licence QLD: 1227049

TILER / STONEMASON / WATERPROOFER. Lic 24418C. Ph Karl................................0439 232434
TILER. Small jobs, repairs. Lic R75915............................................................................0468 465344

RESIDENTIAL / COMMERCIAL
NEW ROOFS / RE-ROOFS
INSULATED ROOF PANELS
FASCIA & GUTTERS
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
0 4 1 1 6 8 3 0 0 3 | Z A C . M A C TA G G A R T @ G M A I L . C O M | L I C 2 2 3 4 8 9 C

ALL ROOF CLEANING & PAINTING by Full Circle Refinishing. Ph Oliver .......................0419 789600

CLEAN VIEW Prompt, professional, insured. Phone David .............................................0421 906460

WINDOW TINTING

TRANSPORT

BYRON
BUS Co

arrive@byronbuscompany.com.au

Door to Door
Charter Services
Call 0490 183 424

SUNRISE W. T. 3/19-21 Centennial Cct, Byron. Cars, homes, offices, etc. High quality ..0412 158478
SURFWAGON - Car/Home/Office tint. Lifetime Warranty. W/sale price .........................0434 875009

Find The Echo

Airpor t Transfers | Tours | Nights Out | Beach Walks
Events | Par ties | Weddings | Corporate | Festivals

Service Directory
online anytime at

I PAINT ROOFS 30 years experience ......................................................................Paul 0499 373117

TREE SERVICES

RUBBISH REMOVAL
OCEAN SHORES SKIPS Mini skip specialists ......................................... 0412 161564 or 66841232
TIP RUNS & RUBBISH REMOVAL 4m3 trailer................................................................0408 210772
MAN WITH UTE. RETHINK REUSE RECYCLE. Ph Mark ................................................0411 113300
THIS IS RUBBISH Tipper truck for hire. Call or text Jono ...............................................0412 871438
TIP TOP TIPPING RUBBISH REMOVAL Trade, domestic, garden .................................0422 017072

SELF STORAGE

BBSS

Mon to Fri 9am–5pm

CHOPPY CHOP TREE SERVICES
The Fully Insured Professionals

• Stump Grinding • Bobcat • Cherrypicker
• Crane Truck • 18” Chipper
Mark Linder Qualiﬁed Arborist
0408 202 184 choppychoptrees@bigpond.com

BYRON BAY
SELF STORAGE

echo.net.au/service-directory
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Lic 312643C

23

PRUNING ~ REMOVALS ~ STUMP GRINDING
• 20 years local knowledge and experience • Fully insured / free quotes
• 19 inch chipper • Bobcat • Cherry picker • Crane truck

www.harttreeservices.com.au

27

• plumbing.td@bigpond.com

0418 754 149 • 07 5523 9930 • 1300 Taylex • www.taylex.com.au
TRINE SOLUTIONS Local sewerage specialists. Plumbers, drainers & gas fitters. Lic 138031C. 0407 439805
ON-SITE WASTEWATER Management Reports. Professional environmental reports & advice. . 0484 993990

SNAKE CATCHERS

ALL AREAS OF
THE NORTHERN RIVERS &
SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND

0401 208 797

JACK HOGAN

0411 039 373

• Professional Tree Removal,
Surgery & Maintenance
• Stump Grinding • Weed Control
• Arborist Reporting & Consultancy
• EWP Cherry Picker Hire
• Mulching of Green Waste
• 24 Hour Emergency Call-Out
• Professional, Reliable Service

Expert Tree Removal
Pruning & Wood Chipping

0400337758
@trunkmonkarb

SOLAR INSTALLATION

SUMMERLAND TREE SERVICES ............................................. Call Tim 66813140 or 0417 698227
PETER GRAY Grad. Cert. Arb. AQF8. Consulting arborist................................................0414 186161

Pioneers of the solar industry

Serving Northern NSW since 1998

Call us on 6679 7228

Your local, qualiﬁed team.
m 0428 320 262
Specialists in standalone &
e sunbeamsolar@bigpond.com
grid interact system designs.

Electric Lic 124600c

BYRON TREE SERVICES Qualified, insured. Call Alex ....................................................0402 364852
MARTINO TREE SERVICES ..............................................................................Martino 0435 019524
LEAF IT TO US 4x4 truck/chipper + crane truck. Local, qualified, insured. Free quotes .......0402 487213

UPHOLSTERY
BANGALOW UPHOLSTERY Now at Billinudgel. Re-covering specialists.............................66805255
UPHOLSTERY & CURTAIN MAKING Free quotes. Phone Rebecca .....................................66840427

&ŝŶĚŽƵƚŚŽǁǇŽƵĐĂŶĞƌŽǇŽƵƌƉŽǁĞƌŝůůǁŝƚŚ&ƌĞĞƐŽůĂƌĞŶĞƌŐǇ

ǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐ'ŽŽĚŝŶ^ŽůĂƌ͕ĂƚƚĞƌŝĞƐ
Θ^ŽůĂƌ,ŽƚtĂƚĞƌ

ĂůůsŝŶĐĞŶƚ^ĞůůĞĐŬ
ĨŽƌĂ&ƌĞĞŽŶƐƵůƚĂƚŝŽŶ

WŚϬϮϲϲϴϴϰϰϴϬ

ǁǁǁ͘ϴϴϴƐŽůĂƌƚĞŬ͘ĐŽŵ͘ĂƵ

TELEVISION SERVICES

VALUERS
BYRON BAY VALUERS NSW & QLD reg’d. Chartered Valuers ................... 0431 245460 or 66857010
SIMPSON PROPERTY GROUP - Valuation, Advisory & Asset M/ment. Specialists in: Residential,
Rural, Commercial & Industrial. www.simsonproperty.com.au..........0400 134562 or 0427 220976

VETERINARY SURGEONS
MULLUM VET CLINIC: Richard Gregory, Bec Willis, Mark Sebastian – After hours avail ...66843818

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS REPAIR & SERVICE TV. Audio. Antennas .......... 66843575 or 0414 922786 NORTH COAST VETERINARY SERVICES Dr Lauren Archer .................................................66840735

WATER FILTERS

TILING

TILE & GROUT
CLEANING

The Water Filter
Experts

WINTER SPECIAL:

6680 8200 or
0418 108 181

Servicing the Far North Coast for 20 years.
Free quotes. Experienced local technicians.
ChemDry’s patented cleaning systems.

Every 5th m2 FREE

24
25

26

0427 347 380

 Sales  Installation  Service

www.echo.net.au

7

21

 Home sewage solutions
 Commercial
wastewater treatment
 Rainwater tanks
concrete and plastic

0408 232 066

6

10

SEPTIC SYSTEMS

Far North Coast NSW
John & Teresa

5

12

8-10 Tasman Way, Byron Arts & Industrial Estate
www.byronbayselfstorage.com.au | 6685 8349 | bbss@westnet.com.au

FRANCHISE OF THE YEAR!

4

11

Self storage with security. Largest choice of sizes.

Northern Rivers Pty Ltd

3

N391

for home, commercial
and rural properties

28

Cryptic Clues

Quick Clues

1. Gem and bun – an enduring
pursuit that started in the 1950s.
(4,1,4)
6. Rushes for arrows (5)
9. Obverse chiefs (5)
10. NME = 2n-1 (3,6)
11. Tab with bald liar – confused but
proverbially bald! (8,4)
13. Dramatise road time (5)
14. Keep a quiet park (8)
17. Gasp – the ambassador managing
a famous building in Rome (8)
19. Valuable, like the class (5)
23. Direct nation ruthlessly –
brainwash! (12)
25. Reaches arrest via devious means
(7,2)
26. Traveller needs that woman over
one thousand (5)
27. Poet’s big hit (5)
28. Cuts embroidery taxes (9)

1. Dance style (4,1,4)
6. Pub game (5)
9. Principals (5)
10. Uneven numeral (3,6)
11. It’s hit into a pocket (8,4)
13. Phase (5)
14. Jam (8)
17. Collection of gods (8)
19. Item of property (5)
23. Inculcate (12)
25. Culminates (7,2)
26. Trekker (5)
27. Simpson character (5)
28. Wounds (9)

ACROSS

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Places for treatment (6)
2. Quacks (10)
3. Fitting inside each other (7)
4. Aromas (6)
5. Small spotted beetle (8)
DOWN
6. Duplicates (7)
1. About reckless bash – and recovery 7. Garment (4)
regimes! (6)
8. Pilchards (8)
2. Anal charts – nonsense and frauds
12. Laissez-faire economy (4,6)
(10)
3. A quarter smart – living in comfort 15. Move towards (8)
16. Immense (8)
(7)
4. Gloomy, surrounded by big smells 18. Capital of Lower Saxony (7)
(6)
20. Snake movement (7)
5. Dry ad-lib devised for Claudia Alta 21. Still (6)
Johnson (8)
22. They are cast before swine! (6)
6. Perform blues badly at tennis
24. Bleak (4)
matches (7)
7. Right imperial honour – dress for it!
(4)
Last week’s solution N390
8. State, royal, eats fish (8)
L A U G H I N G J A C K A S
12. Make ferret involved in private
E
D
E
O
E
A
B
enterprise system (4,6)
O D D M A N O U T
P H O T
P
E
R
K
T
R
U
15. Come close to a very quiet but (8)
A E R A T E
S I N I S T E
16. Huge defeat in fossil fuel (8)
R
L
S
F
D R A M A S
R O O M M A T
18. Chinese national above German
U
N
M
N
U
C
city (7)
O B S I D I A N
A S L E E
20. Small and more agile – slide! (7)
N
T
T
S
G O R I L L A S
B O S S E
21. Irritating noise, but motionless (6)
O
A
I
H
L
L
W
22. Rider grabs noble for jewels (6)
I S L A M
A B O R I G I N
24. Fairystory teller without end –
N
I
I
R
N
N
S
cruel (4)
G I A N T K I N G F I S H E

S
C
O
U
R
G
E
P
A
S
T
E
U
R
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Classifieds

North Coast news online

ECHO CLASSIFIEDS – 6684 1777
CLASSIFIED AD BOOKINGS

DEADLINE TUES 12PM

PHONE ADS

Publication day is Wednesday, booking
deadlines are the day before publication.

6684 1777
AT THE ECHO HEAD OFFICE

Ads may be taken by phone on

Ads can be lodged in person at the Mullum Echo office:

Village Way, Stuart St, Mullumbimby

EMAIL ADS

RATES & PAYMENT
LINE ADS:
$17.00 for the first two lines
$5.00 for each extra line
$17 for two lines is the minimum charge.

Display classies (box ads): adcopy@echo.net.au
Line classies: classifieds@echo.net.au

DISPLAY ADS (with a border):
$12.85 per column centimetre

Ad bookings only taken during business hours: Monday to
Friday, 9am–5pm. Ads can’t be taken on the weekend.
Account enquiries phone 6684 1777.

These prices include GST.

PUBLIC NOTICES

Bridge Lessons
Tuesdays 5–7pm
At Byron Bay Golf Club
Contact Kath Morgan
morgan.katho@gmail.com
Or call 0427 868 617

& MUSEUM OPEN

THIS SATURDAY
8am – 2pm
HAPPY AFRICA &
GABRIEL OTU
mullummarkets.com.au
Cnr Stuart and Myokum St, Mullum
No dogs please

TWO WINGS
PSYCHOLOGY

…feel the difference

Osho
Meditation Day

JOIN US!
• Attend 3 online assessments
over 5 months
• Receive a cannabinoid proﬁle
of your cannabis
• Up to $170 reimbursement for
participating
GET IN TOUCH
tiny.one/cannabis-components
to see if you’re eligible
E: cannabis.study@monash.edu
Call: 041 420 2371

3UMMERLAND
%NVIRONMENTAL

4HE ,IQUID 7ASTE 3PECIALISTS
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TREE SERVICES

SUZANNE
BOURCHIER
psychologist
02 6685 5670

ARCHIBALD’S CHEAP
QUARRY PRODUCTS

Road base, gravel, blue metal and metal
dust. ALL SIZE DELIVERIES.
Phone 66845517, 0418481617
BAMBOO PLANTS: clumping, screening,
hedging, ﬂowering gingers, bromeliads.
Close to Mullum. 0458535760
FIREWOOD, BANGALOW MEN’S
SHED
Pickup or delivery: 6x4 box trailer
$150 delivered. Ph 0403899225

BYRON BAY
FIREWOOD
Pickup / Delivery
Seasoned Firewood
Kindling, bags, trailer, tonnage.
Residential / Commercial / Wholesale
Prompt and reliable service.

0401 739 656

byronbayﬁrewood.com.au

• Arborist • 15” Wood
Chipper • Stump Grinder
• Fully Insured

SHIPPING
CONTAINER 40’
HIGH CUBE

Byron Bay & Surrounding Areas

Byron Bay, exc cond,
avail end, June.
$6,500 O.N.O.
04 0519 2935

6681
3140
Mobile 0417 698 227

Saturday 19th June

8am Silent Dynamic Meditation
10am Osho Discourse
12noon Osho Nataraj Dance
Meditation
2pm Nadabrahma Humming
Meditation
4pm Osho Kundalini Shaking
Meditation
6pm Osho Evening Meditation

Call Shahido 6688 2494

Gods and
Heroes

DAVID LOVEJOY
Did Daedalus murder his nephew?
Was it Arion who invented the stage
musical? How did Icarus really die?
Did Zeus impregnate Danaë with a
shower of gold? And what did Midas
do when he lost his golden touch?
From the Mullum Echo ofﬁce $10

PROF. SERVICES

DENTURES

LOOK GOOD
FEEL GOOD
Free consultation. SANDRO 66805002

HEALTH
ORIGINAL THAI MASSAGE
Call Yah 0477594800

CANNABIS CONSUMERS
FOR RESEARCH - MONASH
UNIVERSITY’S CANNABIS
COMPONENTS STUDY
Cannabis is a hugely diverse
plant – it has hundreds of
cannabinoids, like CBD and
THC. We are running a research
study examining how these
cannabinoids affect people’s
brains, wellness, and mental
health differently.

3EPTIC 7ASTE 2EMOVAL

Prepayment is required for all ads.

Byron Bay Bridge Club Inc

MULLUM
MARKET

TRADE WORK

Cash, cheque, Mastercard or Visa

DISCLAIMER
Advertisements placed in The Byron
Shire Echo do not reﬂect the views or
opinions of the editorial staff.
The Byron Shire Echo does not
make any representations as to the
accuracy or suitability of any content
or information contained in advertising
material nor does publication constitute
in any way an endorsement by The
Byron Shire Echo of the content or
representations contained therein.
The Byron Shire Echo does not accept
any liability for the representations or
promises made in paid advertisements
or for any loss or damage arising
from reliance on such content,
representations or promises.

COORABELL HALL
WEDDINGS, GIGS, CLASSES
66871307 www.coorabellhall.net

HYPNOSIS & EFT

Simple and effective solutions
Anxiety, Cravings, Fears & Trauma.
Maureen Bracken 0402205352

PURA VIDA

WELLNESS CENTRE
Brunswick Heads
COLON HYDROTHERAPY
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN
FAR INFRARED SAUNA
REMEDIAL MASSAGE
+ more 66850498
ALOHA SPINAL FLOW
Removing physical, emotional &
chemical stresses from the spine.
Healing sciatica, headaches, exhaustion.
0417212540
REMEDIAL & SPORTS MASSAGE
Health rebates available.
New Brighton, Jackson 0406616309

KINESIOLOGY

Clear subconscious sabotages.
Reprogram patterns and beliefs.
Restore vibrancy and
physical health. De-stress.
Ph 0403125506
SANDRA DAVEY, Reg. Pract.
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WITNESSES SOUGHT
ALLEGED CHILD ABUSE IN NSW
STATE INSTITUTIONS
ANGLEWOOD
DARUK TRAINING SCHOOL ENDEAVOUR HOUSE
HARGRAVE HOUSE
MINDA REMAND CENTRE
MOUNT PENANG TRAINING SCHOOL
ROYLESTON HOME FOR BOYS, GLEBE
YASMAR CHILDREN’S HOME
YAWARRA (KURRI KURRI) TRAINING SCHOOL
Porters Lawyers act for victims who claim they were abused at a number of the
above NSW State institutions during the 1960s and 1990s. These victims were
young children at the time of the alleged abuse.
Porters Lawyers wish to speak to any former employees, child residents or parents of
child residents of these institutions during the above times, to obtain further evidence
that will assist our clients in their claims.
If you are available to assist with any information in relation to the alleged abuse at
these institutions, we ask you contact us at:
PORTERS LAWYERS (02) 6247 3477
lawyers@porterslawyers.com.au
www.porterslawyers.com.au
TOLL FREE: 1800 44 55 44

Beginners Courses
Yoga Yogalates Pilates
BANGALOW

20 years local experience

Mon 6–7pm Hatha slow ﬂow
Sat 8.15–9.30am Yogalates
Wed 6–7.15pm Yin Rejuv Yoga

• 19 inch chipper • Stump grinding
• Cherry picker • Crane truck • Bob Cat

SUFFOLK PARK

Fully insured • Free quotes

Mon & Fri 10–11.30am Yogalates
Wed 6–7pm Yin Yang Yoga
Sun 6.30–7.30pm Hatha Fuse Yin Rejuv

0427 347 380

SPECIAL: Book in for a month @ $95,
try as many classes as you like.
See website for additional classes.
0432 047 221 yogalates.com.au

HYPNOSIS & NLP
www.wendypurdey.com
Be the person you want to be!
Let go of negative and insecure beliefs.
Resolve addictive patterns & Sabotage.
Become unstuck and ﬁnd peace
within yourself.
The time is NOW! Let’s get started.

Call Wendy 0497 090 233

HALLS FOR HIRE
TYAGARAH HALL Great for yoga
classes or small functions. $20/hour, min
2 hours. Ring Karina 0481012051

• FULLY INSURED
• PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
• FREE QUOTES

6684 4421
0402 364 852

LEAF IT TO US 4x4 truck/chipper, crane
truck, stump grinding. Local, qualiﬁed,
insured, free quotes. 0402487213

FOR SALE

MIELE WASHERS
Dryers and dishwashers available at
Bridglands Mullumbimby. 66842511

HAMBLY’S
FIREWOOD
Delivery available

Mark 0427 490 038

MAZDA 2 5 speed manual, excellent
condition & well maintained, red, owned
from new, just had full service and rego.
$3.5k. 0410206627

VEHICLES WANTED
WE BUY ALL trucks, utes, vans, cars &
caravans. Good or bad. 0403118534

CARAVANS
CARAVANS
We buy, sell & consign.
All makes & models.
0408 758 688

BUSINESS FOR SALE
SUCCESSFUL VIETNAMESE MOBILE
FOOD VAN (commercial kitchen) with 6
market sites per month in the Tweed &
tons of potential for catering and music
gigs. Full training and suppliers lease.
$59,000. Ph 0432402120

PROPERTY WANTED
PROPERTY, VACANT LAND OR HOUSE
in Byron, Ballina, Lismore or Tweed
Shires. Finance ready. Any condition,
neg on price. Help local couple in search.
Thanks, Robert 0407924788

TO LET

LOCAL REMOVAL

& backloads to Brisbane. Friendly,
with 10 years local exp. 0409917646
Summerland Storage Bangalow
From $105 to $290 per month
Call GNF Bangalow 66872833
BANGALOW, SMALL HOUSE
Available 2 July, part furnished.
Washing machine, dryer, dishwasher,
refrigerator, internet. No outgoings.
Carpets and tiles, large shower.
Suit 1 person, male or female.
No drugs, no smoking.
$640pw. New house. Ph 0402061110

TO LEASE

Delivered in a
wheelie bin
lfZkmÛk^phh]'\hf'Zn

WANTED
LP RECORDS: good condition, no op
shop crap! Ph Matt 0401955052

MULLUMBIMBY large ofﬁce, upstairs
Stuart St Arcade. 97sqm, all amenities.
$600pw inc GST. Ph 66801643

WANTED TO LEASE
ACCESS TO ACREAGE, dwelling or not.
Prefer 2x2 or 3x3 or similar. Substantial
security deposit OK. Pls call 0423218417

POSITIONS VACANT

EOFY CLEARANCE SALE
Captain’s Stash, 69 Fingal St, Brunswick.
Vintage collectors items, huge variety.
Starts Sat 8am. Cash or card.
Angle parking please!

WARNING
The Department of Fair Trading
has warned people to be very careful
about responding to advertisements
offering work at home. Readers should
be wary if asked to pay money upfront
for employment opportunities and never
send money to a post ofﬁce box

MOVING! Priced to sell, bikes, BBQs,
jewellery, furniture, kids’ toys, clothing
plus more. 599 Left Bank Road, Sat 8am.

LADIES WANTED, MUST BE 18+ Casual
or permanent work available in busy adult
parlour. 66816038 for details.

GARAGE SALES

Tip Runs &
Rubbish
Removal
0408 210 772
MOTOR VEHICLES
2004 SUBARU OUTBACK 6cyl 3.0l auto,
AWD 5 door wagon. Towbar, tinted
windows, 4 good tyres including spare,
rego Sept 2021, aircon $3400 ono. Starts
ﬁrst time, strong engine, cruise control on
the highway, looks a bit battered
235,000kms. Ph 0409324724
SUBARU OUTBACK 2011 2.5I Premium
4GEN auto AWD 5-door wagon. Roof
racks, towbar, front nudge bar, very clean,
121,000kms, green with black interior,
rego Feb 2022. $15,500 ono Great price,
car is perfect for up here. Ph 0409324724
for pics etc.

EROTIC MASSAGE STAFF reliable
and friendly for Gentlemen’s Relaxation
Centre 18+. Tweed. Grace 0418185791

CASUAL GROUND CREW

Local Hot air Balloon Operation.

Handy with trailers/4WD.
Positive, flexible, enjoy
early mornings & people.
LR licence is essential.

Call or text

0412 777 653

Byron Greens

MEDIA
CONSULTANT
Full details on
page 10.
www.echo.net.au

Classifieds
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We are growing and the
future is bright here at
BSRE.
We are a strong
`i«i`iÌwÀ]i>`iÀÃ
in the Byron Shire since
1979.
We are seeking good
«i«iÌw>ÕLiÀv
«ÃÌÃÕÀÌi>°
Experienced Salesperson
Assistant Agent/PA
Property Manager
«iÌiVw`iÌ>ÌÞ
assured.
Applications to
todd@byronshirerealestate.
com.au

CLEANERS
WANTED
for Bay Motel

IMMEDIATE START.
Excellent
Remuneration.

Call 6685 6121

Are you mechanically minded,
love working with your
hands and looking for a new
challenge or career change?
Then, we have the perfect
opportunity for you!
Our annual Production Intake
is now open, head to our
website to see all the details.
Applications close Sunday
20th June.
www.stoneandwood.com.
au/work-with-us/

FOUND: To the lady with a blue (?)
Subaru at Brunswick Heads Memorial
Park at 3pm, Monday 7 June, you lost
something as you departed. With a
salutation ‘namaste’, please contact PO
Box 1228, Mullumbimby NSW 2482
L O S T:
L ow l a n d
subtropical
rainforest, swamp forest and forest
on wetland margins with alluvial soils,
Mitchell’s Rainforest Snail

POPPY

OPEN: Tues 2.30–4.30pm
Thurs 3–5pm, Sat 10am–12 noon
Call AWL 0436 845 542.
Like us on Facebook!

On The Horizon
DEADLINE NOON FRIDAY
Email copy marked ‘On The Horizon’ to editor@echo.net.au.

Resilient community
workshops
Free Resilient Communities Workshops
at Main Arm, Durrumbul Hall every
3rd Sunday of the month 2–4pm,
starting 20 June. All ages welcome
to share their concerns, hopes, skills
and knowledge. Focus is on ACTION to
decrease our individual environmental
footprint and build housing, water,
food, and energy security. Call Peta
0447 005 996 to register.

Book Fair Byron
Friends of Libraries, Byron Shire
are running their annual Book Fair
fundraiser of secondhand books for
three days at the Byron Bay Surf Club.
The Book Fair runs Saturday 3, Sunday
4, and Monday 5 July, 9am to 4pm.

Mullum market

PETAL
Passed away peacefully in the company of family.
From Brunswick Heads, formerly of Lismore.
Deeply loved wife of the late Bill Pratten, mother of
David, Susan, Jennifer and Lynette, mother-in-law of
Catherine, Tanya and Ben, grandmother of Jessica,
Amy and Esther, Siobhan & Ashley, Jack & Hannah,
Richard & Kara, and Solomon, Ulysses, Cyrus and
Rama, and great-grandmother of Eira, Arlo, Elsie, Lily,
Aiah and Rose. Beloved younger sister of Joan Mollison
and the late Kenneth Ramsay, and treasured daughter
of the late Cecil and Annie Ramsay of Lismore.

It’s never too late!

LEARN
SPANISH

WITH NATIVE
SPEAKERS

Call or text Maria

0401 957 141
spanishinbyron@gmail.com

MUSICAL NOTES
QUALITY PIANOS for sale, and expert
piano tuning. Ph Fred Cole 0412216019
GUITARS, RECORDS, HI-FI
WE BUY AND SELL 66851005
GUITAR STRINGS, REPAIRS
Brunswick Heads 66851005

WORDPRESS SETUP/TRAIN/MAINT
Reas rates info@wordpressit.com.au

JAMES O’CONNOR

TUITION

Adobe
Tutoring
Experienced
Professional Trainer
• Photoshop • Indesign
• Illustrator
James – beautiful, gentle soul much
missed by family and those who met
him. Really one of a kind.

All cats are
desexed, vaccinated
and microchipped.

No: 953010005523538
Please make an appointment
0403 533 589 • Billinudgel
petsforlifeanimalshelter.net

EXQUISITE
Be impressed with my hot body and
warm hands. Tweed area. 0438573677

PETS
Lexie is a 4 1/2 year
old desexed female
Staffy who craves
love and attention
from her human so
best as the only pet
as she tends to be
jealous of sharing
her humans with
other pets. She is
a shy timid girl at
ﬁrst, but once she gets to know
you she will come around in no
time – she needs a safe quiet, indoor
environment to call home
Being a Staffy she has a sweet
loving nature, protective of her
home when strangers are about.
She is a good walker on a lead, but
very nervous if she sees other dogs
out in public. If you like heaps of
company, she is the dog for you,
she will always be by your side. No
children please.
Microchip No 953010001061647

FULL BODY RESTORATION
Fill your tanks & heal through pleasure
massagebyronbay.com or 0425347477
BALLINA EXCLUSIVE
34 Piper Dr. Open 7 days 10am till late.
In & Out Calls. 66816038. Ladies wanted
Find us on Facebook and Twitter!
COVID SAFE

lexie

Visit friendsofthepound.com to view
other dogs and cats looking for a home.
ABN 83 126 970 338

Byron Dog Rescue (CAWI)
18-monthold
desexed
Kelpie x
Border
x Hound
‘Harvey’ is
desperately
seeking a
kind, caring forever home.
Harvey is beyond gorgeous.
He’s handsome, elegant,
playful, loving and great with
kids and other dogs.
He has a lifetime medical
condition that can be managed
by a specialised feeding
technique. Harvey will need
someone who’d love a loyal
companion, with plenty of time
to dedicate to him.
For further info please contact
Shell on 0458 461 935.

HARVEY

FRENCH • ITALIAN • GERMAN
Eva 0403224842
www.languagetuitionbyron.com.au

She just adores to play games.
She is a lot of fun. A ﬂuffy bundle
of joy with a mischievous gleam in
her eye. Striking black and white
marking and very impressive
whiskers. If you like playing games
and cuddling critters, then this little
four month old darling is for you.

ONLY ADULTS

For details about Fay’s
Celebration of Life service
please visit bit.ly/faypratten

IN MEMORIAM

www.echo.net.au

FOUND: Mullum – Pushbike half hidden
in bushes. In good order. Ph 0418427444.

If you’re
looking for
a bit more
cat for your
lap, then
Poppy is for
you! This
curvaceous
feline is
super
cuddly
and very
affectionate.
Poppy is a
beautiful example of a plus size
model and she’s simply bursting
at the seams with love.
To meet Poppy, please visit the
Cat Adoption Centre at 124 Dalley
Street, Mullumbimby.

AWL NSW Rehoming Organisation
Number: R251000222

WORK WANTED

contact@thinkblinkdesign.com
www.thinkblinkdesign.com

FOUND: Car key, model cannon on key
ring. Ocean Shores Shopping Centre.
Ph 0408933454

PRATTEN (née Ramsay) FAY ANNETTE
28.10.1938 – 06.06.2021

Beginner–Advanced.
Tutoring for all ages.
Murwillumbah Production

LOST & FOUND

Devoted to Pleasure
Ɔ

Couples, Men & Women Ɔ

touchofjustine.com

0407 013 347

SOCIAL ESCORTS
LOTS OF GORGEOUS LADIES available
for your pleasure nearby. Spoil yourself.
In & out. 7 days. Ladies always wanted.
0266816038. COVID SAFE

Mullumbimby Community Market is
on this Saturday from 8am till 2pm in
lovely Summers Park, Corner Stuart
and Myokum Streets, Mullumbimby.
Great local artisans, massage, good
food and coffee. Happy Africa & Gabriel
Otu will be playing live. We love your
dogs, but they can’t come inside the
market.

Byron Bay library fun
Storytime: 10.30am Tuesdays; Baby
bounce 10.00am Wednesdays. Share
singing, stories, rhymes and books
through our enjoyable Storytime
and Baby bounce experiences in the
Library. Phone Byron Bay Library for
information or bookings. Bookings
essential: 6685 8540.

Prostate cancer support
The next meeting of the Northern
Rivers Day Prostate Cancer Support
Group is on Monday, 21 June, 10am till
12 noon at the Ballina Cherry Street
Bowling Club. Men diagnosed or newly
diagnosed with prostate cancer are
most welcome to attend. Partners or
carers are especially invited on this
occasion as there is the possibility of
a separate meeting for discussion on
the impact this diagnosis has on other
family members. These meetings are
a wonderful opportunity to share,
learn and benefit from other people’s
experiences. Enquiries to Bob Corney
6628 1527 or 0400 747 630.

Waterlily Park
The next meeting of the Waterlily Park
Play Space Committee is Tuesday 29
June at 6pm in the Board Room at
Ocean Shores Country Club. Come
along.

Ocean Shores tidy town
The Ocean Shores Tidy Town
Committee will meet at 6pm, Tuesday
22 June in the Board Room at Ocean
Shores Country Club. All Welcome.

SUN, MOON & TIDES

Bangalow Heritage

TIMES FOR NEXT 2 WEEKS

Bangalow Heritage House is closed
June and July. It will be reopening
with a new look Cafe and exhibitions.
For further information contact:
bangalowhistorical@bigpond.com.

DAY, SUN MOON
HIGH
LOW
DATE MOON
RISE / RISE /
TIDES,
TIDES,
(June)
PHASE SET
SET height (m) height (m)

16 W

6:37
16:56

10:57
22:07

12:24 1.14

06:42 0.51
17:51 0.57

17 TH

6:37
16:56

11:33
23:08

00:45 1.63
13:29 1.18

07:32 0.49
18:57 0.61

18

6:37
16:56

12:07

01:40 1.59
14:38 1.26

08:25 0.46
2011 0.63

19 SA

6:37
16:56

12:41
0:08

02:38 1.54
15:45 1.38

09:16 0.40
21:28 0.62

20 SU

6:38
16:57

13:16
1:10

03:38 1.50
16:46 1.52

10:05 0.35
22:42 0.57

21 M

6:38
16:57

13:53
2:15

04:39 1.46
17:44 1.67

10:54 0.29
23:51 0.49

22 TU

6:38
16:57

14:35
3:22

05:39 1.41
11:42 0.24
18:38 1.81

23 W

6:38
16:57

15:23
4:33

06:38 1.37 00:56 0.41
19:30 1.92 12:29 0.21

24 TH

6:38
16:58

16:19
5:44

07:34 1.32 01:55 0.35
20:22 1.99 13:16 0.19

25

6:39
16:58

17:21
6:53

08:29 1.28 02:50 0.30
21:12 2.01 14:04 0.21

26 SA

6:39
16:58

18:28
7:57

09:20 1.25 03:44 0.29
22:00 1.98 14:53 0.24

27 SU

6:39
16:58

19:35
8:52

10:12 1.22
22:47 1.91

04:35 0.31
15:43 0.31

28 M

6:39
16:59

20:39
9:39

11:03 1.20
23:33 1.80

05:24 0.34
16:32 0.39

29 TU

6:39
16:59

21:41
10:19

11:56 1.19

06:12 0.39
17:23 0.49

30 W

6:39
16:59

22:38
10:54

00:18 1.68
12:52 1.19

06:59 0.44
18:19 0.59

F

F

Data sourced from Bureau of
Meteorology. Times adjusted for
Daylight Savings when applicable.

Bruns CWA crafts
Every Friday, 10am till 2pm, Brunswick
Heads CWA hosts Crafty Women. Bring
along your craft projects or learn to
crochet, knit or quilt. Learn from the
experts! CWA rooms, corner Booyun
and Park Streets. Women all ages and
new mums most welcome. Gold Coin
donation, please. Contact Mary on
0431 908 063.

Mahjong and cards
Seniors get together on Fridays at 1pm
at a local club in Byron Bay. Friendly
group, all welcome. Enquiries, Nancy
0498 480 373

OS Garden Club
The next meeting of the Ocean Shores
Garden Club will be held on Monday, 21
June at 1.30pm, at the Hub hall next to
K Hub (previously Target). Our speaker
will be Debbie from Byron Herbs
Nursery. Phone Margie 6680 1736.

Rail rally
Rail rally calling for urgent consultation
on the removal of the train tracks from
the Murwillumbah to Crabbes Creek
rail corridor. TOOT, Northern Rivers Rail
Ltd and NR Railway Action Group and
We Can Ride Together to hold the rally
17 June, 3pm at Murwillumbah Railway
Station. They will march to the Tweed
Shire Council building.

Giving back to kids
The annual Our Kids Community
Grants helps families and community
groups caring for children with special
needs in the Northern Rivers to
purchase equipment to improve the
health of local children.
Grants are available to children’s
community health organisations,
health professionals, chronically ill
children, and special groups, parents
and guardians who care for children
living with special needs. Each grant is
capped at $2,000.
Apply online to the Our Kids Far North
Coast Law Society Community Grants
at www.ourkids.org.au or contact
the Our Kids Office on 6620 2705.
Submissions close on July 1.

Heartfelt farewell
As Heartfelt House prepares for its
move to Lismore Women’s Health &
Resource Centre, we would like to
invite all friends of Heartfelt House to
come back to the beautiful grounds
and house to say a farewell on
Wednesday 23 June at 10am–12pm at
301 Lismore Road, Wollongbar. Owing
to COVID regulations registration is
required: https://bit.ly/3g0oTd0.

Bangalow Progress
Association meeting
The Bangalow Progress Association
general meeting will be held at 6pm
Wednesday, 23 June at Heritage
House, Deacon St Bangalow. It will
include an update on planning and
project activities in Bangalow. Come
along and be part of the community
voice. All BPA members and Bangalow
residents are welcome.

MONTHLY MARKETS
1st SAT Brunswick Heads 0410 785 554
1st SAT Alstonville
0429 019 407
1st SUN Byron Bay
1st SUN Lismore Car Boot

6685 6807
6628 7333

2nd SAT Flea Market, Bangalow 0490 335 498
2nd SAT Woodburn
0439 489 631
2nd SUN The Channon
2nd SUN Tabulam Hall
2nd SUN Coolangatta

6688 6433
0490 329 159

3rd SAT Mullumbimby
3rd SAT Murwillumbah

6684 3370
0413 804 024

3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd

SUN
SUN
SUN
SUN

4th SAT
4th SAT
4th SAT
4th SAT

Federal
0433 002 757
Uki
0487 329 150
Lismore Car Boot 6628 7333
Ballina
0422 094 338
Flea, Byron YAC
Evans Head
0439 489 631
Wilsons Creek
6684 0299
Kyogle Bazaar kyogletogether.org.au

4th
4th
4th
4th

SUN Bangalow
6687 1911
SUN Nimbin
0475 135 764
SUN Murwillumbah 0422 565 168
SUN (in a 5 Sunday month) Coolangatta

5th SUN Nimbin

0458 506 000

FARMERS/WEEKLY MARKETS
Each TUE
Each TUE
Each WED
Each WED
Each WED
Each THU
Each THU
Each FRI
Each SAT
Each SAT
Each SAT
Each SAT
Each SUN

New Brighton
6677 1345
Organic Lismore
6628 1084
7-11am M’bah
6684 7834
3-6pm Nimbin 0475 135 764
4-7pm Newrybar Hall
8-11am Byron
6687 1137
2.30-6.30pm Lismore 0450 688 900
7-11am Mullum
6677 1345
8-11am Bangalow 6687 1137
8am-1pm Uki
6679 5530
8.30-11am Lismore 0466 415 172
8.30-12am Blue Knob
7-11am Ballina
0493 102 137
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Backlash

Great range, expert advice,
professional installation.
New Quantum NextGEN Flooring.
Loose lay vinyl plank manufactured
speciﬁcally to endure the harsh
Australian climate.
During scientiﬁc testing, Quantum
outperformed all of the current
loose lay planks on the market.
Global Beats reverberated from the Byron Theatre last
Sunday with Batala Brazilian Percussion. Photo Jeff Dawson
The judge who settled at least $1.8 billion for victims of the
federal government’s robodebt disaster has described it as a
‘shameful chapter’ and a ‘massive failure of public administration’, according to the ABC. For those interested in public
accountability, there has been no consequence for its instigator, Scott Morrison. If you are looking for accountability and
honesty, look to the Dutch. The entire government resigned in
January over a similar child welfare fraud scandal.

3/5 Clark Street, Ballina
6686 3855

PAY AT END FAMILY LAWYERS
– for approved asset split claims
EXPERIENCE WITH COMPLEX FAMILY LAW MATTERS
INVOLVING TRUSTS AND ESTATE PLANNING
Stamp duty exemption for transfer of property
related to Family Law Separation.
Female and male family lawyers available.

Australian Family Law Group / Heydon Lawyers
02 6685 6188 • australianlawgroup.com.au • heydons.com
Offices in: Byron Bay, Murwillumbah, Sydney, Brisbane

Nothing to concern yourself with but New Scientist reports
that Google and Harvard Uni have mapped all the connections
in one cubic millimetre of the human brain for the first time.
The science journal also reported last week that ‘Tiny animal
revived after 24,000 years entombed in Siberian permafrost’.

Built for tomorrow
We select Enphase micro-inverters with LG or
Sunpower solar modules for all of our residential
and commercial solar projects. With Enphase each
panel operates independently of its neighbours, AC
power from the panel means our systems are safer,
perform better than panels on string inverters, & are
more reliable as they don’t depend on a string inverter.

Call us today for more information on
Juno/e EOFY deals on Enphase, LG,
Sunpower, and Tesla.
Our Habitat, Office 26, 20-1 Porter St, Byron Bay

www.junoenergy.com.au

0425 256 802 sales@junoenergy.com.au
electrical licence no. 255292C CEC member since 2010

OPEN BY
APPOINTMENT

What’s in a G7, apart from a photo op? John Pilger tweeted:
‘What they dared not admit at the G7 – in the 1970s, two
thirds of the world economy was controlled by the West
(America, Europe etc). Today, the reverse is true: two thirds of
the world economy belongs to China and the world. What’s
the point of the G7?’
The annual service of commemoration for Indigenous people
who lost their lives at Myall Creek on June 10, 1838, was held last
week. Around around 28 unarmed women, children and elderly
men were murdered by a group of white stockmen. According
to www.sbs.com.au, ‘It was only after a second trial that seven
of the twelve men involved in the massacre were found guilty
and executed for their crimes – a first in the colony’s history’.
Ngiyani winangay ganunga – we remember them.

COME CHECK OUT OUR DISPLAY
AT 20 BANGALOW RD, BYRON BAY
CORNER OF BANGALOW ROAD
AND CONSTELLATION CLOSE

OPEN BY APPOINTMENT

Good news – the entire NSW government transport fleet
will go electric by the end of 2025, says Liberal MP Andrew
Constance. And the guvmint also say single use plastic will
be phased out by 2025, along with a range of other plastic
packaging, utensils and straws.

WWW.BYRONBUILT.COM

(02) 56 24 50 20
ږ³ȒȅɖƬǝȅȒȸƺɎǝƏȇǴɖɀɎƏǕȸƏȇȇɵ˿ƏɎ٫ڗ

12 MONTH
WARRANTY

* Live music
* Great coffee
* Gourmet food

9
6
4
$
From
Store &
vailable In

A

Online

Renewed

BYRON BAY
Thursdays 7-11am
Cavanbah Centre

AUTHORISED DEALER

BANGALOW
Saturdays 7-11am
Behind the hotel

BYRON BAY
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design + construction

iPhone X

real farmers,
real food
Byron’s freshest
produce direct
from our local
growers

B Y R O N B U I LT

Cnr Brigantine & Wollongbar St
Byron Arts & Industry Estate
6685 5212 • hotelandhome.com.au

DEVICE TRADER

1/ 130 Jonson Street Byron Bay
02 6685 5585
devicetrader.com.au
www.echo.net.au

